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ABSTRACT

For simulations of future climate to be reliable, clouds must be represented as

realistically as possible. However, most radiation schemes in climate models

currently make a number of simplifications when accounting for clouds, one of

the most important being the removal of horizontal inhomogeneity (the “plane-

parallel” approximation). This has significant effects on the interactions of the

clouds with radiation.

In this thesis, a new scheme called “Tripleclouds” is presented that attempts

to account for the neglected inhomogeneity by using two regions of cloud in each

vertical layer of the model as opposed to one. One of these regions represents

the optically thinner cloud in the layer, and the other represents the optically

thicker cloud. Furthermore, the scheme uses a “decorrelation” overlap method

that improves on more conventional “maximum-random” overlap by overlap-

ping vertically continuous cloud with increasing randomness for pairs of layers

with larger vertical separation.

The Tripleclouds scheme is implemented in the Edwards-Slingo radiation

code and initially tested on radar data from Chilbolton, southern England. Both

the horizontal and vertical components of the scheme are found to improve on

the conventional plane-parallel, maximum-random scheme. Plane-parallel bi-

ases with respect to high-resolution independent-column calculations of 8% were

reduced to less than 1% using Tripleclouds.

The scheme is then applied to global re-analysis data from ERA-40, and the

individual effects on radiation budget of the horizontal and vertical components

compared. The full Tripleclouds scheme was found to reduce the average global
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net cloud radiative forcing by 3.78 W m−2. It is also found that, while represent-

ing inhomogeneity has the larger effect on global radiation budget (6.53 W m−2),

the effects of improving vertical overlap (−1.86 W m−2) are not negligible and

hence it is important that, in future studies, parametrisations of horizontal and

vertical structure should not be considered independently.
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1:

CLOUD PROCESSES IN CLIMATE

MODELS

The issues surrounding anthropogenic climate change have been recognised for

a long time. As early as 1938, the connection was made, albeit tentatively, be-

tween the measured increase in global temperature and the inferred increase in

atmospheric carbon dioxide (Callendar, 1938). Mass human emission of carbon

dioxide began during the Industrial Revolution, when the burning of fossil fu-

els was first recognised as a source of energy. Since then, anthropogenic car-

bon emissions have increased atmospheric carbon dioxide levels from about 290

parts per million in 1880 to about 350 parts per million in 1980 (Siegenthaler and

Oeschger, 1979). Early modelling studies attempted to quantify the rise in global

temperature that would result from large anthropogenic carbon emissions. The

work of Manabe and Wetherald (1967), for example, predicted that, if the amount

of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere were to double, the global mean tempera-

ture would rise by about 2 K.

Since then, the message presented to society about climate change has

steadily increased in urgency. In 1990, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) created its first assessment report, in which it stated that the in-

creases in carbon dioxide were likely to cause a global warming effect, but the

effect would not be discernible for ten years. The messages from the subsequent

IPCC assessment reports have been increasingly confident about the human im-

pact on climate change, with the second assessment report claiming evidence of

the impact of anthropogenic emissions on climate change, and the third assess-
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ment report stating that there was “stronger evidence” supporting these claims.

By this time, the threat of climate change was widely accepted, and a number of

international agreements had been signed to reduce carbon emissions, such as

the Kyoto protocol of 1997. More recently, the fourth assessment report of the

IPCC stated that there was “very high confidence” of the anthropogenic impact

on climate change.

Despite these statements, the exact impacts of these carbon dioxide emissions

on the Earth-atmosphere system remain very uncertain. While it is now accepted

that these emissions will have an effect on global climate, there is still a large

amount of uncertainty regarding the extent to which these effects will manifest

themselves in terms of global temperature. One notable element of uncertainty

in climate modelling is due to uncertainty in clouds (for example, Webb et al.,

2006). These interact with many different elements of the climate system in com-

plex ways, and identifying and representing all of these interactions still requires

a great deal of research. The complexity of cloud interactions stems from the

large number of variables that need to be used to describe a cloud. For exam-

ple, variations in droplet size and droplet number density can affect how the

cloud interacts with radiation, as can variations in internal structure of the cloud

(microstructure and macrostructure; Liou, 1992). The added complication is the

fact that, not only can these features of clouds change when, for example, global

warming is introduced via a doubling of carbon dioxide, but these changes can

then have further ramifications on the degree of warming. In other words, com-

plicated feedback processes exist in the climate system.

This chapter introduces the issues surrounding clouds and cloud processes

and how they interact with radiation, and the impact that variations in clouds

have on climate change. It also discusses the implications of these cloud pro-

cesses on modelling of the climate system. The first section provides some basic

theory on radiative transfer through the atmosphere, with concepts that will be

used throughout this thesis. Section 1.2 then introduces the concept of the Earth’s
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radiation budget, and discusses the sensitivity of the radiation budget to clouds.

In section 1.3, the modelling of clouds and climate is introduced, and the concept

of climate feedbacks is presented in section 1.4. The uncertainty in the feedbacks

of clouds on climate is introduced, and the corresponding uncertainty that this

feedback provides in climate models is discussed. Finally, the focus of this thesis,

cloud inhomogeneity and its effect on radiation, is described in the final section.

1.1 ATMOSPHERIC RADIATIVE TRANSFER

The characteristics of electromagnetic radiation can be explained by solutions

to Maxwell’s equations. These are four differential equations that describe the

behaviour of electric and magnetic fields in a medium. The simplest solution

to these equations is a propagating wave with both fields varying sinusoidally

along axes perpendicular to one another and to the direction of propagation. In a

vacuum, all electromagnetic waves travel at the speed of light (3.0 × 108 m s−1),

but their wavelengths can vary over many orders of magnitude. Radio waves

have wavelengths of order kilometres, while gamma rays can have wavelengths

of less than a picometre (10−12 m). A variety of different types of electromagnetic

radiation exists in the atmosphere, and interacts with its components in a range

of different ways. When considering climate, only radiation with wavelengths

between 100 nm and 100 µm is important.

Electromagnetic radiation is emitted by everything with a temperature above

0 K (−273.15 ◦C; absolute zero). All components of the Earth-atmosphere sys-

tem therefore emit radiation at some wavelength. A surface that emits as much

radiation as it can at a given temperature T is referred to as a “black body”. The

energy flux B emitted by a black-body surface at a given wavelength λ when the

surface is at temperature T is given by the Planck function:

B(T, λ) =
2hc2

λ5[exp(hc/kBλT)− 1]
, (1.1)
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where h is Planck’s constant and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The total radia-

tive flux F from a surface, integrated over all wavelengths, is a function of the

temperature of the surface and defined according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law:

F =
∫

∞

0
eλ(λ)B(T, λ)dλ = e σ T4 , (1.2)

where σ is Stefan’s constant, eλ is the emissivity of the surface at wavelength λ

and e is the emissivity over all wavelengths. If e = 1 in equation 1.2, the surface

is emitting as much radiation as is possible at the given temperature and wave-

length, and is therefore a black body as defined above. Emissivity is therefore

given by the flux emitted as a fraction of the black body flux.

For a surface at a temperature T, the emitted flux will consist of radiation at a

continuous range of wavelengths. The wavelength at which the energy intensity

is highest, λmax, is defined in terms of the temperature by Wien’s displacement

law:

λmax =
kW

T
, (1.3)

where kW is a constant of value 2,897 µm K. As the Sun and the Earth have very

different surface temperatures (about 5,800 K and 290 K respectively), the wave-

lengths at which they emit must be very different. Using equation 1.3, it can be

shown that solar radiation peaks at a wavelength of about 500 nm, in the visible

part of the spectrum. Terrestrial radiation peaks at around 10 µm, in the thermal

infra-red. For the purposes of atmospheric radiation, it is convenient to parti-

tion the radiation into solar “short-wave” radiation emitted from the Sun and

terrestrial “long-wave” radiation emitted from the Earth, the atmosphere and its

constituents. The distributions of wavelengths over which surfaces at tempera-

tures typical to those of the Earth and the Sun emit are plotted in figure 1.1, as

defined by the Planck function (equation 1.1). The two distributions have been

normalised to the same peak magnitude. In terms of wavelength, it is seen that

there is little overlap between the distributions. It is therefore common practice

to partition atmospheric radiation into short-wave and long-wave components
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Figure 1.1: Planck functions calculated using equation 1.1, showing emission (normalised) as

a function of wavelength for temperatures typical of the surface of the Sun (5,800 K) and the

surface of the Earth (290 K). Adapted from Petty (2004).

by defining radiation with wavelengths below 4 µm as short-wave and radiation

with wavelengths above 4 µm as long-wave (for example, Petty, 2004).

In addition to visible radiation, short-wave radiation also consists of radiation

in both the near-infra-red and in the ultra-violet. The atmosphere is fairly trans-

parent to short-wave radiation, with atmospheric absorption occurring at near-

infra-red wavelengths, and oxygen and ozone molecules absorbing strongly in

the ultra-violet. The intensity of solar radiation incident on the top of the Earth’s

atmosphere is around 1,370 W m−2; a value referred to as the “total solar irradi-

ance”. Long-wave radiation consists entirely of thermal infra-red. Exchange of

thermal infra-red radiation is one process by which heat is redistributed through

the atmosphere, and is also the mechanism by which the Earth radiates energy

back out to space. The balance of the incoming short-wave and outgoing long-

wave radiation for the Earth-atmosphere system is referred to as the Earth’s “ra-

diation budget”, and is also discussed in the next section.

Electromagnetic radiation interacts with matter in the atmosphere in a variety

of different ways. For short-wave radiation, the effect of these interactions is
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generally to reduce the intensity of an incident beam by a process known as

extinction. Consider a beam of incoming radiation with intensity Iλ at a given

wavelength. Extinction can be written as a coefficient determining the rate of

decrease of intensity with distance s through the medium:

dIλ

ds
= −Iλ βe , (1.4)

where βe is the volume extinction coefficient. The process of extinction consists of

two separate components: absorption and scattering. The extinction coefficient

is given by a sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients:

βe = βa + βs . (1.5)

This can be used to calculate the rate of decay of direct incident intensity with

distance as it passes through the medium. For the simple case where the medium

has constant uniform extinction properties and does not emit, the direct-beam

intensity at a distance s into the medium is given by:

Iλ = I0λ exp (−βes) . (1.6)

This can then be extended to define optical depth, a quantity that will be

used extensively throughout this thesis. Optical depth along a path between two

points s1 and s2 is defined as the integral of the extinction coefficient along that

path:

τ =
∫ s2

s1

βe(s) ds . (1.7)

In other words, the optical depth τ is a measure of how opaque a medium is,

and is equivalent to the distance over which the intensity of an incident beam

of direct radiation is reduced to e−1 times that of the original intensity. Usually,

the path from s1 to s2 is considered to be vertical when defining optical depth.

In the same way as extinction coefficient, optical depth can be partitioned into

absorption and scattering components:

τ = τa + τs . (1.8)
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Clouds can have a wide range of optical depths, from less than 0.01 for thin cir-

rus to over 100 for deep liquid clouds (Chen et al., 2000). Values of τ will often

be different for the same cloud interacting with short-wave and long-wave ra-

diation, as extinction varies with spectral region. Throughout this thesis, unless

otherwise stated, stated optical depths apply to the visible part of the spectrum.

Absorption occurs when radiation interacts with matter. The energy of that

radiation is absorbed by the matter and stored as internal energy. The absorption

process will therefore act to reduce the incident short-wave intensity. Scatter-

ing is defined as the redirection of radiation without energy loss or wavelength

change, and can be partitioned into three regimes depending on the size of the

scattering particle with respect to the wavelength of the incident radiation. If the

wavelength is much larger than the particle radius (λ ≫ r), Rayleigh scattering

will occur. In the atmosphere, this happens when short-wave radiation interacts

with oxygen and nitrogen molecules. The incoming radiation interacts with the

molecule to induce an oscillating dipole, which radiates at the same wavelength

in all directions. The efficiency of the scattering is wavelength dependent, with

shorter wavelengths being scattered far more effectively.

In the case where the wavelength of the incident radiation is comparable to,

or larger than, the particle size, scattering follows the Mie regime. Mie theory

applies specifically to homogeneous spheres, hence describes scattering through

cloud droplets. The processes involved in Mie scattering are very complex, and

result in scattering that is mostly redirected into the forward hemisphere (in

contrast to Rayleigh scattering, in which radiation is redirected approximately

evenly in all directions). Often many Mie scattering events are experienced in a

single passage of a photon through a cloud layer. For cases where the particle

radius is much larger than the wavelength of the radiation (λ ≪ r), the scatter-

ing can be described by geometric optics. In this case, the passage of the beam

through can be determined simply by considering refraction at the points where

it enters and exits the particle.
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1.2 THE EARTH’S RADIATION BUDGET

The effect of incoming short-wave radiation from the Sun is to heat the Earth-

atmosphere system; the effect of outgoing long-wave radiation from the Earth

and atmosphere is to cool it. The combined effect of these two contributions,

and how this energy is redistributed within the atmosphere, is referred to as the

Earth’s radiation budget. At the top of the atmosphere, over long timescales, the

globally averaged net effect of the short-wave warming and long-wave cooling

is a cancellation, with the system residing in equilibrium. At the surface, there is

an imbalance, which is offset by sensible and latent heat fluxes.

Much of the incident short-wave radiation is transmitted through the atmo-

sphere, with a fraction of the energy directly absorbed. The atmosphere is much

more absorptive to long-wave radiation, on account of the presence of “green-

house gases”; gases that are strongly absorptive in the long-wave. These absorb

upward long-wave radiation from the surface, and emit long-wave radiation to-

wards the surface. The most important greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide,

water vapour, methane and tropospheric ozone (Hansen et al., 2005). Despite its

relatively weak absorption compared to other greenhouse gases, the higher con-

centration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere makes it one of the most potent

greenhouse gases in terms of radiation budget. As anthropogenic emissions of

carbon dioxide have increased concentrations in the atmosphere, changes in this

greenhouse gas present a major contribution to global warming.

Many experiments have sought to quantify the Earth’s radiation budget. The

first attempt was made by Dines (1917), and a number of similar attempts fol-

lowed (for example, Simpson, 1929). Most of these early efforts, however, were

inaccurate, as they relied on estimates of planetary albedo. Before the satellite

era, there were no direct measurements of planetary albedo, and the typical es-

timated values of 40% to 50% were too high (Hunt et al., 1986). With the as-

sistance of satellite observations, more recent attempts have aimed to quantify
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all the components of the Earth’s radiation budget using a number of observa-

tional and modelling techniques. In the 1980s, the Earth Radiation Budget Ex-

periment (ERBE) was launched (Barkstrom, 1984) and found planetary albedo

(including clouds) to be 30%. Kiehl and Trenberth (1997) made an estimate of

the global radiation budget, using a detailed radiation model to predict radia-

tion fields that were constrained by top-of-atmosphere satellite measurements,

including ERBE. They estimated that, of the incoming 342 W m−2 of short-wave

radiation, 168 W m−2 is absorbed by the surface and 67 W m−2 is absorbed by

the atmosphere. However, they suggest that some atmospheric absorption pro-

cesses in clouds may be unaccounted for in models, and hence this value may

be too low. Of the radiation budget experiments that they compared in their re-

view, they found a number of the studies with surface absorption values up to

20 W m−2 lower and the atmospheric absorption up to 20 W m−2 higher, includ-

ing the observational study of Ohmura and Gilgen (1993). A more recent study

by Hatzianastassiou et al. (2004) also used a detailed radiative transfer model

and ten years of cloud data from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology

Project (ISCCP), in combination with re-analysis data from the National Centers

for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR). Their value of short-wave atmospheric absorption was found

to be 92 W m−2; a result that suggests that the comment made by Kiehl and

Trenberth (1997) about unaccounted cloud absorption is correct.

The key focus of this work is on interactions of radiation with clouds. On

account of the wide variety of shapes, sizes and composition of clouds, the mag-

nitude of their effect on the Earth’s radiation budget is by no means certain. The

net effect of clouds on the radiation budget is to reflect short-wave radiation

back out of the atmosphere, hence providing a cooling, and to emit long-wave

radiation downwards towards the surface, providing a warming (for example,

Ramanathan et al., 1989). Low liquid clouds tend to be vast in area and hence

reflect large amounts of short-wave radiation, but emit long-wave radiation at
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a temperature very similar to that of the surface, implying that their net effect

is to cool the system. High clouds emit at much colder temperatures, and tend

to reflect less, giving a cooling that is much smaller in magnitude, or sometimes

even a slight warming. Globally, the short-wave cooling effect outweighs the

long-wave warming effect, and hence the combined effect of clouds is to cool the

Earth-atmosphere system (Quante, 2004).

The effect of clouds on the radiation budget and the climate system is often

expressed in terms of cloud radiative forcing (CRF; Ellis and VonderHaar, 1976).

In general, a radiative forcing is defined as the change in net top-of-atmosphere

radiative flux (downward minus upward for either short-wave or long-wave)

caused by a change to the climate system; for example, from a doubling of car-

bon dioxide. The cloud radiative forcing, however, is defined as the change in

the net radiative flux that is due to the presence of clouds; that is, the differ-

ence in flux between an atmospheric profile with clouds present and a clear-sky

profile. This is a different definition of a forcing to that of a conventional radia-

tive forcing caused by an externally forced perturbation to the climate system,

as clouds are part of the climate system’s response to that external forcing. For

this reason, some authors (such as Stephens, 2005) suggest using the terminol-

ogy “cloud radiative effect”. However, to match convention of most authors, we

shall use “cloud radiative forcing” throughout this work. The concept of CRF

is demonstrated for a cloud layer in figure 1.2. Fluxes through a cloud layer are

compared with clear-sky fluxes for the same profile. It can be seen that, above

the cloud layer, the effect of the cloud is to reflect more short-wave radiation

out of the system, but to emit less long-wave radiation out of the system. The

cloud also emits more long-wave radiation back towards the surface, and trans-

mits less short-wave radiation. CRF is defined to be negative if cooling occurs

and positive if warming occurs. Hence, short-wave CRF is usually negative, and

long-wave CRF is usually positive, both at the top of the atmosphere and at the

surface.
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Figure 1.2: Plot showing the effects of the presence of cloud on upward and downward short-

wave and long-wave fluxes. The fluxes through a layer of ice cloud with an optical depth of 4.4 and

vertical ice water content distribution as shown in panel (a) were calculated using the Edwards-

Slingo radiation code (see section 3.2), both when the cloud was present (red lines) and when the

cloud was absent (blue lines). The Standard US Atmosphere (McClatchey et al., 1972) was used

for thermodynamic profiles. The individual components of the short-wave and long-wave fluxes

are given in panels (b) and (c) respectively.

Ramanathan et al. (1989) used data from the ERBE project to show the extent

to which clouds cool the Earth-atmosphere system. They found the global short-

wave CRF to be −44.5 W m−2 and the long-wave CRF to be 31.3 W m−2, leaving

a net cooling of the Earth-atmosphere system of −13.2 W m−2. They also empha-

sised the significant effect that clouds could potentially have on climate change

by claiming this forcing to be four times the radiative forcing that would be in-

troduced by a doubling of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Local and seasonal

distributions of CRF were investigated by Harrison et al. (1990), also using ERBE

data. They found a tendency for short-wave and long-wave CRFs to largely can-

cel each other in the winter hemisphere, with most of the cooling from the clouds
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occurring in the summer hemisphere.

The size of the CRF values with respect to those typical of radiative forc-

ings caused by a carbon dioxide doubling suggests that not only is the radia-

tion budget of the Earth very sensitive to the cloud distribution, but also that

any changes to global cloud distribution introduced by that doubling could have

strong effects on global temperatures. Randall et al. (1984) stated that the cool-

ing induced by an increase in low-level cloud cover of 4% of the Earth’s surface

would be sufficient to offset the warming induced by a doubling of carbon diox-

ide. Slingo (1990) assessed the potential impact of low clouds on climate using

a three-dimensional global model by applying a doubling of carbon dioxide and

varying the global cloud properties. An increase of between 20% and 35% in

mean liquid water path or a decrease of 15% to 20% in droplet radius was found

to offset the warming caused by the carbon dioxide doubling. In terms of global

cloud cover, he found a relative increase of 15% to 20% created a sufficient cool-

ing. This corresponds to a difference of 4% to 6%, assuming an average global

low-cloud cover of 29% (Klein and Hartmann, 1993); an increase of similar mag-

nitude to that stated by Randall et al. (1984).

The presence of aerosols in the atmosphere can also have an effect on the

radiation budget. On their own, they cause a cooling effect on the Earth-

atmosphere system, with a global mean value of aerosol radiative forcing (ARF)

of (−6 ± 1) W m−2 in the absence of clouds (Kim and Ramanathan, 2008). When

interacting with clouds, however, the aerosols have a number of effects. They

provide an increase in cloud condensation nuclei concentrations, which results

in an increased number of smaller droplets in the cloud (the “first indirect ef-

fect”; Twomey, 1977). This makes the cloud more reflective to short-wave radia-

tion, and hence contributes a cooling effect to the radiation budget. According to

the findings of the IPCC, however, the magnitude of this cooling effect is highly

uncertain.
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1.3 MODELLING CLIMATE CHANGE

This sensitivity of clouds to changes in global temperature implies that the repre-

sentation of clouds in climate models needs to be as realistic as possible, and that

they must interact with the climate system in a realistic manner. This presents a

challenge (Houghton et al., 2001), as the cloud system and climate system are in-

extricably connected. An increase in global temperature caused by a doubling of

carbon dioxide will have an impact on the global cloud system, but this change

will also have an effect on the amount of warming. This is a climate feedback

process, and such cloud feedbacks present a major source of uncertainty in cli-

mate modelling (Randall et al., 2007). This is because of the complexity of cloud

processes and structure. An added complication is the complexity of the interac-

tions between cloud feedbacks and other atmospheric feedback systems.

A climate general circulation model (GCM) typically has a large resolution of

order hundreds of kilometres (Webb et al., 2006) and, while this resolution is suf-

ficient to capture large-scale circulations, cloud processes occur on scales much

smaller than that of a gridbox, and hence parametrisations of the cloud processes

are necessary. This is particularly true for convection. Early cloud parametrisa-

tions were very simple and interacted with radiation only in a very basic man-

ner. The clouds were entirely homogeneous and, when multiple cloud layers

were present, these were overlapped randomly. The early model of Manabe and

Strickler (1964) used zonally averaged clouds that existed in three discrete layers

(high-level, mid-level and low-level). Despite the simplicity of their model, they

identified that the mid-level and low-level clouds acted to cool the climate, while

some high-level clouds had a slight warming effect (clouds over about 9 km).

The importance of modelling clouds in GCMs was recognised in the mid-

1970s by Arakawa (1975). Some preliminary prognostic cloud schemes were de-

veloped, but most GCMs at the time continued to use diagnostic schemes. By

the end of the 1980s, the concept of cloud feedback had been recognised and in-
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teractions between clouds and radiation had become more realistic. However,

modelled cloud remained purely stratiform; no parametrisation of convective

cloud had been developed. This was a major drawback, as both convection and

precipitation processes have a notable impact on both the hydrological cycle and

the radiation budget (Randall et al., 1989).

More recent advances include increased coupling between processes in both

the atmosphere and the ocean, therefore allowing the climate system to directly

influence sea-surface temperature. Cloud feedbacks generated by the coupling

of the atmosphere to the ocean were investigated by Ma et al. (1994). They found

that coupling enhanced the sensitivity of the climate system to cloud feedback

processes. Prognostic cloud schemes (Sundqvist, 1978; Tiedtke, 1993) became

more widely used, replacing the earlier diagnostic schemes. In a recent study by

Grabowski (2001), the small-scale cloud processes were coupled with the large-

scale circulation by implementing a two-dimensional cloud-resolving model into

each column of a GCM. The most recent improvements in GCM cloud represen-

tations are summarised by Randall et al. (2007). A combination of increased res-

olution and more complex parametrisations mark areas of significant progress.

External adjustments to surface heat fluxes to ensure the stability of climate mod-

els are now not widely used. As a result of these improvements, GCMs are now

able to represent extreme events. They can also reproduce large-scale processes

such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation, although the Madden-Julian Oscilla-

tion remains a challenge.

1.4 CLOUD-CLIMATE FEEDBACKS

In its simplest form, the net radiation entering the Earth-atmosphere system Q

is the difference between the solar radiation absorbed by the system and the

outgoing terrestrial radiation emitted by the system. Assuming a simple model

with a grey atmosphere that has constant planetary albedo ap in the short-wave
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and planetary emissivity ep in the long-wave (Schneider, 1992), this equation

becomes:

Q =
S0

4
(1 − ap) − ep σ T 4

s , (1.9)

where S0 is total solar irradiance. In the absence of all feedbacks, therefore, the

net radiation Q is related to the mean global surface temperature Ts, with an

increase of radiation entering the climate system being generated by a warming

at the surface. In other words, the rate of change of Q with respect to Ts is given

by:
dQ

dTs
= −4 ep σ T 3

s . (1.10)

Now consider a small perturbation to the net radiation, ∆Q, but in the absence

of any external forcing. This will induce a corresponding change in the global

surface temperature ∆Ts. If the change is small, the relationship can be linearised

to give:

∆Q = ∆Ts
dQ

dTs
. (1.11)

The derivative on the right side of this equation defines the climate feedback

parameter Y. This governs the behaviour of Ts when the net radiation Q changes:

Y = −dQ

dTs
. (1.12)

In absence of any other feedback processes the “black-body feedback pa-

rameter”, YBB, given by the result of equation 1.10, has a value of about

3.33 W m−2 K−1, using values estimated by Kiehl and Trenberth (1997).

Now an external forcing to the system is added (for example, the radiative

forcing introduced by a doubling of carbon dioxide). This introduces a change

in the top-of-atmosphere flux, ∆F, and is added to the right side of equation 1.11

to give:

∆Q = −Y∆Ts + ∆F . (1.13)

This forcing will temporarily push the system out of equilibrium. Once the sys-

tem has returned to equilibrium, the change in radiative flux ∆Q becomes zero.
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The previous equation simplifies to (Schneider, 1992):

∆Ts =
1

Y
∆F . (1.14)

This form of the climate sensitivity equation is widely used in the literature to

quantitatively explain the feedbacks that certain processes have on the climate

system. Often, studies (such as Cess et al., 1990) describe the feedback parameter

as λ, which is equal to 1/Y. Some also define their values of Y or λ to be of

opposite sign to those presented in this study (such as Colman, 2003).

Consider the simple case where carbon dioxide is doubled in the atmosphere.

This generates a positive radiative forcing ∆F of order 3.7 W m−2 (for example,

Myhre et al., 1998). In the absence of any feedback processes, this will generate

a global temperature rise of 1.1 K, again using values from Kiehl and Trenberth

(1997). With feedback processes, the magnitude of this temperature rise becomes

increasingly uncertain, as the uncertainty of the climate feedback parameters for

various processes are high. For different feedback processes from various param-

eters, the feedback parameter is additive. For example, the linearisation used to

derive equation 1.11 could be expanded to describe the feedbacks from arbitrary

quantities a, b and c as:

Y = −
(

∂Q

∂Ts
+

∂Q

∂a

∂a

∂Ts
+

∂Q

∂b

∂b

∂Ts
+

∂Q

∂c

∂c

∂Ts

)

. (1.15)

In other words, the sign of the feedback for quantity a is determined by the prod-

uct of the rate of change of a with surface temperature and the rate of change of

net radiation flux with a.

A simple feedback effect that is well understood in principle is that of snow

and ice albedo. Increases in global surface temperature act to reduce the area of

the Earth covered with snow and ice. As snow and ice are both very reflective

to short-wave radiation, this reduction generates a net decrease in global sur-

face albedo, with larger local decreases in marginal areas. This implies that more

short-wave radiation is absorbed by the Earth’s surface, which causes increased

global surface temperatures, which in turn further acts to reduce the snow and
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ice cover of the Earth. Snow and ice albedo feedback is an example of a positive

climate feedback, where the interaction between climate change and a process

acts to accelerate the change. In the study of Colman (2003), values of different

components of the feedback parameter were compared from a number of differ-

ent studies. They found a mean snow albedo feedback, Yα, of −0.36 W m−2 K−1,

with errors of 0.19 W m−2 K−1.

Another important feedback process is that of atmospheric water vapour (Ra-

manathan, 1975). The warming of the atmosphere introduced by a doubling of

carbon dioxide allows it to hold an increased amount of water vapour. As wa-

ter vapour is a greenhouse gas, this enhances atmospheric long-wave absorption

and acts to further warm the climate, giving another positive feedback process.

This process, however, can be offset by lapse rate feedbacks (Zhang et al., 1994).

An increase in lapse rate (rate of change of temperature with height) leads to

a warmer surface temperature and an enhancement of the effect of greenhouse

gases. In the tropics, however, the lapse rate tends to be moist adiabatic, and

in such locations, increases in surface temperature lead to a decreased moist

adiabatic lapse rate. This leads to a decrease in the effect of greenhouse gases,

and hence a cooling, giving a negative climate feedback. For negative feedback

processes, the interaction of the process with the climate acts to decelerate the

change. Colman (2003) found the combination of these two feedback parame-

ters (Yq and YΓ) to give a contribution to Y of −1.37 W m−2 K−1 with an error

of 0.2 W m−2 K−1. He also found a negative correlation between the values of

Yq and YΓ, with water vapour feedbacks being strongly positive and lapse rate

feedbacks being weakly negative. The mean and spread of values of each of these

components of feedback parameter Y as reported by Colman (2003) are shown

in figure 1.3.

Cloud feedbacks, however, pose the greatest challenge in understanding the

process of climate change (Randall et al., 2007). Stephens (2005) identified the

issues at the heart of the cloud-climate feedback problem. Firstly, both liquid
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Figure 1.3: Some of the spreads in various climate feedback parameters, as reported in the model

intercomparison studies of Cess et al. (1990), Colman (2003) and Webb et al. (2006). The type of

feedback Y is indicated under each bar, with subscripts “q”, “α”, “Γ” and “C” indicating water

vapour, snow albedo, lapse rate and cloud feedbacks respectively. Quantity Y shows the total

feedbacks.

and solid water are far more absorptive in the long-wave than water vapour,

so cloud feedbacks could potentially be significant when a radiative forcing is

applied. However, there is a much greater volume of water vapour in the atmo-

sphere than liquid and solid water, and the water vapour response to this forcing

is known, while the cloud response is not. Secondly, the structure of clouds is in-

credibly complex, and the processes that generate this structure (which exists

on a wide range of scales; Albrecht et al., 1988) are not easy to understand, let

alone the effects that temperature increases will have on them. There are also a

large number of variables involved in a cloud, all of which could provide com-

plicated feedback processes. Thirdly, this cloud structure is dependent far more

on movement within large-scale circulations than any temperature effects.

The uncertainty in representing cloud feedback was shown by Arking (1991).
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He found that, if the only cloud variable allowed to vary with an applied radia-

tive forcing was cloud cover, the cloud feedback was positive in the models he

considered. This is because increasing temperatures lead to a decrease in global

cloud cover, which in turn cause a decreased cooling effect. Arking (1991) cal-

culated components of Y of −0.165 W m−2 K−1 with a standard deviation of

0.07 W m−2 K−1 for cloud cover feedback. However, he recognised that if other

cloud properties are allowed to vary, the sign and magnitude of the feedback

becomes highly uncertain.

Other studies have suggested feedback mechanisms that act as components

to the cloud feedback system. One such system is that of cloud particle phase.

Depletion of cloud water through precipitation is much more rapid for ice parti-

cles than for liquid droplets. As warming occurs, therefore, the melting layer will

move upwards within the cloud, with an increase in number of liquid droplets

and a decrease in number of ice particles. This implies that the clouds will pre-

cipitate less. This feedback process will cause an increase in cloud cover, which

decreases warming and hence provides a negative feedback. Mitchell et al. (1989)

showed the effects of this feedback by running a climate model with a doubling

of carbon dioxide. Two versions of the model were used: one used a simple cloud

parametrisation that determined cloud cover as a function of relative humidity;

the other had been implemented with a cloud variable that accounted for pre-

cipitation. They found a contribution of 0.71 W m−2 K−1 to the cloud feedback

parameter by this mechanism.

Tropical cumulonimbus anvils are also an important consideration in cloud

feedbacks, largely because their emission temperatures are decoupled from the

surface temperature (Hartmann and Larson, 2002). At the height at which they

form, the temperature is such that water vapour does not emit radiation effi-

ciently. Hence, any detrained water vapour will emit weakly at this level. In-

creases in detrained water vapour with an increase in radiative forcing, there-

fore, will not have a significant impact on the emission temperature of the cirrus
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anvil.

Spreads in the values of climate feedback parameter have been shown in a

number of GCM intercomparison experiments. Cess et al. (1990) investigated the

uncertainty in cloud feedback for an ensemble of 19 climate models. They ap-

plied a constant global sea-surface temperature perturbation and ran each model

to an equilibrium state, and measured the external radiative forcing that would

have caused such a temperature change. This was evaluated both as a global

value and as a value for clear sky alone, so that the contribution to the feedback

parameter from clouds could be calculated. In clear-sky conditions, the only

feedbacks present are water vapour feedback and lapse rate feedback, which

are largely understood. They removed the effects of snow and ice albedo feed-

back by using permanent July conditions, giving a constant ice and snow cover.

These feedbacks will, however, behave differently in the absence of clouds. The

clear-sky feedback parameters for the 19 models were found to be relatively con-

sistent, with a mean value of λc = 0.47 K W−1 m2 and a standard deviation of

0.05 K W−1 m2. When clouds were introduced and cloud feedback was included,

the mean global value of λ rose to 0.65 K W−1 m2, and the standard deviation

of this value increased to 0.26 K W−1 m2. Cess et al. (1990) evaluated their cloud

feedback parameter with respect to a clear-sky Earth, in terms of the ratio λ/λc.

When converted to our convention of Y, the cloud feedback is found to be pos-

itive, with a mean value YC = −0.36 W m−2 K−1, and a standard deviation

of 0.81 W m−2 K−1. Most values showed a positive feedback, although a few

showed weak negative feedbacks.

Six years later, Cess et al. (1996) performed the same experiment on the up-

dated versions of the 19 GCMs. They found a marked reduction in spread of

the λ/λc ratio, with the standard deviation falling from 0.55 to 0.33. However,

they noticed a further complication with the cloud feedback uncertainty: the in-

dividual contributions to the cloud feedback from short-wave and long-wave.

The comparison study of Colman (2003) also identified this issue. They investi-
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gated 12 GCMs, and compared the values of the feedback parameters reported

from studies into these GCMs, all calculated for a doubling of carbon dioxide.

They found a mean cloud feedback parameter of −0.55 W m−2 K−1, with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.34 W m−2 K−1. However, the spreads of components of cloud

feedback parameter for short-wave and long-wave radiation are 0.64 W m−2 K−1

and 0.90 W m−2 K−1 respectively. This suggests that, while the uncertainty of

cloud feedback parameter appears to have decreased as models have improved,

there are still areas in which uncertainty remains large.

The issue of short-wave and long-wave components of YC was also inves-

tigated by Webb et al. (2006). They used two ensembles of experiments where

carbon dioxide was doubled, from the Cloud Feedback Model Intercompar-

ison Project (CFMIP) and the Quantifying Uncertainty in Model Predictions

(QUMP) project. The CFMIP ensemble contained nine GCMs, each of which

contributed an ensemble member; the QUMP ensemble contained 128 experi-

ments using HadSM3 with perturbed parameters. They found global mean val-

ues of cloud feedback parameter of (0.12 ± 0.31) W m−2 K−1 for CFMIP and

(0.09 ± 0.22) W m−2 K−1 for QUMP, and that cloud feedbacks alone were re-

sponsible for at least two thirds of the spread in total climate feedback values.

Webb et al. (2006) also investigated the global distribution of magnitude and

sign of cloud feedback parameter, defining eight feedback classes depending on

whether the short-wave and long-wave cloud feedback parameters were posi-

tive, negative or near zero. They found a wide variation of sign and magnitude

of the feedback components across the world, and found the greatest uncertainty

in cloud feedback to arise from areas of low cloud. This was also found by Bony

and Dufresne (2005), who partitioned feedback parameters at various points ac-

cording to the vertical wind velocity at 500 hPa. Largest uncertainty in cloud

feedback was found to occur in regions of subsidence, where the vertical extent

of clouds are limited.

Figure 1.3 shows the mean values of cloud feedbacks YC from three of these
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studies, along with the standard deviations reported, and compares them with

the total cloud feedback Y. From the early study of Cess et al. (1990) to the more

recent study of Webb et al. (2006), the uncertainty in total cloud feedback does

seem to have reduced in magnitude. However, the sign of the cloud feedback

remains uncertain; a conclusion reached in the IPCC’s fourth assessment report

(Randall et al., 2007). The reduction in uncertainty, however, hides the uncer-

tainty in the individual components of the cloud feedback parameter.

1.5 THE ROLE OF CLOUD STRUCTURE

In this chapter, we have highlighted the complexities of the interaction between

cloud and radiation. It was shown that the Earth’s radiation budget is highly

sensitive not only to global cloud cover (Randall et al., 1984), but also to global

mean liquid water path and droplet size (Slingo, 1990). Furthermore, the addi-

tion of an external radiative forcing could have the effect of altering the global

cloud distribution via a change in global temperature, which in turn imposes

further changes to the radiation budget, creating a feedback process.

One of the reasons why clouds present such a challenge in models is the pres-

ence of complex structure on a wide range of spatial scales (Rossow et al., 2002).

Such structure is present in all cloud types, and a number of studies have at-

tempted to identify both the nature of the cloud structure (Albrecht et al., 1988;

Sassen et al., 2007 among others) and also the processes that create it (for example,

Liou, 1986). Representing all of this structure in a GCM, however, is not possible

without parametrisation. Gridboxes in a climate model are of order a few hun-

dred kilometres in horizontal size, while the smallest structures in a cloud have

been observed to exist on scales of order 10 m (Davis et al., 1999). Increasing reso-

lution of the GCM grid to incorporate such small spatial variations is untenable,

on account of the massive increases in computer run time this would entail.

Despite this structure, GCMs tend to use a “plane-parallel” cloud representa-
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Figure 1.4: A typical relationship between cloud optical depth and (a) short-wave albedo and

(b) long-wave emissivity. The arrows show the detrimental effects of making the plane-parallel

approximation, using a simple, two-cloud system where the two clouds are of equal size.

tion, in which clouds are treated as homogeneous and either partially or wholly

cover a gridbox. They are described by a single value of water content and a

cloud fraction for each individual vertical layer. Some GCMs partition this cloud

into stratiform and convective regions, both of which are individually treated

as plane-parallel. As convective cloud fraction rarely exceeds 10% of a gridbox,

and as inhomogeneity in stratiform cloud tends to be more radiatively important,

this partitioning does not greatly improve on the plane-parallel representation.

In fact, most GCMs do not include convective cloud in their radiative transfer

calculations (Stephens, 2005).

The heart of the problem of plane-parallel clouds is the non-linear relation-

ship between cloud optical properties and cloud optical depth. This is the case

both in the short-wave and the long-wave. The red lines in figure 1.4 show a typ-

ical relationship between the optical depth of a cloud and its short-wave albedo

(left panel) and its long-wave emissivity (right panel). Now consider a simple

system that contains two clouds of identical size, with optical depths τ1 and τ2.

The albedo of these clouds are calculated as a1 and a2, as shown. As the two
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Figure 1.5: Variation of short-wave albedo with cloud optical depth at different values of solar

zenith angle, as shown in the legend, and for surface albedo values of (a) 0.2 and (b) 0.8. The

albedo values were calculated for an idealised ice cloud with particles of constant effective radius

(50 µm). The optical depth of the cloud was then varied, and the radiative fluxes calculated for

each optical depth value using the Edwards-Slingo radiation code (see section 3.2).

clouds are of equal size, the mean albedo of the system lies half-way between

the two albedo values, at the point marked ā (assuming there is no horizontal

transport of radiation between the two clouds). The effect of the plane-parallel

approximation, however, is to average in terms of optical depth as opposed to

albedo. So the two-cloud system will be considered to have a mean optical depth

τ̄, that lies half-way between τ1 and τ2, corresponding to an albedo denoted as

a(τ̄). But, because of the non-linearity of the relationship, this is not the same

as the true mean albedo ā. The same is true for the long-wave emissivity of the

two clouds: the true mean emissivity ē is not the same as the emissivity calcu-

lated from the mean optical depth e(τ̄). This results in a systematic overesti-

mate of both the short-wave albedo and long-wave emissivity in models that use

the plane-parallel approximation (for example, Cahalan et al., 1994; Pomroy and

Illingworth, 2000). These errors are referred to collectively as the “plane-parallel

biases” (Cahalan, 1989); a definition that will be used frequently throughout this
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thesis.

The size of the plane-parallel biases is naturally dependent on the curvature

of the relationships, with a more linear relationship giving rise to smaller plane-

parallel biases. This curvature, however, is dependent on a number of factors.

Figure 1.5 shows the relationship between the optical depth of a cloud and its

short-wave albedo at five different values of solar zenith angle and two differ-

ent values of surface albedo. It is seen that the shape of the relationship varies

widely. For most combinations of solar zenith angle and surface albedo, the

cloud albedo curve is convex and hence gives rise to positive plane-parallel bi-

ases. In rare cases with very reflective surfaces and low solar zenith angles (high

sun), these curves become concave and give negative biases. It is also apparent

that the plane-parallel biases will be dependent on the variance of cloud optical

depth. Consider again the two-cloud system depicted in figure 1.4. If the optical

depths τ1 and τ2 become closer in value, the distribution of albedo or emissivity

between these two values will become increasingly linear.

On account of the sensitivity of the Earth’s radiation budget to cloud prop-

erties, it is vitally important to have a parametrisation to account for these

plane-parallel biases in both climate models and weather forecasting models (the

seven forecast models evaluated by Illingworth et al., 2007, all use plane-parallel

clouds, except the ECMWF model, which uses a scaling factor; see chapter 2).

The challenge is to find computationally efficient methods of accounting for the

biases. Several studies have proposed efficient methods to parametrise cloud

inhomogeneity in GCMs, such as multiplying cloud optical depth by a scaling

factor (for example, Cahalan et al., 1994); weighting the fluxes when performing

the radiation calculation (for example, Oreopoulos and Barker, 1999); and more

complicated methods involving simultaneous sampling of cloud state and spec-

tral band (Pincus et al., 2003). A full discussion and comparison of a number

of these methods, including their implications on cloud variability, is given in

chapter 2.
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In the following chapters, a new cloud scheme is developed that not only

accounts for the neglected horizontal inhomogeneity in the plane-parallel ap-

proximation, but improves on the current parametrisation of the vertical overlap

of the cloud that is widely used. The horizontal component of the scheme uses

two regions of cloud in each vertical layer of the model as opposed to the single,

homogeneous region used in the plane-parallel approximation. One of these re-

gions is used to represent the optically thinner cloud in the layer, and the other

represents the optically thicker cloud. Currently, clouds in adjacent vertical lay-

ers are assumed to overlap each other maximally, with cloud in layers separated

by clear sky overlapped randomly. The vertical component of the scheme im-

plements overlap where correlation of overlap between pairs of layers decreases

with the separation of the layers. The combination of these two components are

referred to as the “Tripleclouds scheme”. This scheme should improve the cur-

rent representation of clouds in a GCM, and could therefore have positive effects

on the GCM’s ability to represent cloud feedback processes.

In chapter 3, the horizontal component of the Tripleclouds scheme is intro-

duced and validated using radar data. Chapter 4 contains a review of different

methods of representing vertical overlap in GCMs, and concludes with a vali-

dation of the vertical component of the Tripleclouds scheme, again using radar

data, and a description of how this method can be applied globally as a func-

tion of latitude. This is then followed by an application of the full Tripleclouds

scheme to global re-analysis data in chapter 5, where the effects of the Triple-

clouds scheme on global radiation budget are examined, and the individual ef-

fects of its horizontal and vertical components quantified. A discussion of the

results and their implications is given in chapter 6, along with the future plans

for the Tripleclouds scheme.
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2:

REVIEW OF REPRESENTING CLOUD

INHOMOGENEITY

It was emphasised in the previous chapter how important it is to accurately rep-

resent clouds in weather and climate models. Despite this, representations of

clouds in most models remain crude, with very simple parametrisations of cloud

structure. While these oversimplifications may not have a direct impact on cloud

feedbacks, they can have significant effects on the interaction of the clouds with

radiation. When accounting for structure in clouds, there are two issues that

need to be addressed: firstly, the representation of horizontal structure, and sec-

ondly, the representation of vertical structure. Representing horizontal structure

requires some parametrisation of horizontal inhomogeneity of cloud condensate;

representing vertical structure involves parametrisation of how the clouds in ad-

jacent layers align. Accounting for both horizontal and vertical structure are

found to be of roughly equal importance (for example, Barker et al., 1999).

In this chapter, we draw attention to the issue of horizontal structure; the issue

of vertical overlap is addressed in chapter 4. In section 2.2, a number of different

methods proposed to include, or account for, horizontal inhomogeneity in GCM

clouds are reviewed. Results from several of the studies are then compared in

terms of their representations of cloud variability by converting their measures of

variability to fractional standard deviations (sections 2.3 and 2.4). It is found that

the fractional standard deviations are most dependent on whether the data used

to derive the variability consists of layer-by-layer measurements of the cloud, or

vertically integrated measurements.
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2.1 PLANE-PARALLEL AND ICA

Despite its oversimplicity, the plane-parallel representation of clouds remains

widely used in GCMs (for example, six of the seven forecast models evaluated

by Illingworth et al., 2007, in the Cloudnet study). Early models used plane-

parallel clouds that were represented by a single region of cloud filling the entire

gridbox within the cloud layer. Nowadays, most GCMs represent clouds using

a measure of cloud water content and a cloud fraction at each layer. The appeal

of the plane-parallel representation is its relative computational efficiency (King

and Harshvardhan, 1986). The cost of this efficiency is a potentially detrimental

bias in the radiative fluxes, referred to as the plane-parallel bias (see section 1.5).

A range of values has been reported for this plane-parallel bias. Tiedtke (1996)

calculated a 15% overestimate in top-of-atmosphere short-wave albedo when

removing cloud inhomogeneity from stratocumulus observed during the FIRE

project (Albrecht et al., 1988). Values in the range 10% to 15% were reported by

Barker and Davies (1992) for fields of stochastically generated broken cumulus

clouds. Carlin et al. (2002) investigated the effects of inhomogeneity in high-

level ice clouds and found an 11% bias in top-of-atmosphere short-wave spheri-

cal albedo. DiGiuseppe and Tompkins (2003) found a plane-parallel albedo bias

of 5% in their modelled stratocumulus clouds, and attributed their lower value

to the method used by their model to deal with the upper cloud boundary. In

the observational study of Pincus et al. (1999), an absolute plane-parallel albedo

bias of 0.025 was found in marine boundary layer clouds (a combination of stra-

tocumulus and scattered cumulus), corresponding to a percentage bias of order

5% to 10%. A plane-parallel bias was also found to exist in long-wave emissivity

by Pomroy and Illingworth (2000), who investigated cirrus cloud. For ice clouds

with an optical depth of 2, they inferred a plane-parallel emissivity bias of up to

25% for gridboxes of size 300 km.

The difference in values could be attributed to the differing degrees of vari-
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ability of the different cloud types and the various methods used to derive the

plane-parallel biases. Overall, plane-parallel albedo biases seem to be of order

10%, with a variation of approximately ±5% between studies. In light of the

statement made by Randall et al. (1984), such biases would have a detrimental

effect in a climate model if unaccounted for. However, to account for these plane-

parallel biases and produce reasonable representations of the top-of-atmosphere

radiative fluxes, low and perhaps unphysical ice or liquid water content values

are likely to be used in the GCM (Harshvardhan and Randall, 1985). While other

factors, such as the overlap assumption, may act to offset the bias (Hogan and

Kew, 2005), the use of plane-parallel clouds has implications for the formation

of precipitation. Jakob and Klein (1999) found that using homogeneous clouds

and a uniform precipitation rate across a gridbox resulted in excess evaporation

of precipitation. Using plane-parallel clouds will also affect the reliability of sim-

ulations of climate change. Therefore, we need a method of accounting for cloud

structure.

The plane-parallel approximation involves a single calculation of radiative

transfer for each gridbox. In theory, a simple method to introduce structure into

the cloud in a gridbox is the independent column approximation (ICA, Cahalan,

1989; sometimes also referred to as the independent pixel approximation, IPA).

The two methods are compared diagrammatically in figure 2.1. In the ICA, each

gridbox is sub-divided into a number of columns, and the radiative transfer for

each individual column is calculated separately performing a plane-parallel-type

calculation on each column. The radiative fluxes for the gridbox can be found by

averaging the individual fluxes from all of the sub-grid columns. This method

has the distinct advantage of increased resolution of the radiation calculation,

and hence has the ability to resolve cloud features as small as necessary. Both

Cahalan (1989) and Rossow et al. (2002) found the smallest scale on which cloud

structure could be resolved to be equivalent to the photon mean free path (of

order 100 m to 200 m). So, if the gridboxes were divided into columns of size
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100 m, all structure that is relevant to radiative transfer could be resolved.

In practice, however, there is a fundamental problem with using the ICA for

radiative transfer calculations. For a gridbox divided into n columns, the time

to calculate the radiative transfer for that gridbox increases by a factor of n, with

increasing resolution causing massive increases in computer run time. To re-

solve a climate model gridbox of size 100 km with columns of size 100 m would

take 1 × 106 times longer than a single plane-parallel calculation. This intolera-

ble increase, however, can be reduced by sampling. If the radiation transfer is

calculated for a small number of columns that are representative of the cloud in

the gridbox, the computer run time could be reduced.

Another issue with using the ICA is that of horizontal photon transport. In

the atmosphere, photons are free to travel in three dimensions. However, the

ICA calculates radiative fluxes for each column in a separate calculation, with

no coupling between calculations to allow photons to be transported between

adjacent columns. Neglecting this transport could introduce extra biases into

the radiative fluxes (O’Hirok and Gautier, 2005) and atmospheric absorption (Fu

et al., 2000), which appear as residuals after averaging fluxes horizontally across

a GCM-sized gridbox. Barker and Davies (1992) stated that neglecting horizontal

photon transport is only an issue for columns with widths that are close to the

mean photon path length. This was also found to be the case by DiGiuseppe and

Tompkins (2003). They modelled three-dimensional fields of stratocumulus and

calculated fluxes through them using the plane-parallel approximation, the ICA

and a full three-dimensional Monte-Carlo integration. This enabled them to eval-

uate and compare the plane-parallel albedo biases with the biases introduced by

neglecting horizontal transport; the so-called “ICA albedo biases”. They found

that the ICA biases were negligible for overcast cases, and became increasingly

significant with respect to the 5% plane-parallel bias as the horizontal scale of

the clouds reduced. For cloud fields with cell sizes over 10 km, the short-wave

ICA albedo bias was less than 1%, but rose to values of order 5% for cell sizes of
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(b) PP(a) ICA

Figure 2.1: Schematic comparing a simple cloud field represented using (a) the independent

column approximation and (b) the plane-parallel representation.

around 2 km. The sign of the ICA albedo bias was found to vary with solar zenith

angle, with higher angles (lower sun) leading to negative biases and lower an-

gles (higher sun) leading to positive biases. This is realistic: with overhead sun,

the inability of photons to scatter into the clear sky between the clouds forces

more radiation out of the top of the cloud, increasing the albedo. As the viewing

angle of the cloud field increases, the apparent cloud cover will increase until, at

a high zenith angle (low sun), cloud cover will be total. However, photons from

an ICA calculation will propagate directly into the clear-sky regions, giving an

albedo that is too low.

A third problem with the ICA is its demand for information about sub-

gridscale cloud variability within the GCM gridbox. When using clouds con-

structed using stochastic cloud models (for example, those of Hogan and Kew,

2005, and Räisänen et al., 2004), or clouds from observations, the location and

structure of the clouds are predetermined. In a GCM, the only cloud information

in each gridbox is water content and cloud fraction for each layer. If an ICA-type

radiative transfer calculation were to be performed, some further parametrisa-

tion of the variability of the cloud across the gridbox would also have to be ap-

plied. A number of such parametrisations are presented in the next section.
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2.2 REPRESENTING HORIZONTAL INHOMOGENEITY IN

GCMS

(a) Scaling Factor Methods

The key requirement in any attempt to reduce the plane-parallel albedo and

emissivity biases shown in figure 1.4 is to make a better choice of the “effective”

optical depth used for the gridbox. Using the linear-mean optical depth, τ̄, is

clearly insufficient, on account of the non-linearity of the relationships of optical

depth with albedo and emissivity. One approach is to multiply the linear-mean

optical depth by a factor that is less than one and hence define an effective opti-

cal depth τ0 that, when used in a plane-parallel calculation, defines albedo and

emissivity such that ā = a(τ0) and ē = e(τ0). This factor is referred to as the

scaling factor χ, and defined by Cahalan et al. (1994) as:

τ0 = χτ̄ . (2.1)

All of the layer-mean optical depths (and equivalently water contents) can then

be multiplied by this constant scaling factor and the radiative transfer deter-

mined using a simple plane-parallel calculation. The effect of applying a scaling

factor is shown in figure 2.2.

Cahalan et al. (1994) investigated the concept of using a scaling factor.

They used a “bounded cascade” model to generate fractal cloud fields with a

wavenumber spectrum derived from microwave radiometer measurements of

marine stratocumulus clouds observed during the FIRE project. They derived

the scaling factor itself from the “fractal parameter”, which is a measure of the

variability of the cloud liquid water path. For the 18 days of data they used,

they found the optimum scaling factor to be 0.7, applicable only to marine stra-

tocumulus when interacting with short-wave radiation. They emphasised that

it was highly probable that different values of scaling factor would apply for

different regions of the world and different cloud types, in accordance with the
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Figure 2.2: The effect of introducing an effective optical depth τ0 via a scaling factor to the

simple two-cloud case used in figure 1.4. In both the short-wave and long-wave panels, using the

linear-mean optical depth predicts albedo and emissivity values that are biased too high. When

an effective optical depth τ0 is used, these biases are seen to reduce, although the reductions are

different in the two spectral regions on account of the difference in curvature of the lines.

findings of Stephens (1985). Even so, the scaling factor method has since been

implemented in the model of the European Centre for Medium-range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF; Tiedtke, 1996), with the factor applied to both ice and liq-

uid clouds over the whole globe in both the short-wave and long-wave. Com-

bined with a partition of the plane-parallel cloud fraction into stratiform and

convective contributions, the upward component of the globally averaged top-

of-atmosphere short-wave radiation flux when representing cloud inhomogene-

ity in this way was reduced by 16 W m−2.

However, the optimum value of scaling factor χ at a given location is depen-

dent on a number of factors. Pomroy and Illingworth (2000) extended the scal-

ing factor approach to winter ice clouds over Chilbolton, and examined plane-

parallel biases in long-wave emissivity. For gridbox sizes of order 100 km, they

found the optimum scaling factor to be a similar value to the findings of Ca-

halan et al. (1994). They also found a strong dependence of scaling factor on
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gridbox size, with values of 0.93 for a size of 10 km, and values below 0.5 for a

size of 300 km. This is because there is more space for cloud variability to ex-

ist in a larger gridbox. Additionally, for very large boxes, more than one cloud

regime could contribute to the sub-gridscale structure, resulting in a more vari-

able cloud field and hence a lower optimum scaling factor. In smaller gridboxes,

there is much less chance of a variety of different cloud types developing in a

given layer, hence the scaling factor should be nearer to one.

Other cloud properties can affect the optimum value of scaling factor. In fig-

ure 2.2, it is seen that the curvature of both the albedo and emissivity lines vary

with optical depth. At low optical depth, for example, the relationship is ap-

proximately linear, hence a scaling factor much nearer one is more appropriate

for cloud scenes where the mean optical depth is low. The standard deviation of

the optical depths in the domain will also have an effect. At very small values of

standard deviation, the relationships will also be nearly linear, implying a scal-

ing factor nearer one is appropriate; for larger spreads, the relationship becomes

increasingly non-linear, implying a lower scaling factor is required. There is also

a difference between the curvature of the albedo-optical-depth and emissivity-

optical-depth curves, implying that, for a given cloud scene, there may be a dif-

ferent optimum scaling factor for each spectral region; a result found by Yu et al.

(1997). The shapes of the curves are also strongly dependent on solar zenith

angle.

A different approach to the scaling factor method is to raise the optical depth

to a given power. Davis et al. (1990) suggested a method that scaled liquid water

path Wl with respect to a reference liquid water path Wl,ref of 0.001 kg m−2. This

method was implemented in a climate model by McFarlane et al. (1992) and used

the equation:

Wl
′ = Wl,ref

(

Wl

Wl,ref

)0.8

. (2.2)

Despite the advantage of the scaling factor method being simple and efficient

in terms of computational time, as its optimum value is dependent on a wide
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range of factors, its usefulness is limited. While it may be possible to choose

a single scaling factor appropriate for a GCM with a certain gridbox size, the

variability of cloud radiative properties across the world will imply that further

radiative biases will occur in locations where this single scaling factor is inappro-

priate. It is now well recognised that a single value is inappropriate for global

use.

The global variability of cloud inhomogeneity and corresponding values of

scaling factor were investigated in the short-wave by Oreopoulos and Cahalan

(2005) in an effort to derive a climatology of scaling factor. They used two months

of global satellite data from MODIS (January and July) and derived short-wave

values of χ separately for each hemisphere during each season. They also evalu-

ated scaling factors separately for ice and liquid cloud, and for cloud over ocean

and over land. They found scaling factors that were mostly in the range from 0.65

to 0.8, although with more extreme values under certain conditions. While these

values are similar to the 0.7 of Cahalan et al. (1994), it is possible that scaling fac-

tors derived from satellite data or vertically integrated radar measurements will

not necessarily be appropriate for application to each model level. This issue is

discussed at greater length in section 2.4.

Scaling can also be achieved by renormalising the single-scattering parame-

ters of the cloud. Cairns et al. (2000) recognised that the absorption processes

in a homogeneous cloud are different to those in an inhomogeneous cloud, and

proposed three equations that modify the extinction cross-section, single-scatter

albedo and asymmetry parameter using a “renormalisation parameter”, ǫ. This

method is both simple to implement and convenient for GCM implementation

in terms of computational run time. Furthermore, an observational study by

Rossow et al. (2002) used satellite data to derive a global climatology of this renor-

malisation parameter.
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(b) Gamma-Weighted Two-Stream Methods

An alternative approach for parametrising cloud inhomogeneity is to simulate

the horizontal variability across a model gridbox statistically by representing

water content (or optical depth) in a layer using a probability density function

(PDF). Barker (1996) proposed a radiative transfer scheme to describe short-wave

radiative transfer through inhomogeneous marine boundary layer clouds that

was based on two assumptions: that the distribution of optical depth in a grid-

box can be modelled satisfactorily using a gamma distribution, and that the ICA

is applicable. This scheme was implemented by modifying the two-stream equa-

tions at a fundamental level to allow the optical depth in a layer of the gridbox

to be weighted by the gamma distribution.

This first of the assumptions made by Barker (1996) was subsequently tested

by Barker et al. (1996). They used 48 scenes of satellite data from LandSat, con-

taining a combination of marine stratocumulus and cumulus clouds, and derived

cloud variability in terms of variance parameter ν. This quantity is equivalent

to the reciprocal of the fractional variance. The gamma probability distribution

function is given in terms of ν by:

p(τ) =
1

Γ(ν)

(ν

τ̄

)ν
τν−1 exp

[

−ντ

τ̄

]

. (2.3)

They found that, when the homogeneous, plane-parallel clouds in their cloud

scenes were treated with the gamma-weighted radiative transfer scheme and the

appropriate value of variance parameter, the biases in the short-wave spherical

albedo were substantially reduced by a factor of ten. However, Barker (1996)

found this gamma-weighting process to increase the computer run time of the

radiative transfer calculation from that of a plane-parallel, two-stream calcula-

tion by a factor of nearly four.

Carlin et al. (2002) examined the effect that the gamma-weighted transfer

scheme of Barker (1996) had on the short-wave albedo of high-level, mid-latitude

ice cloud. They found a marked reduction in the plane-parallel biases resulting
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from its implementation, with albedo biases reduced in magnitude from values

up to 11% to less than 1%. Another gamma-weighted scheme was developed

by Oreopoulos and Barker (1999), called the “gamma-weighted two-stream ap-

proximation”. In contrast to the fundamental amendments to the two-stream

equations made by Barker (1996), this method is an efficient, one-dimensional

short-wave radiative transfer algorithm that uses the two-stream approximation

and weights optical depth using a gamma function in the calculation of trans-

mission and reflection coefficients. In some cases, the scheme was able to reduce

the plane-parallel albedo bias by over 85%. Their method was more computa-

tionally efficient than that of Barker (1996), with a calculation taking only twice

as much time as a two-stream plane-parallel calculation.

The variance parameter ν can be easily calculated from observational cloud

data. Two approaches are compared by Carlin et al. (2002): the “maximum like-

lihood estimation” method, which involves solving a differential equation; and

the method of moments. The latter of these links the variance parameter directly

to the mean and standard deviation of optical depth via the equation:

ν =

(

τ̄

στ

)2

. (2.4)

Currently, however, a measure of optical depth variability (or layer water content

variability) is not readily available in a GCM. Further parametrisation is neces-

sary to express ν in terms of variables that are present.

(c) Monte-Carlo Independent Column Approximation

A multi-column independent column approximation can be used to simulate

radiative transfer through inhomogeneous clouds in a GCM gridbox, when cou-

pled to a “cloud simulator” that generates columns drawn from the probability

distribution function predicted by the cloud scheme (Räisänen et al., 2004). The

challenge, however, is to achieve a similar accuracy without the great cost of the

full ICA scheme. One of the problems with the ICA is the double integral; that
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(a) PP (b) ICA (c) McICA

Figure 2.3: A comparison of the ways in which the radiative fluxes are calculated in (a) a

plane-parallel calculation; (b) an independent column approximation calculation; and (c) the

Monte-Carlo Independent Column Approximation. The arrows with a colour gradient indicate

multiple calculations in order to integrate over wavelength; the single-colour arrows indicate a

partial calculation in only a single spectral band.

is, the fact that we are integrating in both space and wavelength when calculat-

ing the radiative fluxes, as shown in figure 2.3b. Performing this double integral

is very time-consuming. An alternative method is the Monte-Carlo Indepen-

dent Column Approximation (McICA) method (Pincus et al., 2003). The McICA

seeks to solve this issue by generating a number of columns containing possible

cloud arrangements, and performing the radiative calculation for each quadra-

ture point of the correlated-k distribution within each spectral band using a dif-

ferent column. This means that the integral across both space and wavelength

is evaluated at the same time, thereby drastically increasing efficiency (figure

2.3c). The advantage of the McICA is that, as it effectively represents the inde-

pendent column case, the output fluxes should have zero bias with respect to the

ICA, but with no notable increase in computer run time. However, as the full

radiation scheme is not run on each column, random (but unbiased) errors are

introduced in the instantaneous fluxes.

After implementation of McICA in a number of models, this random noise

has been shown not to have a significant effect on forecast skill. Initial experi-
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ments by Pincus et al. (2003) showed that forecasts run using the ECMWF model

show insensitivity of the forecast output to this random noise. A more in-depth

analysis was performed by Räisänen et al. (2007), who implemented the McICA

method into the ECHAM-5 GCM to determine whether the random noise af-

fected climate simulations. They performed three ensembles of simulations, each

of which were evaluated differently using McICA to artificially generate low,

moderate and high sampling noise. In the ensembles with low and moderate

amounts of noise, they found only very small effects on the climate simulations.

With artificially high levels of noise, they found changes in cloud radiative forc-

ing mainly caused by a systematic underestimate in low-level cloud fraction,

with a reduction of 1.3% of the Earth’s surface area. This deficit was attributed

to perturbations to local cooling that maintained boundary layer clouds. These

perturbations caused the clouds to dissipate, enhancing the local cooling and

creating a positive feedback effect. Similar results were found by Räisänen et al.

(2005), who applied the McICA into the NCAR Community Atmospheric Model.

The success of McICA has recently led to its operational implementation in

the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System as part of a new radiation package re-

ferred to as “McRad” (Morcrette et al., 2007). The McRad package implements the

McICA alongside an improved representation of surface albedo and the short-

wave version of the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model. On account of its extra

computational cost, the radiation package has to be run on a reduced grid, al-

though this is found not to be an issue. For a combination of 10-day forecasts and

year-long climate simulations, the McRad package improved the representations

of most parameters with respect to the previous operational configuration. For

the year-long climate simulation, they found the absolute biases in CRF with re-

spect to measurements from the CERES project to be reduced from −9.6 W m−2

to −4.0 W m−2 in long-wave CRF and from −5.2 W m−2 to −0.2 W m−2 in the

short-wave, with notable reductions in standard deviation. Currently, the imple-

mentation of McICA into the Met Office Unified Model is being considered.
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(d) Methods of Estimating Cloud Variability

Oreopoulos and Barker (1999) suggested a simple parametrisation for ν in terms

of cloud cover, based on two-dimensional, modelled liquid clouds. They fixed

ν = 4 for a cloud cover A = 1, ν = 1 for a cloud cover A < 0.9, and a linear

increase of ν from 1 to 4 as cloud cover increased from 0.9 to 1. This parametrisa-

tion is only suitable, however, for gridbox sizes of order 100 km or larger. Barker

et al. (1996) derived a more complicated empirical relationship for ν, also in terms

of liquid cloud cover, and based on images from LandSat:

ν ≈ 0.0284 exp(4.4A)

A − 0.0284 exp(4.4A)(1 − A)
. (2.5)

A parametrisation of water content variability was derived for ice clouds by

Hogan and Illingworth (2003). They calculated fractional variance of ice water

content f 2
w (equal to fractional standard deviation fw squared or ν−1; see sec-

tion 2.3) for fully cloudy gridboxes with sizes varying from 2 km to 300 km, and

derived an empirical relationship relating this quantity to gridbox size ∆x and

wind shear s:

log10( f 2
w ) = 0.3 log10(∆x) − 0.04s − 0.93 , (2.6)

where ∆x is in kilometres and s is in m s−1 km−1.

A parametrisation of variability of water content or optical depth in terms of

GCM quantities could also be derived from observations. Some studies relate

cloud cover to observable quantities (for example, Xu and Randall, 1996; Bony

and Emanuel, 2001), while others seek relationships between optical properties

of cloud and its variability. The study of Pincus et al. (1999), for example, found

that variability in liquid cloud decreased as mean optical depth increased and

stratiform cloud became convective. The converse was found by Smith and Del-

Genio (2001), who found an approximately linear increase of ice water content

variability with its mean value when analysing data from aircraft flights.

As opposed to using an empirical equation to determine the cloud variability

within the radiation code, methods have been proposed to remove the variabil-
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ity parametrisation from the radiation code entirely. Both Tompkins (2002) and

Bushell et al. (2003) proposed methods to determine cloud fractions by prog-

nostically determining the variance of water content outside the radiation code.

Tompkins (2002) modelled the cloud condensate within a gridbox using a beta

distribution. The beta distribution has four parameters, two of which allow finite

upper and lower bounds to be set. The other two allow the shape of the distri-

bution to skew either negatively or positively, in accordance with the findings of

Larson et al. (2001). A set of prognostic equations was then generated that control

the evolution of the parameters with time. The scheme was shown to be able to

represent both cloud growth and decay for a range of different cloud types. Also,

the use of a beta distribution gives the added advantage of the condensate dis-

tribution being bounded at both limits. Using the gamma or log-normal distri-

butions (both of which, despite being unbounded at the upper limit, were found

to reasonably describe condensate distributions by Hogan and Illingworth, 2003)

leads to a very small probability of optical depth or water content values tending

towards infinity.

2.3 FRACTIONAL STANDARD DEVIATION

The main focus of many of the studies discussed above is to introduce some

measure of cloud inhomogeneity into a plane-parallel cloud. In the following

sections, results and statistics from some of these studies are compared. For the

comparison, we convert their various measures of cloud variability into a single

statistical quantity. The choice here is to use fractional standard deviation, f . For

a variable x, fractional standard deviation is defined as the standard deviation of

x divided by its mean value:

fx =
σx

x̄
. (2.7)

The fractional standard deviation can be derived mathematically from the

scaling factor χ. As mentioned in the previous section, the scaling factor is re-
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lated to both the mean and spread of the values of optical depth in a gridbox.

Rearranging equation 3.9 of Cahalan et al. (1994) gives the definition of the scal-

ing factor as the ratio of the logarithmic mean of τ and the linear mean of τ:

χ =
exp(ln(τ))

τ̄
, (2.8)

assuming that the effective radius of the water droplets is much less variable

than optical depth. If we now consider the continuous distribution of τ to be

representable by a discrete two-point PDF with two values of optical depth that

represent the standard deviation, τ̄ + στ and τ̄ − στ, equation 2.8 becomes:

χ =

√

τ̄2 − σ 2
τ

τ̄2
, (2.9)

which can then be rearranged to give:

fτ =
στ

τ̄
=
√

1 − χ2 . (2.10)

This equation will not only allow f to be calculated from scaling factors derived

from optical depth τ or water path W, but also from those derived from water

contents w of a single gridbox layer. Again assuming that the effective radius of

the water droplets (or ice particles) is much less variable than water content, the

water content and the optical depth will be proportional for an individual layer.

Using this equation, we can directly convert the scaling factor findings of both

Cahalan et al. (1994) and Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005) to values of f .

Conversion from the renormalisation parameter ǫ of Cairns et al. (2000) and

Rossow et al. (2002) is not so straightforward. Rossow et al. (2002) describe the

relationship between renormalisation factor and scaling factor as:

ǫ = 1 − χ0 . (2.11)

However, the version of the scaling factor χ0 is not the same as the factor χ de-

fined by Cahalan et al. (1994). The difference between the two parameters is ex-

plained by Rossow et al. (2002), and comparisons are drawn between the two by
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Oreopoulos and Davies (1998). Multiplying the (linear) mean optical depth τ̄ by

the optimum value of scaling factor χ0 should give an effective mean value that

is equal to the “radiative mean” optical depth; that is, the value of optical depth

that gives the true mean albedo or emissivity. Performing the same process with

an optimum value of scaling factor χ will produce an optical depth that is equal

to the “logarithmic mean” optical depth, as shown in equation 2.8. This will give

correct radiative fluxes when used a gamma distribution of optical depth, but

may not give exact results when applied to real data.

The results of Oreopoulos and Davies (1998) show that accurate conversion

from χ0 to χ is not straightforward. However, on account of the fact that the dis-

tribution of optical depth is approximately gamma shaped (for example, Hogan

and Illingworth, 2003), it is often a fair assumption to make the approximation

χ ≈ χ0. Oreopoulos and Davies (1998) compared the sizes of χ and χ0 for grid-

boxes of AVHRR satellite data of size 55 km. They found that the two values

are very similar for optical depths up to about 20. Above this, χ0 < χ, but the

difference was less than 0.1 up to optical depths of order 100. Above this, the

difference became more significant. If we make the approximation χ ≈ χ0, then

we can relate ǫ to scaling factor χ by:

ǫ ≈ 1 − χ . (2.12)

This will apply to values of scaling factor derived from data with optical depths

less than 100. Conversion from χ to fτ can then be performed using equation

2.10. This equation will also apply for variations in water content w in an indi-

vidual layer for the same reasons as previously stated.

Barker et al. (1996) describe the cloud variability in their study in terms of

the gamma distribution variance parameter ν. This is simply calculated from

the mean and standard deviation of optical depth across each scene according

to equation 2.4 (the method of moments). Conversion from ν to fτ is therefore

equally straightforward. The variance parameter is the reciprocal of the frac-
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tional variance. Therefore, the fractional standard deviation is given by:

fτ = ν−1/2 . (2.13)

Our comparisons include the cloud variability measured by Smith and Del-

Genio (2001). Their linear relationship between mean ice water content and its

standard deviation led to a simple derivation of fw by evaluating the gradient

of the best fit line. We also include calculations of fw made using the empirical

formula (equation 2.6) of Hogan and Illingworth (2003). These use a fixed verti-

cal shear s of 5 m s−1 km−1 and gridbox sizes ∆x of 50 km, 100 km and 200 km.

The statistics derived from the data used by Shonk and Hogan (2008) are also

included in this comparison. These data are also used at length in chapters 3 to

5 of this study. Values of χ are converted to fractional standard deviation for the

studies of Cahalan et al. (1994) and Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005) using equa-

tion 2.10, and values of renormalisation parameter ǫ from the study of Rossow

et al. (2002) are converted to f using equations 2.10 and 2.12. Finally, values of

variance parameter ν from the study of Barker et al. (1996) are converted to f

with equation 2.13.

2.4 COMPARISON OF THE OBSERVATIONS

The observed values of fractional standard deviation f are compared in table

2.1. All values have been derived from cloudy pixels alone; no clear-sky pixels

have been included in the calculations. On account of the wide variety of studies

compared here, we separate the values of f into a number of different categories,

given at the top of the table. These categories are now explained.

• Source. The platform from which the data were collected to derive the value

of f . In the studies compared here, the values are derived from radar data,

aircraft measurements, microwave radiometer measurements and satellite

observations. Of these four sources, the first two consist of water content
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Gridbox Pixel Mean

Reference; source Location Season Surface Cloud type size / km size / km f

Shonk and Hogan mid-lat both land ice 112.5 2.25 0.965

(2008); radar/MWR† mid-lat both land liquid 75 1.5 0.742

Hogan and mid-lat both land ice 50* 0.45 0.490

Illingworth (2003); mid-lat both land ice 100* 0.45 0.543

radar mid-lat both land ice 200* 0.45 0.603

Cahalan et al (1994); mid-lat summer ocean liquid 15,000† 6 0.714

MWR†

Smith and DelGenio mid-lat winter land ice 175 0.8 0.858

(2001); aircraft

Barker et al (1996); mid-lat summer ocean liquid 58 0.042 0.895

satellite mid-lat summer ocean liq (Sc) 58 0.042 0.675

(LandSat) mid-lat both ocean liq (Cu) 58 0.042 1.374

Oreopoulos and global winter land liquid 85 1 0.643

Cahalan (2005); global winter land ice 85 1 0.659

satellite global winter ocean liquid 85 1 0.700

(MODIS) global winter ocean ice 85 1 0.686

global summer land liquid 85 1 0.692

global summer land ice 85 1 0.678

global summer ocean liquid 85 1 0.649

global summer ocean ice 85 1 0.643

Rossow et al (2002); global both land high 280 30 0.533

satellite global both ocean high 280 30 0.500

(ISCCP) global both land mid-level 280 30 0.593

global both ocean mid-level 280 30 0.556

global both land low 280 30 0.525

global both ocean low 280 30 0.552

Table 2.1: List of mean fractional standard deviations f , derived from a number of studies using

different data sources. The categories used in the column headings are described in the text. *The

gridbox sizes stated for the values from Hogan and Illingworth (2003) are the values of ∆x used

in equation 2.6; the gridbox size of the raw data they analysed was varied between 2 km and

300 km. †The study of Cahalan et al. (1994) used 18 days of data from a microwave radiometer

(MWR), hence the very large gridbox size.
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measurements (layer-by-layer quantities); the other two consist of mea-

surements of water path or optical depth (vertically integrated quantities).

• Location. The latitude range in which the observations were made.

• Season. Whether the value applies to the winter hemisphere, summer hemi-

sphere or both.

• Surface. Whether the value applies to cloud over land or cloud over the

ocean.

• Cloud type. The type of cloud the value applies to, whether ice or liquid

phase, or low-level, mid-level or high-level.

Also, the gridbox sizes that the raw data were divided into for analysis and the

pixel size used to investigate the variability are compared. For the studies with

radar data, this gridbox size was converted from a temporal size to a physical

size by assuming a wind speed typical to the level of the clouds in question.

Despite the diverse nature of the data shown, the values of fractional standard

deviation are relatively similar, with most of the values in the range from 0.5 to

0.9, with an overall average value of 0.738. However, as opposed to just finding

a mean value from all of the studies, it would be useful to identify whether the

value of f is dependent on any of the discrete categories that were defined in ta-

ble 2.1. For example, in the summer hemisphere, it may be reasonable to expect

increased convective activity over the land. Over the ocean, we may expect ma-

rine stratiform clouds to dominate. We may find, however, in accordance with

the findings of Smith and DelGenio (2001), that increases in mean optical depth

lead to corresponding increases in spread, implying that f does not vary greatly

from one cloud type to another.

Figure 2.4 compares the fractional standard deviation values for each classi-

fication of (a) height and phase, (b) season and (c) surface type. The points are

coloured according to the data source that the value was derived from, and the
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Figure 2.4: The values of fractional standard deviation f , sorted by categories: (a) cloud type,

(b) season and (c) surface. The colours indicate the type of data the value was derived from, as

shown in the legend. The shape of the markers indicate whether the f value was derived from

observations of layer-by-layer water content (circles) or either vertically integrated water path or

optical depth (asterisks).

shape of the points indicate whether it was derived from observations of wa-

ter content at each layer ( fw) or observations of integrated water path or optical

depth ( fW). There appears to be little evidence of trends in variability associated

with the different categories. For example, the ice clouds used by Shonk and

Hogan (2008) have a higher f than their liquid clouds. The converse is true for

most of the ice clouds and liquid clouds used by Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005)

for a given season and surface. There is no apparent relationship with f and sea-
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Figure 2.5: As figure 2.4, but sorted by the size of the gridbox used in the data from which the

values were derived. Where a range of gridbox sizes were used, the range is identified by the error

bars.

son or surface either, although inspection of the values observed by Oreopoulos

and Cahalan (2005) shows that, over the ocean, winter clouds tend to have higher

values of f , while over the land, the summer clouds tend to have higher values.

This suggests that both summertime convection over land and winter maritime

processes could be creating clouds with higher f .

Figure 2.5 plots the fractional standard deviation values as a function of the

gridbox size into which the data used in the study was divided. Where there was

more than one gridbox size evaluated, this range is shown by the error bars; for

the radar studies, the error bars indicate the differences in gridbox sizes when

the wind speed in the cloud level is varied through a reasonable range. The

gridbox size scale is logarithmic to account for the large gridbox size used by

Cahalan et al. (1994): 18 days of continuous radar data, which corresponds to a

gridbox size of about 15,000 km. The relationship between gridbox size ∆x and

fractional standard deviation f derived for ice clouds by Hogan and Illingworth

(2003) is shown as the blue line. Any dependence of f on gridbox size, however,

is masked by the large differences between the different methods. Generating
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Figure 2.6: A simple case demonstrating the difference between fractional standard deviation

of water content and water path. The cells of cloud are coloured grey according to their water

content, with values of 1, 2 and 5 as defined at the bottom. The water paths are calculated here

simply by summing water content over the column, and are stated for each column. Each layer is

identical in terms of its water content statistics, with a fractional standard deviation fw = 0.64.

Only in the case where the clouds are perfectly vertically aligned is fW the same as fw. For all

other arrangements, the values of fW are lower.

the same plot for pixel size, and also the ratio of pixel size to gridbox size, show

similar results. (Neither of these plots are shown.)

There is, however, a dependence of the fractional standard deviation values

on the data source. More specifically, clouds observed in terms of layer-by-layer

water content (shown as circles in figures 2.4 and 2.5) have higher values of f

on average than those of clouds observed in terms of vertically integrated water

path (shown as asterisks). In other words, we have the result that fw > fW . This

difference is physically realistic. Consider a cloud field that has layers of cloud,

each with identical water content statistics. In the simple case shown in figure

2.6, the mean water content in each layer is 2.5 arbitrary units, with a standard

deviation of 1.60, giving fw = 0.64. If the inhomogeneities in each layer align

perfectly, as in panel (a), the water path values (shown at the bottom of each
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column) will be proportional to the water content values in the individual layers,

hence fW will be exactly the same. If the inhomogeneities in the layers do not

align exactly, as shown in panels (b) and (c), fW will be lower than fw, as regions

of thicker cloud are now aligned with regions of thinner cloud, reducing the

occurrence of extreme values and effectively smoothing out the cloud. Hence,

the fractional standard deviation of integrated water path is most likely to be

less than the fractional standard deviation of the water content in the individual

layers.

All four of the studies into variability in water path use gridboxes with a

range of different cloud covers. Despite this, there is a range of values of fW

presented. The values suggested by Barker et al. (1996) are very extreme, with a

reasonable value of 0.675 found for continuous stratocumulus, but a very high

value of 1.374 for broken cumulus fields. One explanation for this is the size

of the pixels used in their study. They used LandSat data, which has a pixel

resolution as small as 28.5 m. In contrast to this, the study of Oreopoulos and

Cahalan (2005) used MODIS data with a much larger pixel size of 1 km, while

Rossow et al. (2002) used ISCCP satellite data with a pixel size of 30 km. The

variability of the clouds observed by Barker et al. (1996) could be much higher

on account of the very small pixels being able to accurately resolve the cloud

edges. These would introduce pixels with very low water paths at the cloud

edges into the statistics. At the larger resolutions of Oreopoulos and Cahalan

(2005) and Rossow et al. (2002), these low values at the cloud edges would have

been smoothed out.

While the pixels used by Rossow et al. (2002) are larger than those of Oreopou-

los and Cahalan (2005), the differences in the values they found could be caused

by another effect: the approximation made between equations 2.11 and 2.12. It

was discussed how using χ in place of χ0 is an inexact method of defining the

renormalisation parameter ǫ (Oreopoulos and Davies, 1998). In converting from

ǫ to χ as opposed to χ0, we are generating values of χ that are larger than they
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should be, as Oreopoulos and Davies (1998) found that χ0 < χ. As the values of

χ are too large, then the values of fW may be too small according to equation 2.10.

However, Oreopoulos and Davies (1998) only found large differences between χ

and χ0 for scenes with optical depths over about 100. The optical depth statistics

of the scenes used by Rossow et al. (2002) show that most of the gridboxes have

optical depths below about 20 and nearly all have optical depths below 100.

For the studies into water content variability, there is general agreement be-

tween the values derived by Shonk and Hogan (2008) and Smith and DelGenio

(2001). The equation derived by Hogan and Illingworth (2003), however, gives

lower values for all gridbox sizes, implying more homogeneous clouds. This is

probably due to the sampling of the data. The scenes evaluated by Shonk and

Hogan (2008) consist of a range of different cloud types with various cloud cov-

ers, often with whole clouds contained within the gridboxes, while those consid-

ered by Smith and DelGenio (2001) used horizontal aircraft flights that passed

through cloud edges. In other words, both of these studies sampled the lower

values of water content found at cloud edges. Hogan and Illingworth (2003) de-

rived their equation only using gridboxes that were entirely cloudy, hence the

contributions to variability from cloud edges were not accounted for, perhaps

giving a measure of variability that is artificially too small.

Examination of figures 2.4 and 2.5 and table 2.1 leads to the conclusion that,

in the atmosphere, fractional standard deviations of about 0.80 for water content

and 0.65 for water path and optical depth are representative of the variability of

all clouds, irrespective of phase. As it was also shown that there was no specific

dependence of these values of f on season or surface type, it seems that these

values could apply globally, although further investigation is necessary before

such a statement can be made. However, these values are somewhat subjective.

A calculation of these mean values of f , in which the results from each study

are equally weighted and the spreads of the values in each study are accounted

for, reveals values of fw and fW that are much closer to each other. A higher
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value of fW is found on account of the equal weighting of the more extreme

values of fW reported by Barker et al. (1996). The values are fw = 0.75± 0.18 and

fW = 0.72± 0.23, the ranges of which encompass the subjectively derived values

of 0.80 and 0.65. These calculated values are, however, equally subjective, as we

need to decide whether each study deserves equal weighting and, if not, how to

perform this weighting.

2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, it has been shown that representing clouds in a GCM using a sin-

gle value of water content and cloud fraction in each gridbox layer causes poten-

tially detrimental biases in both short-wave and long-wave fluxes. Comparison

of these “plane-parallel biases” from a number of studies revealed a positive bias

in short-wave albedo of about (10 ± 5)%, and biases in long-wave emissivity as

high as 25%. On account of the strong relationship between clouds and radia-

tion, such a large systematic bias could cause significant errors in future climate

predictions if unaccounted for.

A number of possible solutions were then reviewed that developed

parametrisations to represent horizontal cloud inhomogeneity in radiation cal-

culations in GCMs. Using an independent column approximation approach,

where each gridbox is divided into a number of columns and evaluated sepa-

rately, could potentially achieve this. However, such a calculation would entail

a massive increase in computer run time and would require extra information

regarding the distribution of clouds within the gridbox.

One solution is to scale the properties of the homogeneous cloud, such as

the optical depth (Cahalan et al., 1994) or the single-scattering properties (Cairns

et al., 2000), to values more typical of inhomogeneous clouds. This method has

the significant advantage of computational simplicity. However, the scaling fac-

tors tend to be dependent on a number of different factors, and hence a single
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value is generally inappropriate for global use. For example, the scaling factor χ

of Cahalan et al. (1994) is strongly dependent on gridbox size, spectral region and

solar zenith angle. In other words, while it may perform reasonably as a global

average, large local biases may occur.

An alternative solution is to weight properties of the cloud, such as opti-

cal depth, across the gridbox using an appropriate probability density func-

tion when performing the radiation calculation (Barker, 1996; Oreopoulos and

Barker, 1999). As distributions of cloud water content in gridboxes are often

gamma-distributed (Hogan and Illingworth, 2003), this method is applicable to

a much larger range of clouds than the scaling factor approach. It does require

a small increase in computer run time, however, and an extra parametrisation

of the variance of the cloud water content or optical depth. The Monte-Carlo

Independent Column Approximation method (McICA; Pincus et al., 2003) is a

more sophisticated statistical approach that improves on the ICA method by si-

multaneously integrating in cloud state and in wavelength. It has been shown

to provide realistic cloud fluxes over a wide variety of cases and the radiation

calculation alone requires no extra computer run time. Using this method, the

fluxes are unbiased with respect to the ICA, but they suffer random noise on

account of the sampling.

We then compared the statistics of the distributions of cloud water content

w and water path W from a number of different studies. These studies all used

observational cloud data from different sources and with a variety of different

properties. From the various measures of inhomogeneity, values of fractional

standard deviation f of water content, water path or optical depth were derived

from each study and compared. It was seen that there was little dependence of f

on season, cloud phase, cloud height or whether the cloud had formed over land

or over the ocean. A variation of f with gridbox size had been shown to exist

in radar data by Hogan and Illingworth (2003), although the differences in f

caused by the variety of different data sources masked any trends in our values.
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From these studies, we calculated mean values of fw = 0.75 ± 0.18 and fW =

0.72 ± 0.23. However, how much weight to give to each study when calculating

this mean was subjective. When combining these mean values with values that

seemed appropriate by inspection, we chose to fix the two fractional standard

deviation values for water content and water path at fw = 0.80 and fW = 0.65.

These values will be used in a simple parametrisation of water content variability

in chapter 5.
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3:

HORIZONTAL CLOUD STRUCTURE

The goal of the various methods discussed in the previous chapter has been to ac-

count for inhomogeneity in the GCM without significantly increasing computer

run time. Using the ICA would give radiative fluxes that are close to reality,

within the limitations discussed by O’Hirok and Gautier (2005). However, the

computer time required to perform such a run is high, and inappropriate for

use in a GCM. In this chapter, we introduce a new method of accounting for

cloud horizontal inhomogeneity, where the continuous PDF of water content in

a vertical layer of a gridbox is modelled using a number of discrete values. Two

cloudy regions of different optical depths were used diagrammatically in order

to demonstrate the effect of inhomogeneity in long-wave emissivity by Pomroy

and Illingworth (2000) and in short-wave albedo by Carlin et al. (2002), in the

style of figures 1.4 and 2.2. If these two regions were actually used to represent

the cloud in the radiation scheme, it may therefore be sufficient to remove the

plane-parallel biases in both the short-wave and the long-wave. We therefore

test the hypothesis of whether it is possible to represent the PDF by just two

cloudy regions and one clear-sky region.

The new cloud scheme that will be developed through the following three

chapters has components that both account for horizontal inhomogeneity and

improve the representation of vertical overlap. For the purposes of this chap-

ter, we concern ourselves purely with the representation of horizontal inhomo-

geneity for the scheme. The scheme is referred to as “Tripleclouds”, on account

of its use of three regions in each vertical layer. The horizontal component of

the Tripleclouds scheme is introduced in the following section. There then fol-
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lows a discussion of the Edwards-Slingo code (Edwards and Slingo, 1996), which

will be used for radiative transfer calculations for this entire study. Two modi-

fications are made to the code in preparation for this part of the investigation;

these are described in section 3.2. The radar data and experimental method are

briefly described in section 3.3, and a number of sensitivity tests are carried out

on the Tripleclouds scheme in section 3.4. The performance of Tripleclouds in the

Edwards-Slingo code is then compared with plane-parallel and scaling factor in

section 3.5. This is tested by comparing the ability of each scheme to represent

both the top-of-atmosphere cloud radiative forcing and the internal heating rates.

Finally, conclusions about the performance of Tripleclouds are drawn in section

3.6. Much of the material in this chapter appears in the paper by Shonk and

Hogan (2008).

3.1 THE TRIPLECLOUDS METHOD

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of how the Tripleclouds method works. Consider

first the column of atmosphere within a single GCM gridbox, from which a sin-

gle vertical layer is extracted. For now, it is assumed that we know exactly how

the cloud is distributed across the layer in the form of the PDF of water content.

In practice, within a GCM, the distribution will have to be determined either

using cloud water variance predicted by an advanced cloud scheme (Tompkins,

2002; Bushell et al., 2003), or diagnosed using empirical relationships (for exam-

ple, Hogan and Illingworth, 2003). The Tripleclouds scheme is then applied to

the non-zero water content values in the PDF, as shown in figure 3.1. The distri-

bution is divided into two regions through a given percentile of the distribution.

This “split percentile” is chosen to be the median, or 50th percentile. This equally

splits the cloud into optically thinner cloud (lower water content) and optically

thicker cloud (higher water content). A value of “lower percentile” is then cho-

sen. In figure 3.1, this is chosen to be the 16th percentile. The water content
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Figure 3.1: Schematic showing the method behind Tripleclouds. Panel (a) shows the continuous

PDF of water content; panel (b) shows the cumulative frequency. The lines demonstrate how the

Tripleclouds calculation is implemented; the two blue bars in (a) represent the resulting two-point

PDF. See text for a full explanation.

value corresponding to the percentile, w1, is found, and all the water content val-

ues representing the thinner cloud are set to this value. The water content value

for the thicker cloud region, w2, is chosen such that the mean of w1 and w2 are

equal to the mean water content of the cloudy part of the level, w̄.

The lower percentile and the split percentile are the two tunable parameters

in Tripleclouds, and varying these will have the effect of changing the amount of

represented cloud inhomogeneity. The values chosen here are the control values,

and will be justified later by their performance on real data. The choice of 50 for

the split percentile is made so that the two cloudy regions both have the same
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cloud fractions. The value of 16 for the lower percentile has the appealing prop-

erty that, for a Gaussian PDF, the standard deviation of the resulting two values

is the same as that of the full PDF. In practice, this Gaussian fit is only appro-

priate for cloud with low fractional standard deviation, on account of the small

but finite probability of negative water content. It should be noted that, for low

fractional standard deviation, the Gaussian distribution is a good approximation

to both the log-normal and gamma distributions. Assuming we have two water

content values w1 and w2, whose mean is w̄, then:

w1 + w2 = 2w̄ . (3.1)

Also, for the two water content values to represent the standard deviation σw,

they must be separated by two standard deviations:

w2 − w1 = 2σw . (3.2)

Eliminating w2 leaves an equation in the lower water content value w1:

w1 = w̄ − σw . (3.3)

A Gaussian distribution of w is defined as:

G(w) =
1√

2πσw

exp

[

− (w − w̄)2

2σ2
w

]

. (3.4)

The fraction of the distribution with water content lower than w1, f1, is therefore

given by:

f1 =
∫ w1

−∞

G(w)dw , (3.5)

and when this is written in terms of standard integrals, it is found that:

f1 =
1

2

[

1 + erf

(

− 1√
2

)]

= 0.159 , (3.6)

corresponding to a lower percentile of just under 16.

In figure 3.2, both the Tripleclouds and plane-parallel approximations are ap-

plied to radar data from Chilbolton in Hampshire, southern England. The data
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the plane-parallel and Tripleclouds schemes, when applied to ob-

servational data. Panel (a) shows just over eight hours of radar retrievals of ice water content

taken from Chilbolton, southern England, on 28 June 2003. Panels (b) and (c) show the same

data when the plane-parallel and Tripleclouds approximations are applied directly, without any

parametrisations or assumptions that affect overlap.

were measured by the 94 GHz vertically pointing radar on 28 June 2003, and

have an equivalent horizontal extent of about 450 km (the mean wind speed in

the cloud level is of order 15 m s−1). The distribution of ice water content across

the domain is as shown in figure 3.2a, and is derived from radar reflectivity factor

and temperature using the empirical method of Hogan et al. (2006). Figures 3.2b

and 3.2c show the same data when the plane-parallel and Tripleclouds approxi-

mations are applied to them. The raw data show a region of thicker cloud in the
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centre of the domain (between 08:00 and 09:00 UTC) that is not represented in

the plane-parallel case. Using Tripleclouds, however, a region of thicker cloud is

clearly represented in this area. The performance of these methods in a radiation

scheme using longer periods of radar data is compared in section 3.5.

As a preliminary test of the Tripleclouds method without the complications

caused by overlap considerations, we consider an ice cloud in a single model

layer that fills the gridbox horizontally and has a log-normal horizontal distri-

bution of water content (and hence optical depth), similar to the illustration in

figure 3.1a. For the purposes of this test, short-wave albedo a has been calculated

from optical depth τ using:

a = 0.2 +
0.525τ

(τ + 3.5)
, (3.7)

which reproduces the albedo predicted by the Edwards-Slingo code to within

0.02 for the control conditions considered in section 3.4 (the same approximation

was used in figure 11 of Hogan and Kew, 2005). Likewise, we follow Pomroy

and Illingworth (2000) and calculate long-wave emissivity e from the absorption

optical depth τa (assumed to be equal to τ/2) using the equation:

e = 1 − exp(−1.66τa) , (3.8)

which also closely reproduces the full calculations of the Edwards-Slingo code.

The mean albedo and emissivity are calculated both for the complete PDF of

optical depth (equivalent to an ICA calculation) and for three different approxi-

mations.

Figures 3.3a and 3.3b show the albedo and emissivity biases as a function of

the mean cloud optical depth and the fractional standard deviation of the optical

depth distribution for the plane-parallel approximation; in other words, where

the cloud is taken to be horizontally homogeneous with an optical depth equal

to the mean value. It can be seen that the biases are always positive and in-

crease with the degree of inhomogeneity. For a fractional standard deviation of

two (defined here as the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of optical
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Figure 3.3: Short-wave cloud albedo bias (left panels) and long-wave emissivity bias (right

panels) calculated for idealised, single-layer ice clouds with a cloud fraction of unity and a log-

normal distribution of optical depth, calculated as a function of the mean optical depth of the cloud

and the fractional standard deviation of optical depth across the gridbox (equal to the standard

deviation of the natural logarithm of optical depth). Panels (a) and (b) show the biases for the

plane-parallel approximation, panels (c) and (d) the biases for the scaling factor method with a

value of 0.7, and (e) and (f) the biases for Tripleclouds with a lower percentile of 16 and a split

percentile of 50. The contour interval is 0.01 for albedo bias and 0.02 for emissivity bias. Figure

taken from Shonk and Hogan (2008).
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depth) the albedo bias can exceed 0.15 and the emissivity bias can exceed 0.3.

As optical depth tends to zero, the bias also tends to zero because in this regime

the relationship between albedo and optical depth (and emissivity and optical

depth) tends towards linearity.

Figures 3.3c and 3.3d show the biases for the scaling factor method with a

fixed factor of 0.7. While the bias for very inhomogeneous clouds is somewhat

decreased, for homogeneous clouds this value of scaling factor tends to over-

compensate and a negative bias is evident. Figures 3.3e and 3.3f show the biases

for the Tripleclouds method with the default values for the percentiles. It can be

seen that the biases are much smaller, particularly for a fractional standard de-

viation less than one. This encompasses most of the liquid and ice cases derived

from observations in figure 3.8. The next step is to investigate the performance

of the Tripleclouds approach for multi-level clouds in which the overlap of both

cloud boundaries and cloud inhomogeneities becomes important.

3.2 THE EDWARDS-SLINGO RADIATION CODE

Radiative transfer calculations throughout this investigation are made using the

radiation scheme devised by Edwards and Slingo (1996), and will be referred to

throughout this thesis as the Edwards-Slingo radiation code. The initial version

of the code uses a simple two-stream approach to calculating radiative trans-

fer (Meador and Weaver, 1980). This involves calculating vertical upward and

downward fluxes through a given gridbox column using a matrix solver (for ex-

ample, Zdunkowski et al., 1982). More recently, an alternative approach has been

implemented in the code that calculates radiance using spherical harmonics. For

its computational simplicity, we shall use the two-stream method throughout

this investigation.

The code evaluates the interaction of radiation with aerosols, ice crystals and

liquid cloud droplets, and can account for both gaseous absorption and con-
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tinuum absorption. The versatility of the code allows each of these interac-

tion processes to be either switched on or off. The coefficients that are used to

parametrise these interactions are specified outside the radiation code in a sepa-

rate file called a “spectral file”. The available spectral files vary in spectral resolu-

tion and the number of aerosols and gases they can treat. For the purposes of this

investigation, a pair of spectral files is used that has five bands in the short-wave

and nine bands in the long-wave. Gas and continuum absorption processes are

included in the radiative transfer calculations, but aerosols are excluded.

Most optical properties of cloud particles are parametrised according to the

scheme of Slingo and Schrecker (1982). Their study applied Mie theory to a

distribution of droplet size observed in marine stratocumulus clouds to create

a parametrisation describing short-wave optical properties as a function of the

droplet effective radius. This was later extended to apply to both liquid droplets

and ice crystals, and in the short-wave and the long-wave. The version of the

code that we use here applies this Slingo-Schrecker parametrisation to droplets

in the short-wave and long-wave, and to ice crystals in the long-wave. For the

short-wave optical properties of ice crystals, the parametrisation of Kristjánsson

et al. (2000) is used. They assumed the size distribution of ice crystals to be bi-

modal, consisting of two gamma distributions describing separately the smaller

and the larger crystals. They then used ray tracing and diffraction theory to de-

fine the optical properties according to the mean size of the crystals in the larger

of the two modes.

The Edwards-Slingo code is used in the Met Office’s Unified Model. This

means that any amendments that we make to the code could be directly imple-

mented in this. In terms of representing multiple cloud regions, it already has the

capability to represent two cloudy regions at each height, so is well suited to ex-

periments using the Tripleclouds scheme. Currently, this capability is exploited

by partitioning cloud into stratiform and convective regions, both of which are

individually homogeneous. However, the convection scheme in a GCM is only
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triggered occasionally, so the thicker (convective) cloud fraction will be much

smaller than the thinner (stratiform) cloud fraction, hence resulting in most of

the cloud in the gridbox still being horizontally homogeneous, as discussed in

chapter 1. Using Tripleclouds, the two regions are of equal size by definition,

if the split percentile is fixed at 50. Before the code can be used in the Triple-

clouds experiments, however, modifications are made. In this section, we de-

scribe how multiple regions may be efficiently implemented in a two-stream ra-

diation scheme such as that in the Edwards-Slingo code, but with modifications

that make it both more efficient and more accurate. We also discuss how the code

is amended to deal with overlap in the Tripleclouds scheme.

(a) Anomalous Horizontal Photon Transport

Initial runs on idealised clouds using the Edwards-Slingo code revealed a prob-

lem. To illustrate this, a simple homogeneous cloud was generated with a cloud

fraction of 0.5, a physical depth of 5 km and an optical depth of 17, as shown

in figure 3.4a (taken from Shonk and Hogan, 2008). The radiative fluxes were

calculated using the Edwards-Slingo code with an ICA approach, where the flux

calculations for the clear-sky and cloudy halves of the domain were performed

separately, and a single-column approach, where the fluxes for the whole domain

were determined in a single calculation, as in a GCM. For this evaluation, surface

albedo was fixed at 0.5, solar zenith angle was set to 45◦ and the Standard US At-

mosphere was used (McClatchey et al., 1972). As the cloud is homogeneous, the

vertical profiles of fluxes through the cloud should be identical. However, the

upward short-wave top-of-atmosphere flux was found to be too small by about

50 W m−2 (about 10%), as seen in panel (b) of figure 3.4. This implies that there

is an additional source of negative albedo bias to consider.

The calculation of the fluxes by Edwards-Slingo involves a matrix solver, and

is described in full by Shonk and Hogan (2008) and also in appendix A. For

the simple case with one region at each height (either clear-sky or cloudy), the
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Figure 3.4: Demonstration of the problem of anomalous horizontal photon transport, and its

solution, for single level of ice cloud as illustrated by the grey region in panel (a). Panel (b) shows

the corresponding upward short-wave fluxes calculated by the Edwards-Slingo code. Results are

shown for the ICA, the “standard” solver and the new “Hogan” solver described at the end of

section A.2. Figure taken from Shonk and Hogan (2008).

flux transmission and reflection coefficients through the layers of the atmosphere

can be described by a tridiagonal matrix, and the resulting matrix equation is

straightforward to solve by Gaussian elimination and back-substitution. When

second and third regions are implemented, the matrix solving problem becomes

more complicated. However, some of these extra coefficients describe radiation

that is transmitted through a particular region in a given layer, but then reflected

back upwards into different region in the same layer. This transfer would be

negligible in reality and zero in the ICA, and is referred to here as “anomalous

horizontal photon transport”.

A simple schematic of the problem of anomalous horizontal photon transport

in the short-wave is given in figure 3.5. The left panel of the figure shows the

single-column case; the right panel shows the ICA. In this simple model, the

cloud fraction and surface albedo are both equal to 0.5. For simplicity, we assume

that half of the radiation incident on the cloud is transmitted and the other half
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Figure 3.5: Schematic showing the effects of anomalous horizontal photon transport for a simple

model atmosphere as described in the text. Its effect is to cause a negative bias in short-wave

albedo.

is reflected, and also that the atmosphere is entirely transparent.

An incident flux of 32 arbitrary units is imposed on the top of the domain.

For the downward fluxes, denoted in figure 3.5 by the red arrows, the transfer

is the same for the two runs. Of this incoming flux, 16 units are incident on

the cloud, 16 are incident on the clear sky. The clear-sky radiation is entirely

transmitted; the radiation in the cloudy half of the domain is partly reflected and

partly transmitted as shown. In both runs, a total flux of 24 leaves the bottom

of the cloud layer. This flux is reflected from the surface, giving a flux of 12

units back upwards to the cloud base. However, this energy will be partitioned

differently between the two calculations. In the single-column run, once the flux

leaves the cloud layer, information about its horizontal distribution is discarded,

and hence the reflected energy will be partitioned with half for each side of the

domain. In the ICA run, this energy will be partitioned according to the ratio

of the incoming fluxes on the surface for the two columns. In other words, the

single-column run reflects 6 units back into the clear sky and 6 towards the cloud,

while the ICA run reflects 8 into the clear sky and 4 back towards the cloud.
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(a) PP (b) TC (c) SC

Figure 3.6: Diagram of a simple cloud field and its representation when using (a) plane-parallel,

(b) Tripleclouds and (c) “Shadowclouds”. The two shades of grey in the Tripleclouds and Shadow-

clouds panels denote the two cloudy regions; the cyan region in the Shadowclouds panel indicates

the shadow region.

Half of the upward fluxes are transmitted through the cloud as shown, giving

transmitted fluxes of 3 and 2 respectively. The final difference is a negative bias

of 1 unit, corresponding to an albedo bias of 0.031.

A first attempted solution to this problem involved the use of shadowing. As

we are making use of the ability of the Edwards-Slingo code to use three regions

in each vertical layer, a simple solution could be to split the clear sky under the

cloud layers, depending on whether the clear sky has cloud above it or not. This

modified cloud scheme, referred to as “Shadowclouds”, partitions each layer of

the domain initially into four regions: two cloudy regions as previously defined,

and two clear-sky regions that are either in shadow or not, as shown in figure

3.6. However, this presents a problem at the bottom of the cloud. The lowest

layer with cloud in figure 3.6c already contains two clear-sky regions, implying

that either the shadow must be neglected in this region, or the cloud inhomo-

geneity must be removed. In this case, with a small cloud fraction, removing

the inhomogeneity seems like the best solution, although for cases where the

gridbox is dominated by frontal cloud, shadowing may exist high into the atmo-

sphere. For shadowing to be implemented in its entirety in such a scenario, either
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a large volume of the cloud would need to be represented as plane-parallel, or

the Edwards-Slingo code would need to be amended to deal with a four-region

system, for which a new solver would have to be created.

A more straightforward approach involves making amendments to the solver

as opposed to the cloud scheme. The anomalous horizontal photon transport

problem is caused directly by a few of the terms in the matrix equation that allow

the photons to propagate horizontally in this unphysical way. Removing these

terms from the matrix solver can therefore improve the flux representation and,

because fewer terms remain, also make the matrix solver more efficient. This

approach effectively implies shadowing for all cases, hence the issue of how to

deal with shadowed regions under clouds in the Shadowclouds scheme is not

relevant. A change is implemented in the Edwards-Slingo code to fix this shad-

owing problem. A full description of how this change is implemented is given in

appendix A, and also in the paper by Shonk and Hogan (2008). The performance

of the new “Hogan solvers” is compared with that of the original solvers in fig-

ure 3.4, using the same simple cloud field as described previously. The fluxes

calculated using the Hogan solvers are seen to be unbiased with respect to the

ICA. These solvers will be used throughout this entire investigation.

(b) Overlap Considerations

As well as the amendments in the previous subsection, the Edwards-Slingo code

needed further modifications before it could be used to compare the performance

of Tripleclouds with that of other methods. The cloud component of the code cur-

rently applies a form of maximum-random overlap (Geleyn and Hollingsworth,

1979; see chapter 4). Regions of both cloud and clear sky in adjacent layers are

assumed to overlap maximally, and any cloud or clear sky unaccounted for by

maximum overlap is assumed to overlap randomly. It would be a trivial exer-

cise to extend this overlap method to a cloud scene with three regions at each

height. As this investigation is exclusively considering representations of in-
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Figure 3.7: An example of overlap between two layers of cloud. The pale grey region represents

the thinner cloud; the dark grey region represents the thicker cloud. The vectors A1 and A2 are

the cloud fractions in each layer, where the first number in the vector represents the clear-sky

fraction, the second represents the thinner cloud fraction, and the third represents the thicker

cloud fraction. The resulting overlap matrix for these two layers is given in equation 3.10.

homogeneity, biases introduced by any other potential sources should be min-

imised. Hence, we require the ability to recreate any arrangement of overlap for

any cloud scene, and the maximum-random overlap method currently applied

in the Edwards-Slingo code is incapable of this.

For a pair of adjacent layers, each with three regions, the overlap can be de-

scribed by a three-by-three “overlap matrix”:

O =











Ac,c Ac,l Ac,h

Al,c Al,l Al,h

Ah,c Ah,l Ah,h











, (3.9)

where Aa,b represents the areal fraction of the column covered by both region a in

the upper layer and region b in the lower layer. The labels “c”, “l” and “h” refer

to the clear sky, thinner cloud (lower water content) and thicker cloud (higher

water content) regions respectively. An example of cloud overlap between two

layers is shown in figure 3.7, along with the cloud fraction vectors A1 and A2. In
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this case, the overlap matrix is:

O =











0.2 0.2 0.2

0.2 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.1 0.1











. (3.10)

The Tripleclouds scheme currently outputs three quantities: the fractions of

each layer that are assigned to each cloud region, the water content values of

each of these regions in each layer, and a three-by-three overlap matrix for each

interface, as in equation 3.10. These can then be used as inputs for the radiation

code that determine the exact arrangement of the clouds without any need for

overlap approximations. (They are also used to calculate the transfer coefficients

U and V in equations A.8 and A.9). The overlap matrices themselves are entered

in the code in the form of a four-element vector, containing four of the elements

of the overlap matrix at each interface. From these four values, in addition to

the vector A for each layer, it is possible to calculate the remaining terms in the

matrix using the condition that, for a given interface, the sums of the columns

of the overlap matrix correspond to the region fractions in the layer above, and

the sums of the rows give the fractions in the layer below. There is also the

condition that, by definition, the elements of the matrix must all add up to one.

Further discussion of the overlap matrix is given in section 4.2. Amendments

have been made to the Edwards-Slingo code that allow the overlap to be read in

and used in this way. The modified version of the code will be used throughout

this investigation.

3.3 DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

For the purposes of this investigation, we use fields of ice and liquid water con-

tent (wi and wl), derived from a combination of radar, lidar and microwave ra-

diometer measurements as part of the Cloudnet project. The retrieval processes

used in Cloudnet are summarised by Illingworth et al. (2007): wi is derived from
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Figure 3.8: Histograms showing the variation in the statistical properties of water content

across the scenes. The distributions of (a) mean water content and (b) fractional standard devia-

tion of water content are shown for the regions containing cloud in each vertical layer in each of

the 120 scenes.

radar reflectivity and temperature (Hogan et al., 2006), while wl is derived from

measurements of cloud base, cloud top and liquid water path. These datasets are

all derived from the 94 GHz vertically pointing radar, the infra-red lidar ceilome-

ter and microwave radiometers at Chilbolton, and have a vertical resolution of

60 m and temporal resolution of 30 s. The raw water content data are then av-

eraged both horizontally and vertically. Horizontal averaging is used to reduce

the time taken to perform the ICA runs by a factor of five; vertical averaging is

performed so that the resolution is comparable to that of a GCM. The resulting

resolutions are 240 m in the vertical and 2.5 min in the horizontal. A total of

250 hours of data are used in this study, taken from twelve different days in the

period from January 2003 to March 2004. Each day-long period is split into ten

scenes of length 125 min, starting from midnight. The resulting 120 scenes are all

single-phase: half of them contain only ice cloud, half of them contain only liquid

water cloud. Assuming a horizontal wind of 5 m s−1 in the boundary layer and

15 m s−1 in the free atmosphere, this results in scene sizes of between 40 km and
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120 km. The ice scenes feature predominantly frontal cases, selected to represent

a very wide range of cloud geometries, while the liquid scenes feature mainly

stratus and stratocumulus clouds with physical depths of between 500 m and

2 km, a range of optical depths and varying degrees of inhomogeneity. Figure

3.8a shows histograms of mean ice water content (cyan) and liquid water con-

tent (blue) for the cloudy regions in each of the layers, while figure 3.8b shows

the spread of the same quantities in the form of fractional standard deviation.

A number of calculations were performed on each scene, using both the ICA

and a number of “single-column” runs. A full list of the runs performed on each

scene is given in table 3.1. The ICA runs integrate each high-resolution column

of the observational data individually, using one homogeneous region in each

vertical level (no partial cloudiness), then average the fluxes across the scene. The

single-column runs are made to mimic the operation of a GCM. The Tripleclouds

outputs (cloud fractions and water content for each region in each level, and

overlap at each interface) are used as inputs to the Edwards-Slingo code in such

a way that the code processes the entire scene in a single integration.

3.4 INITIAL EXPERIMENTS AND SENSITIVITY TESTS

In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of the performance of Tripleclouds

to lower percentile, split percentile, horizontal gridbox size, vertical resolution

and solar zenith angle. A single-column Tripleclouds run is performed on each

of the scenes, then the biases are evaluated with respect to the ICA runs (using

the ICA runs as the “truth”). Each of the variables is then changed to test the

sensitivity. For this experiment, certain values are held constant: surface albedo

is set to 0.2, and effective radius values for ice particles and liquid droplets are

set to 50 µm and 5 µm respectively. For the thermodynamic profile, the Standard

US Atmosphere is used (McClatchey et al., 1972). The short-wave calculation

uses five spectral bands; the long-wave calculation uses nine spectral bands. The
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Independent- ICA Control ICA run using raw cloud data.

column runs: TCICA ICA run using Tripleclouds.

Plane-parallel PP Run with plane-parallel clouds.

single-column runs: SF(χ) Run with plane-parallel clouds, with

optical depth scaled by χ.

Tripleclouds TC(n) Run with Tripleclouds, with a lower

single-column runs: percentile of n.

Table 3.1: List of all the runs performed on each of the scenes for the rest of this experiment.

“control” values of lower and split percentile are 16 and 50 respectively. For

vertical resolution, the control value is 240 m; for solar zenith angle, it is 60◦.

Before testing sensitivity, we calculate the value of mean plane-parallel short-

wave albedo bias across the scenes. All biases throughout this experiment are

calculated in terms of the change to the “cloud radiative forcing”, a quantity

defined in chapter 1. By definition, this quantity will be negative in the short-

wave and positive in the long-wave. Throughout this chapter and chapter 4,

however, when referring to CRF in the short-wave, we reverse its sign such that

it is always a positive quantity. This enables the long-wave and short-wave CRFs

to be more easily compared. CRF is calculated both for the control ICA runs and

the experimental runs, and the percentage error for each scene is calculated as:

percentage error = 100× CRF(X) − CRF(ICA)

CRF(ICA)
, (3.11)

where CRF(X) is the cloud radiative forcing calculated in experiment “X”. The

percentage biases are then calculated across the scenes as:

percentage bias = 100 ×
(

CRF(X) − CRF(ICA)

CRF(ICA)

)

. (3.12)

Percentages will be used so that our results can be directly compared to those

of the studies discussed in section 2.1. The scenes with little or no cloud are

excluded from the analysis, as they could give a high percentage bias in CRF for

a very small absolute bias. A domain-mean optical depth threshold of 0.01 is
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the cloud radiative forcing errors of the 98 cloudy scenes as a function of

domain-mean optical depth, using different schemes. The abbreviations for the runs are as defined

in table 3.1.

used to identify the scenes with sufficient cloud to use, which leaves 98 “cloudy”

scenes.

Figure 3.9 shows a scatter plot comparing the errors in short-wave and long-

wave CRF for the 98 cloudy scenes against the domain-mean optical depth at 550

nm. The scenes are separated into the ice cases (crosses) and liquid cases (circles).

A positive plane-parallel CRF error is seen for almost all of the scenes, with val-

ues up to nearly 30% being calculated. The mean bias is found to be of order

8%, which is lower than some of the values presented in the studies discussed in
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section 2.1. This lower value is not unreasonable: we are considering approxi-

mately GCM-gridbox-sized scenes with a realistic sample of clouds, while some

of the studies (such as Barker and Davies, 1992) used clouds that were artificially

inhomogeneous. In contrast, the mean bias using Tripleclouds is less than 1%.

The other points in figure 3.9 are described in section 3.5.

(a) Sensitivity to Lower Percentile

In this experiment, we vary the lower percentile from 16, and run Tripleclouds

on each of the 98 cloudy scenes at each value of lower percentile. The results

from this are shown in figure 3.10. The black lines show the mean biases at each

lower percentile value, when averaging over all the cloudy scenes. The cyan and

blue lines show separately the mean biases over the cloudy ice and liquid scenes,

and the dashed black lines show the edges of the range bounded by the 10th and

90th percentiles of the errors for the individual scenes, and each lower percentile

value. This range is hereafter referred to as the “spread”. The results show that

there is a difference in mean biases across the ice scenes and the liquid scenes.

This is caused by the difference in mean optical depth across the cases: the liquid

cases have a higher mean optical depth, as shown in figure 3.8. A similar result

is found when applying the Tripleclouds scheme to the idealised case used in

figure 3.3. At high values of fractional variance, we see that there is a switch in

sign of the biases when optical depth increases.

We also find that there is no unique value of lower percentile that creates a

zero bias in both short-wave and long-wave CRF, although it should be noted

that the size of the relative biases generated by varying percentile is small with

respect to the plane-parallel biases. For all values of percentile shown, the mean

bias never exceeds the 8% plane-parallel bias found in the previous subsection.

In fact, in the range of lower percentile from 10 to 20, the mean bias never exceeds

a magnitude of 2%, and the spread never gives an error of above 10%.
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Figure 3.10: Variation of mean cloud radiative forcing bias with varying lower percentile, when

the 98 cloudy scenes are approximated using Tripleclouds. Panel (a) shows the variation of per-

centage bias in short-wave CRF with respect to the ICA run; panel (b) shows the variation of

percentage bias in long-wave CRF. The solid black lines show the mean biases over the scenes

at each lower percentile value, and the dashed black lines show the edges of the spread in error

bounded by the 10th and 90th percentiles at each lower percentile value. The other solid lines

show the mean biases over just the ice scenes (cyan) and the liquid scenes (blue).
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Figure 3.11: Variation of cloud radiative forcing bias with varying split percentile, using Triple-

clouds. The panels are otherwise as described in figure 3.10.
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The optimum value of lower percentile that minimises the mean biases seems

slightly different for the short-wave and long-wave. In the short-wave, the op-

timum is about 19, while the long-wave optimum is about 13. Using a value of

16 for both spectral regions, therefore, should not cause significant biases to be

introduced into the radiative calculations; in fact, much less than 1% in terms

of CRF. There is also an increase in bias with rising lower percentile. This is as

expected: increasing the lower percentile has the effect of making the represen-

tation more homogeneous, and positive biases imply a more homogeneous case.

The value of 16, proposed in section 3.1 on theoretical grounds, will be retained

as the lower percentile, on account of the fact that, using a lower percentile of 16,

the Tripleclouds scheme performs well in both the long-wave and short-wave

parts of the spectrum, and for scenes containing ice and liquid water.

(b) Sensitivity to Split Percentile

Next, we investigate the sensitivity of the CRF biases to the split percentile, while

lower percentile is held constant. Variation of the split percentile has more than

one effect on the cloud representation. Raising the split percentile allocates more

of the cloud to the thinner cloud region, so increasing the weighting of the lower

water content value. The water content for the thicker region will then not only

be weighted less, but will also be forced to a higher value to ensure conservation

of the mean. The results of the split percentile sensitivity experiment are shown

in figure 3.11.

Increasing the split percentile is seen to have the effect of making the biases

more negative. So, a higher value of split percentile implies a less plane-parallel

behaviour, and hence more inhomogeneous representation of the cloud. Con-

sidering the mean biases over all ice and liquid cases, varying split percentile

between 25 and 75 gives mean relative biases not exceeding about 8%, and for

the chosen value of 50, the mean bias is not more than 1%. This indicates that the

choice of 50 for the split percentile is suitable. Again, the biases for the ice scenes
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suggest a slightly higher value, and the liquid scenes suggest a slightly lower

value. The overall average biases point towards an optimum value of 49 in the

short-wave and of 56 in the long-wave. However, the scenes that were used were

chosen for the fact that they represent a wide variety of different cloud types. On

account of this wide variety, we can conclude that, for most cases, the optimum

value of split percentile is not significantly different from 50.

Lower percentile and split percentile are not independent of each other in

terms of CRF bias. In these two sensitivity tests, is was found that 16 and 50 were

a suitable combination, but the dependence implies that, for any value of split

percentile we choose, a value of lower percentile can be found that minimises

the biases. In reality, the tuning of the lower percentile to 16 is only valid for the

chosen split percentile value of 50, and this second sensitivity experiment merely

confirms that a split percentile of 50 is appropriate for use with a lower percentile

of 16.

(c) Sensitivity to Horizontal Gridbox Size

We next consider the effect of varying horizontal gridbox size on the CRF biases

from both Tripleclouds and the scaling factor method. The vertical resolution of

the input data is held at 240 m, and the horizontal resolution of the input radar

data is kept at 2.5 min. The period from each of the twelve days containing the 98

scenes is then divided into different numbers of scenes with varying horizontal

size. As the horizontal scale of the observational data is temporal, the length

in space of the scenes will be different in the free atmosphere from that in the

boundary layer, as the distance-time relationship for ice and liquid cases will be

different. For this reason, the horizontal axis is expressed in terms of time. Using

values of 5 m s−1 and 15 m s−1 as typical wind speeds for the liquid cloud and

ice cloud layers respectively, the time axis can be considered to run from about

10 km to 180 km for the ice cases, and 4 km to 60 km for the liquid cases. For

comparison purposes, runs are also performed with the scaling factor method,
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using a factor of χ = 0.9.

Figure 3.12 shows the results. In the long-wave, the bias for the scaling factor

method is seen to decrease with increasing gridbox size, in agreement with the

findings of Pomroy and Illingworth (2000). In the short-wave, it is found that

the same is also true: there is a dependence of the bias on gridbox size, although

the bias is seen to increase with increasing gridbox size. In contrast, we see that

Tripleclouds has a weak dependence on horizontal gridbox size, except for at

lower gridbox sizes, where there is a dependence, with decreasing gridbox size

increasing bias in the long-wave and decreasing bias in the short-wave. The

mean bias for Tripleclouds never exceeds 2% through the range shown, and the

spread lines never exceed 5% in the short-wave or 2% in the long-wave.

(d) Sensitivity to Vertical Resolution

Next, the scenes are evaluated with varying values of vertical resolution, and the

mean biases evaluated as before. Variation of vertical resolution is seen to have

little effect on the biases in CRF, both in the short-wave and long-wave for the

Tripleclouds scheme, hence the figure for this is not shown. The magnitude of

the biases in the long-wave is small with Tripleclouds, with the mean bias never

exceeding 1%, and the spread never exceeding 3%. In the short-wave, the result

is similar, with negligible biases introduced by considering varying resolution.

Even the outliers in the range rarely introduce biases over 1%. A similar result is

obtained from the scaling factor method, with the mean bias over all the sets at

about 1% in the short-wave and −0.5% in the long-wave, when a scaling factor of

0.9 is used. There is no significant dependence of the biases on vertical resolution.

(e) Sensitivity to Solar Zenith Angle

Finally, we consider the effect of changing solar zenith angle on the relative bi-

ases. The scenes are all evaluated as before at differing values of solar zenith
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Figure 3.12: Variation of cloud radiative forcing bias when the twelve days of data are evaluated

using Tripleclouds with lower percentile of 16 and the scaling factor method with a scaling factor

of 0.9, with varying horizontal gridbox size. The lines represent the mean percentage bias across

all the scenes at each gridbox size for Tripleclouds (red) and scaling factor (cyan). The error bars

show the spread bounded by the 10th and 90th percentiles. The scaling factor error bars are offset

slightly for clarity.

angle. For comparison, two scaling factor runs are also performed, using 0.9

and 0.7 as the scaling factor χ. The results are shown in figure 3.13 (for short-

wave CRF only, as the long-wave fluxes have no dependence on the solar zenith

angle). Across the range of solar zenith angles, for constant lower and split per-

centiles, the percentage biases are insignificant for Tripleclouds: the mean biases

do not exceed 1% at any value of solar zenith angle, and the spread never ex-

ceeds 3%. In fact, there is no real shift in biases with changing solar zenith angle

in the Tripleclouds scheme. Comparison with the scaling factor method, how-

ever, shows that there is a dependence of bias on solar zenith angle. For the case

where 0.7 is used as the factor, the dependence is strong, with a bias of a much

larger magnitude at smaller solar zenith angles than that at larger angles, per-

haps suggesting that a different value of scaling factor is required for each solar

zenith angle. Despite this, the dependence is weaker for a scaling factor of 0.9,
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Figure 3.13: Variation of short-wave cloud radiative forcing bias, when the 98 cloudy scenes are

evaluated using Tripleclouds and the scaling factor method, with varying solar zenith angle. The

lines are as described in figure 3.12. The solid cyan line uses a scaling factor of 0.9; the dashed

cyan line uses a scaling factor of 0.7.

which performs better at lower solar zenith angles, with the mean bias never ex-

ceeding 2% at higher angles. A lower value of scaling factor seems appropriate

at higher solar zenith angles, while a higher value is better for lower solar zenith

angles. In Tripleclouds, there is a slight variation in bias with solar zenith angle,

to a comparable magnitude to that of the scaling factor method using 0.9. How-

ever, the error bars indicate that the spread of the errors using Tripleclouds is

reduced by a factor of about 1.5, with a much larger reduction at low angles. It is

seen that this combination of split percentile and lower percentile can produce a

reliable, non-biased output irrespective of solar zenith angle at the time.

3.5 COMPARISON OF THE INHOMOGENEITY SCHEMES

The different cloud representation methods are now compared. We start by per-

forming a simple calculation to estimate the difference in computer run time be-

tween the plane-parallel (two-region) and Tripleclouds (three-region) represen-
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tations. Consider a model that has n vertical levels, m of which contain clouds.

The time taken for the code to evaluate one region in one level will be a constant

value, irrespective of whether the region contains clear sky or cloud. Hence, the

time taken for a single two-region integration is proportional to n + m (n clear-

sky regions, m cloudy regions). As Tripleclouds introduces an extra region into

each of the m cloudy levels, the time for this run is proportional to n + 2m. So

the increase in run time ∆t can be written as:

∆t =
n + 2m

n + m
. (3.13)

The version of the ECMWF model used in the study of Illingworth et al. (2007)

has 60 model levels. About 20 of these lie in the height range in which most

clouds form, here taken to extend from 1 km to 10 km. Substituting m = n/3

into equation 3.13 gives a run time increase of 25%.

The 98 cloudy scenes are then evaluated using the Edwards-Slingo code at

the default values described in section 3.4. We perform eight runs on each scene,

all of which are described below. The resultant CRF values are compared with

the ICA runs when none of the methods are applied, which we again use as the

“truth”. The results are shown in figures 3.9 and 3.14.

Figure 3.9 compares the individual CRF errors for each cloudy scene when us-

ing the plane-parallel, the scaling factor and the Tripleclouds schemes. As men-

tioned before, the plane-parallel scheme results in positive errors in nearly all

the cases, with the majority of the points giving errors of under 10% in the short-

wave and long-wave, but with outliers giving errors of up to 30% in the short-

wave and 40% in the long-wave. The scaling factor with a value of 0.7 seems to

have the opposite problem, with errors being mostly negative. At higher optical

depths, the errors are of similar order (but of opposite sign) to those of plane-

parallel, but at decreasing values of optical depth, these errors become increas-

ingly negative, reaching magnitudes as high as 30% in both the short-wave and

the long-wave. The reason for the high percentage biases at low optical depth

is because of the shape of the relationship between either albedo or emissivity
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and optical depth. At low optical depths, this is approximately linear, so appli-

cation of the same scaling factor is inappropriate. This is not a problem suffered

by Tripleclouds, whose points have errors with much smaller magnitudes and a

lower spread.

The first bar in figure 3.14 shows the mean plane-parallel bias introduced by

using a conventional plane-parallel approximation. It results in a bias in the CRF

of about 8% in both the short-wave and long-wave. The next three bars show the

effects of applying the scaling factor to the optical depth, using a scaling factor

of 0.7 (as proposed by Cahalan et al., 1994 and used by the ECMWF; Tiedtke,

1996), and also, for comparison, values of 0.8 and 0.9. Despite its operational

use, the factor of 0.7 is clearly inappropriate for the scenes that we are using, as

it overcorrects the CRF biases, leaving a mean bias that is negative in both the

short-wave and long-wave. Similar results were found regarding the suitability

of 0.7 as the scaling factor (for example, Barker et al., 1996, Pincus et al., 1999,

Rossow et al., 2002). A value of scaling factor between 0.8 and 0.9 seems more

realistic.

The last four bars show the results from various Tripleclouds runs. The three

bars on the right show the runs from Tripleclouds, using lower percentiles of

6, 16 and 26. An ICA run using Tripleclouds is also performed for comparison

(TCICA). This is evaluated in the same way as the control ICA run (as described

in section 3.3), but with the Tripleclouds approximation applied to the obser-

vational data as shown in figure 3.2c. This run is performed to check that the

overlap code for the single-column runs, described in section 3.2 (b), behaves

correctly. There are small differences in the biases for the TCICA run with the

TC(16) run in both the short-wave and long-wave. This therefore validates the

code changes in section 3.2 for much more complicated cloud scenes than in fig-

ure 3.4. In fact, the mean CRF biases for Tripleclouds are seen to be small with

respect to the biases for both the operational PP and SF(0.7) runs, with values of

below 1% in both the short-wave and the long-wave.
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Figure 3.14: Variation of the cloud radiative forcing of the scenes using different cloud ap-

proximation methods. Panel (a) shows the short-wave CRF percentage bias; panel (b) shows the

long-wave CRF percentage bias. The abbreviations for the runs are as defined in table 3.1. The

bars show the mean biases over the scenes for each method, and the error bars show the edges of

the spread in error bounded by the 10th and 90th percentiles for each method.

Overall, the Tripleclouds TC(16) method performs well. Firstly, the amount

of random error is reduced using the Tripleclouds method. Even in comparison

to the best of the scaling factor methods, the reduction in spread is apparent:

the spread for the SF(0.9) run is about one and a half times larger than that of the

TC(16) run. Secondly, the optimum lower percentile in Tripleclouds is not largely
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Figure 3.15: Variation of mean root-mean-square heating rate errors in both (a) short-wave and

(b) long-wave, for the 98 cloudy scenes. The bars and the error bars are as defined in figure 3.14.

dependent on solar zenith angle or resolution, while the optimum scaling factor

has a relatively strong dependence on solar zenith angle. As solar zenith angle is

constant in this experiment, its variation would cause an increase in the size of

the scaling factor error bars. Thirdly, the biases have a much lower sensitivity to

the lower percentile in Tripleclouds than to the scaling factor, over a reasonable

range of values.

The heating rates are compared in figures 3.15 and 3.16. In figure 3.15, a

profile of domain-mean heating rate is obtained for each of the cloudy scenes,
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Figure 3.16: Biases in short-wave and long-wave heating rate profiles. The lines show the

mean heating rate biases across the 98 cloudy scenes for different cloud inhomogeneity schemes

as defined in the legend. Biases are with respect to the ICA runs.

and the root-mean-square (RMS) heating rate error is calculated with respect to

the ICA run, using the 240-metre-thick layers from the surface up to 12 km. The

root-mean-square ensures that the variation in sign of the error does not affect the

results. The RMS errors are calculated as a percentage of the RMS heating rate,

and the overall mean RMS errors are then found by averaging these percentage

errors across all the scenes. The mean profile biases shown in figure 3.16 are

calculated by determining the heating rate bias profile for each of the 98 cloudy

scenes, then averaging for each vertical layer. RMS averaging is not performed

for this figure.

We see in figure 3.15 that the plane-parallel method gives an RMS error of
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13% in the short-wave and 20% in the long-wave. Using the scaling factor, the

representation of the heating rates deteriorates as the factor reduces; a result

also found by Oreopoulos and Barker (1999). The Tripleclouds cases, however,

perform much better. The independent-column Tripleclouds run performs best,

while the single-column runs do not introduce much extra error in heating rate.

Comparing TC(16) with SF(0.8) and SF(0.9), the two runs which produced the

best results when minimising the CRF biases, it is apparent that Tripleclouds

significantly outperforms the scaling factor method. Tripleclouds, therefore, not

only reduces biases in top-of-atmosphere radiative properties, it reduces biases

in the atmospheric distribution of heating. In terms of the mean profiles shown

in figure 3.16, it is seen that, in comparison to the mean heating rate biases us-

ing the plane-parallel method, the inclusion of a scaling factor only introduces a

small reduction in bias magnitude in most locations (except for above the cloud

layers in the short-wave). At all heights, it is seen that using Tripleclouds im-

proves the ability of the radiation scheme to represent the heating rates, with

marked reductions at some locations.

3.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents Tripleclouds, a method of accounting for cloud inhomo-

geneity in the radiation scheme of GCMs. It makes use of the ability of the

Edwards-Slingo code to include an extra cloudy region in the radiative trans-

fer calculation, leading to a representation that has a single clear-sky region, and

two cloudy regions. These two cloudy regions are assigned to optically thinner

cloud and optically thicker cloud.

The values of water content that are applied to these two cloudy regions are

determined using statistical considerations. If the distribution of water content

in a single layer were to be modelled as Gaussian, then using the 16th percentile

of the distribution gives an accurate measure of its standard deviation. In reality,
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the distribution of water content is more log-normal (Hogan and Illingworth,

2003), although it turned out that using the 16th percentile was an adequate

method of defining the water content in the thinner cloud region. The water

content in the thicker region can then be chosen to conserve mean water con-

tent in the layer. The two cloudy regions are weighted equally, so the regions

represent the thinner half and thicker half of the clouds in the domain layer.

Tripleclouds is seen to be an improvement on the widely used plane-parallel

cloud representation. Over the twelve days of radar data analysed here, con-

taining a range of different cloud types, the plane-parallel albedo bias was 8%.

Using Tripleclouds reduced this bias to less than 1%. The scaling factor of 0.7,

proposed by Cahalan et al. (1994) and applied worldwide in the ECMWF model

by Tiedtke (1996), is shown here to be inappropriate for the mid-latitude ice and

liquid clouds analysed. The short-wave albedo bias using this scaling factor was

larger in magnitude than that of the unscaled plane-parallel representation, with

a value of order 11%.

Running the radiation code with different values of scaling factor showed

that the value of 0.7 is a significant overcompensation, with a value between 0.8

and 0.9 seeming more appropriate for the cloud scenes considered. However, it

should be borne in mind that throughout the comparison carried out in section

3.5, all of the variables were held constant, and it was seen that, while not a func-

tion of vertical resolution, the scaling factor had a dependence on solar zenith

angle, and a weak dependence on horizontal gridbox size. So the fact that some

value of scaling factor between 0.8 and 0.9 may seem to be most appropriate,

in fact only implies that it is appropriate for the particular solar zenith angle in

question. Another complication in the choice of scaling factor occurs for lower

values of optical depth, where its relationship with both short-wave albedo and

long-wave emissivity becomes close to linear, hence the scaling factor needs to

become much nearer to one.

In contrast, the Tripleclouds scheme is seen to have no such dependence on
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solar zenith angle or optical depth. It is also applicable to different values of

vertical resolution and horizontal gridbox size without any need for major re-

calibration of the percentiles. Variation of the lower percentile (and also split

percentile) of Tripleclouds results in a small change in bias in the radiative prop-

erties, although the sensitivity of the bias to the Tripleclouds parameters is much

smaller than that of the scaling factor.

It was also found that, for both the short-wave and long-wave heating rates,

applying the scaling factor to the plane-parallel approximation results in a degra-

dation in quality of the representation; that is, the random errors increase in mag-

nitude, and again there is a strong dependence of the errors on scaling factor. In

Tripleclouds, not only are the heating rate errors insensitive to the lower per-

centile, the errors overall are reduced with respect to the plane-parallel heating

rate biases.

Further steps are still required in the verification of Tripleclouds as a viable

cloud representation scheme suitable for use in weather and climate models.

So far, we have been running the radiation code on radar data, in which we

know exactly where the clouds are in our scene. In reality, the weather or cli-

mate model only has knowledge of cloud fractions and layer-mean ice or liquid

water contents, and certainly no knowledge of cloud arrangement. The overlap

parametrisation still needs to be considered and implemented into the Edwards-

Slingo code in place of the current overlap scheme that reads in a prescribed over-

lap from the source data; an issue that will be addressed in chapter 4. Current

parametrisations of overlap that exist include random overlap and maximum-

random overlap (Geleyn and Hollingsworth, 1979). However, we intend to make

use of a newer form of overlap that uses a decorrelation pressure to calculate

overlap, which creates a range of overlaps varying from maximum-random to

total random, depending on separation of adjacent layers of clouds. We also

consider ways of modelling cloud water variability, which is another variable

that is required for Tripleclouds to be applied to model data. Using variances
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typical of different regions of the world, the Tripleclouds scheme can then be

used to model data output (chapter 5) and test the applicability of the scheme at

all latitudes.
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4:

VERTICAL CLOUD STRUCTURE

So far in this investigation, all emphasis has been placed on the process of de-

veloping a parametrisation to better represent horizontal cloud structure; no at-

tention has yet been paid to parametrisations of vertical structure. All of the

radiative calculations made in chapter 3 were performed on radar data, the ad-

vantage of which is that there is information about the exact location and orien-

tation of the clouds. This information was used to determine exactly how the

clouds overlap at each layer interface, and then used as an input to the Edwards-

Slingo radiation code (Edwards and Slingo, 1996), allowing exact overlap to be

represented. When performing radiative calculations within a GCM, however,

this information is not readily available. In each layer, cloud variables typically

consist of a measure of water content and cloud fraction, with no specific infor-

mation about how the clouds are distributed across the gridbox. In other words,

overlap needs to be parametrised.

The final aim of this study is to investigate the impact of using Tripleclouds

in place of a simpler, plane-parallel cloud representation on the global radiation

budget using global model data (see chapter 5). To use model data, however,

we need to develop a parametrisation of vertical structure to work alongside

the horizontal component of the Tripleclouds scheme introduced in chapter 3.

In the interests of minimising computer run time, we ideally require a method

that applies for simpler plane-parallel cloud fields, and can easily be extended to

representations of cloud with more than one cloudy region.

This chapter addresses the requirement for a parametrisation of vertical over-

lap. Initially, we discuss the relative impacts of misrepresenting horizontal in-
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homogeneity and vertical overlap on radiation budget, then compare a number

of simple overlap parametrisations (section 4.1). One of these methods consists

of a simple overlap scheme based on the maximum-random overlap scheme of

Geleyn and Hollingsworth (1979), but with the overlap modulated by an “over-

lap parameter” (Hogan and Illingworth, 2000), the value of which for a pair of

layers decreases approximately exponentially with separation. However, both

the overlap parameter and the decorrelation scale for this “decorrelation over-

lap” method are defined differently by Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and the

Edwards-Slingo code, and hence a conversion between the two decorrelation

scales is derived (section 4.2). In section 4.3, the performance of this overlap

method is compared with more traditional methods using the same cases of

radar data as used in the previous chapter. An optimum value for this decorrela-

tion scale is then determined, and a relationship between this scale and latitude is

derived from the results of this study and the findings of Mace and Benson-Troth

(2002) to allow the overlap method to be applied globally.

4.1 PARAMETRISATIONS OF VERTICAL OVERLAP

It has already been demonstrated in chapter 1 that small changes in global cloud

cover result in sizeable biases in the global radiation budget (Randall et al., 1984;

Slingo, 1990). Macroscale structure, such as vertical alignment of clouds in their

gridboxes (Wu and Moncrieff, 2001); microscale structure, such as variation of ice

crystal size with height (Gu and Liou, 2006); and also the processes that generate

the microscale structure (Stephens et al., 1990) can all have an effect on radiation

budget. A poor representation of any of these factors in a GCM could lead to a

misrepresentation of global cloud cover, and hence induce significant biases in

the Earth’s radiation budget.

In fact, the size of the bias caused by using an inaccurate overlap repre-

sentation can be of comparable size to plane-parallel biases. Both Barker et al.
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(1999) and Wu and Liang (2005) used data from a cloud-resolving model (CRM)

and calculated the radiative fluxes through the clouds using a radiative trans-

fer code. They both found biases in top-of-atmosphere short-wave flux caused

by using random overlap (see figure 4.1c) in place of exact overlap that were

non-negligible in size with respect to plane-parallel biases. They found the size

of the “random overlap bias” to be 0.88 (Barker et al., 1999) and 0.16 (Wu and

Liang, 2005) times that of the plane-parallel bias respectively. The smaller ratio

reported by Wu and Liang (2005) was due to the fact that they used 30 days of

CRM data in their analysis that contained varying amounts of cloud structure,

while Barker et al. (1999) used just three scenes that were intentionally highly

structured.

Advances in the development of cloud-resolving models have been invalu-

able in studies of vertical cloud structure. A number of different CRMs have

been developed (for example, Held et al., 1993, Shutts and Gray, 1994). The title

of CRM can be applied to any high-resolution model (typically with resolution of

order a few kilometres) whose purpose is to represent cloud formation and struc-

ture, cloud processes and interactions with the atmosphere, and precipitation

and its effects. CRMs can therefore produce high-resolution two-dimensional

or three-dimensional cloud fields that are more realistic than clouds generated

in a weather or climate model. An in-depth comparison of a range of different

CRMs was performed by Redelsperger et al. (2000). The development of CRMs

has mainly been intended for developing parametrisations for large-scale mod-

els, although investigations have been made into the viability of using a CRM as

a cloud parametrisation scheme in a GCM (Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001).

Initial results were promising, on account of the CRM’s ability to better repre-

sent cloud fractions and vertical structure. However, the additional computer

run time was found to be large.

On account of the sensitivity of radiation budget to cloud overlap, it is impor-

tant that an overlap parametrisation is chosen for use in the Tripleclouds scheme
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of cloud configurations for different overlap methods: (a) maximum

overlap; (b) maximum-random overlap; (c) random overlap; (d) minimum overlap. The dashed

red lines indicate the total cloud cover. Diagram adapted from Morcrette and Jakob (2000).

that matches real clouds most closely and hence enables them to interact most

realistically with atmospheric radiation. It has already been shown that the ra-

diative impact of using an unrealistic cloud overlap approximation can be large.

The four simplest overlap schemes are depicted in figure 4.1. This shows a

simple cloud field consisting of two pairs of partially cloudy layers, separated by

a single layer of clear sky. For each overlap scheme, the red dashed line shows the

maximum extent of the cloud cover. The main difference between the different

overlap schemes is the degree of correlation between the positions of the cloudy

fractions in the pair of adjacent layers. With maximum overlap, this correlation

is maximally positive. For a pair of maximally overlapped cloud layers, the layer

with the smaller of the two cloud fractions will have its entire fraction bordering

cloud in the layer with the larger cloud fraction, as shown in figure 4.1a. Hence,

for a pair of homogeneous cloud blocks in adjacent levels with cloud fractions L1

and L2, their combined cloud cover Amax is:

Amax = max[L1, L2] . (4.1)
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With minimum overlap, the correlation of cloud position in adjacent layers is

maximally negative. Hence, if the sum of the individual cloud fractions in the

pair of layers is less than one, the clouds in one layer will not border the clouds

in the other; if it is more than one, they will overlap as little fractional area as

possible. In reality, minimum overlap is unlikely to occur in nature and is there-

fore not used in GCMs (Bergman and Rasch, 2002). Minimum overlap is shown

in figure 4.1d, and leads to a cloud cover Amin of:

Amin = min[1, (L1 + L2)] . (4.2)

Another alternative is to force the cloud positions in adjacent layers to correlate

neither positively nor negatively, but align them with no correlation at all. This

results in random overlap, as shown in figure 4.1c, and leads to the fraction of

the cloud in one layer that overlaps the cloud in the lower layer being equal to

the product of the two fractions. This leads to a cloud cover Arand of:

Arand = L1 + L2 − L1L2 . (4.3)

From the red dashed lines in figure 4.1, it can be seen that cloud cover is small-

est when correlation is most positive, but increases as the correlation between

the cloud position decreases. This means that the maximally overlapped cloud

cover Amax actually corresponds to the minimum possible value, while minimally

overlapped cloud cover Amin corresponds to the maximum cloud cover.

The geometry of a pair of overlapping cloud layers is shown in plan view in

figure 4.2. If the cloud in the upper layer is aligned such that it touches the left

side of the box, we can then recreate the three types of overlap described above

by rotating the cloud in the lower layer through steps of 90◦. It can again be seen

that decreasing the correlation between the cloud overlap in the layers has the

effect of increasing the cloud cover.

Clouds evaluated in a radiative transfer scheme using these three cloud over-

lap methods will give very different results. Morcrette and Fouquart (1986)
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the overlap methods on a pair of adjacent layers, shown here in plan

view: maximum overlap (left column), random overlap (middle column) and minimum overlap

(right column). The upper layer has a cloud fraction of 0.3; the lower layer has a cloud fraction of

0.4. The total resulting cloud covers for the pair of layers are given at the bottom of each column.

found that, for an idealised cloud field with three discrete layers, minimum over-

lap gave a higher short-wave planetary albedo than random overlap, but a much

lower net surface short-wave flux and total atmospheric short-wave absorption,

while maximum overlap gave a lower planetary albedo and higher net surface

flux and atmospheric absorption. This result can be explained by the changes in
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total cloud cover between the three overlap methods: the larger the cloud cover,

the more incident short-wave radiation will be reflected. Hence, less reaches the

surface, reducing the net surface flux and the atmospheric absorption. However,

none of these three methods provided realistic arrangements of clouds when

used in a GCM. Geleyn and Hollingsworth (1979) devised a more realistic cloud

overlap method, known as maximum-random overlap. This applies random

overlap to cloud in layers separated by clear sky, but applies maximum over-

lap to cloud in pairs of layers that are adjacent. This creates a cloud representa-

tion as shown in figure 4.1b, with a cloud cover between the values when using

maximum overlap and random overlap.

Studies have shown maximum-random overlap to provide more realistic

fluxes than either maximum or random overlap. The maximum, random and

minimum overlap schemes were compared by Tian and Curry (1989). They ex-

amined the cloud overlap statistics of weather systems over the North Atlantic,

using the “3D-Neph” dataset, compiled by the US Air Force. This contains as-

similated data from satellite and surface observations, upper-air soundings and

aircraft measurements to give a three-dimensional distribution of cloud data to

a horizontal resolution of order 45 km on a vertical grid containing 15 layers.

Each layer contained a cloud fraction, and each column contained information

about the true cloud cover. They used two data scenes per day from 01 January

to 14 January 1979. These scenes were sorted according to the number of dis-

crete layers of cloud present, with a discrete layer of cloud being bounded at

the upper and lower limit by at least a single layer of clear sky (for example,

the diagrammatic clouds in figure 4.1 are in two discrete layers). They then ap-

plied maximum, random and minimum overlap to the clouds and compared the

resultant cloud cover with the true cloud cover for each gridbox. For columns

containing a single, discrete layer of cloud, they found that maximum overlap

gave the best estimate of cloud cover, with 81.7% of the snapshots predicting

cloud cover to within 2.5% of the true value, with a systematic overestimation of
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cloud cover using both random and minimum overlap. For columns with mul-

tiple discrete layers of cloud, however, random overlap was seen to give more

realistic representations of cloud cover, although with an increased random er-

ror. The combination of these two results suggested that maximum-random is

a suitable method to model cloud overlap. However, if a higher discrete layer

of cloud was obscured from the surface by a lower layer, and information about

the alignment of the higher layer was unobtainable, the clouds were assumed

to overlap randomly. This was only found to be a problem for about 10% of the

multi-layered scenes, but could still have caused a small biasing towards random

overlap.

Barker et al. (1999) compared the effects of overlap on radiative fluxes using

three scenes of convective cloud from a cloud-resolving model (CRM). These had

35 vertical layers, a horizontal gridbox dimension of 400 km and a resolution

of 2 km. Using the CRM data, they compared exact overlap with maximum-

random and random overlap, using clouds that were treated as plane-parallel

and horizontally homogeneous. Their approach was different to Tian and Curry

(1989) in that they compared the overlap methods by evaluating the radiative

fluxes through the clouds using a radiative transfer code and used the exitant

fluxes and heating rates to diagnose performance as opposed to cloud cover.

With respect to the exact overlap case, the random overlap case was observed to

bias reflected short-wave flux and atmospheric absorption high, and surface ab-

sorption low. At a solar zenith angle of 60◦, they found outward short-wave flux

to be (75.0 ± 31.5) W m−2 too high across their three scenes when using random

overlap. Implementation of maximum overlap for adjacent layers, however, bi-

ases these fluxes in the opposite direction, with values of (−58.3 ± 22.3) W m−2.

This suggests that overlapping adjacent cloud layers maximally to reduce the

biases introduced by random overlap creates an overcompensation.

Hogan and Illingworth (2000) used radar data from Chilbolton to derive

cloud overlap statistics. They divided two-and-a-half months of data into
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gridbox-sized domains and calculated cloud cover for individual pairs of layers,

using maximum, random and minimum overlap. These were compared with

the true cloud cover of the cloud in these two layers. Cloud cover was obtained

for each pair of layers, whether adjacent or not, such that each layer was evalu-

ated with every other layer in each domain. The results were then separated into

cloud covers predicted for pairs of layers separated by only other layers of cloud,

and those separated by at least one clear-sky layer. In agreement with Tian and

Curry (1989) they found that, for pairs of cloud layers separated by clear sky, the

positions of the clouds in the layers were uncorrelated, implying random over-

lap. However, for pairs of layers in vertically continuous cloud, they found that

the degree of correlation between the cloud positions decreased with vertical sep-

aration of the layers. This implies that, in nature, the “maximum” component of

maximum-random overlap may be more random than previously thought, and

hence that maximum-random overlap may be too maximum, which would lead

to the bias overcompensation reported by Barker et al. (1999).

They introduced a quantity referred to as an “overlap parameter”, α. This is

a measure of the degree of correlation between cloud positions, and is expressed

in terms of the cloud cover of the pair of layers. By definition, the cloud cover

of the cloud in the two layers when randomly overlapped, Arand, will always be

greater than their cloud cover when maximally overlapped, Amax. Hence, the

true cloud cover of the two layers A can be described using:

A = αAmax + (1 − α)Arand , (4.4)

implying that for the case where α = 1, overlap is maximum, and where α = 0,

overlap is random. Hence, any overlap between maximum and random can be

prescribed by setting α to a value between zero and one. Also, by calculating

the cloud cover for a pair of layers with maximum and random overlap and

comparing with their true cloud cover A, the value of overlap parameter can be

determined.

Hogan and Illingworth (2000) plotted variation of overlap parameter α with
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layer vertical separation for both vertically continuous and non-continuous

cloud. For the non-continuous cloud, they found the overlap parameter to be ap-

proximately zero for all separations, indicating that random overlap is the most

appropriate. For continuous cloud, they found a near-exponential decrease of

the overlap parameter with separation, starting off at one (maximum overlap)

for a separation of zero, and trailing off towards zero (random overlap) at larger

separations. The overlap parameter between such layers can therefore be deter-

mined in terms of a decorrelation height Z0α, defined as the height scale over

which the overlap parameter α falls to a value of e−1, in the equation:

α = exp

(

− ∆z

Z0α

)

. (4.5)

In other words, this overlap parameter can be evaluated as a function of height to

verify the observation made by Hogan and Illingworth (2000) that decorrelation

of overlap within continuous clouds is a function of separation. The mathemat-

ical basis of this result was considered by Astin and DiGirolamo (2006). They

found the exponential decay of α with height to apply when the distribution of

cloud layer thickness was also exponential.

A similar experiment was performed by Mace and Benson-Troth (2002), who

applied the algorithm of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) to radar data from the

ARM programme. This has radars on location in the tropical West Pacific, the

southern Great Plains of the US, and in northern Alaska. Their findings were

the same: at all locations, non-continuous cloud is overlapped approximately

randomly, and for continuous cloud, the overlap parameter is seen to decrease

roughly exponentially with height at small values of layer separation. The value

of this decorrelation height is seen to vary with location, and also with season at

the mid-latitude Great Plains site. This seasonal variation is associated with the

types of the clouds that develop in different seasons. The summer season on the

Great Plains will experience the development of more convective clouds, which

will have a much larger decorrelation height than stratiform or frontal clouds; in

agreement with the results. In addition, both Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and
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Mace and Benson-Troth (2002) find the decorrelation height to be a function of

horizontal gridbox size and vertical resolution.

The study of Naud et al. (2008) used cloud data from the ARM radar sites,

and used re-analysis data from the National Centers for Environmental Predic-

tion (NCEP) to investigate the effect of changes in vertical motion, convective

stability and wind shear on the decorrelation height. Using the same method as

Hogan and Illingworth (2000), they divided the radar data into hour-long do-

mains and evaluated the variation of α with layer separation. In mid-latitude

winter, they found that vertically contiguous clouds were more maximally over-

lapped in the presence of vertical motion, and for the tropics, the same was true

for cases with decreased convective stability. These results are realistic, as both

these conditions will result in clouds that increase in height more quickly, giving

clouds that will be nearer vertical. Increases in wind shear were found to in-

crease the randomness of the overlap, with overlap becoming less than random

in some cases with large separation.

Further studies have advocated the use of the overlap scheme using a decor-

relation height. Both Bergman and Rasch (2002) and Pincus et al. (2005) devel-

oped parametrisations of cloud overlap that relied on α as defined by Hogan

and Illingworth (2000). The method of Bergman and Rasch (2002) used the cloud

fraction to determine the probability of cloud being present at any point in the

column. These probabilities are then converted into an overlap matrix with n

rows and n columns, where n is the number of layers, and each element contains

the probability of cloud in one layer overlapping with cloud in the other. The

overlap of these layers is then found by considering the probabilities of cloud

existing in the individual layers. The method of Pincus et al. (2005) uses a PDF

to represent horizontal inhomogeneity. The rank correlation of this inhomogene-

ity between adjacent layers is modulated by decorrelation over a given length,

using the α method. Both of these parametrisations are able to produce realistic

top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes when compared to the same cloud fields with
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exact overlap. The global applicability of this decorrelation method, combined

with the results of Barker et al. (1999), Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and Mace

and Benson-Troth (2002), suggests that this method is the most promising for use

with the Tripleclouds scheme.

4.2 DECORRELATION OVERLAP IN EDWARDS-SLINGO

The cloud overlap component of the Edwards-Slingo radiation code has the abil-

ity to recreate both maximum-random and random overlap using an overlap

parameter. This value can also be set to other values in the range from zero to

one, creating overlap that is neither full maximum or full random. It also has

the ability to deal with overlap that decorrelates with height, following a for-

mula like that of equation 4.5. However, there are two fundamental differences

between the treatment of decorrelation overlap by the Edwards-Slingo code and

Hogan and Illingworth (2000). While the equation in Edwards-Slingo is of the

same form as equation 4.5, the overlap parameter is defined in a slightly differ-

ent way and the decorrelation scale is expressed in terms of a pressure difference

as opposed to a height difference. This section addresses the implementation of

the decorrelation overlap method in the Tripleclouds scheme, and how the val-

ues of decorrelation height found by Hogan and Illingworth (2000) can be used

in Edwards-Slingo.

(a) The Beta Overlap Parameter

The concept of an overlap matrix was introduced in section 3.2 (b), and is a math-

ematical representation of the overlap of clouds in an arbitrary pair of layers.

In this section, we will be making use of the two-region and three-region ver-

sions of the overlap matrix. The notation convention used in section 3.2 (b) will

be retained: the clear-sky region is labelled “c”, the region containing optically
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thinner cloud (lower water content) is labelled “l”, and the region containing

the optically thicker cloud (higher water content) is labelled “h”. In cases where

there is only one cloudy region, this region is labelled “l”. All quantities relating

these regions use the corresponding letter to represent them. The two-region and

three-region overlap matrices are therefore given by:

O =





Ac,c Ac,l

Al,c Al,l



 ; O =











Ac,c Ac,l Ac,h

Al,c Al,l Al,h

Ah,c Ah,l Ah,h











. (4.6)

It should be borne in mind that the overlap matrices used here are defined differ-

ently to the overlap matrices defined in the studies of Bergman and Rasch (2002)

and Willén et al. (2005). In these studies, each element of the matrix corresponds

to total cloud cover for a pair of layers. Here, the matrix applies to a single pair of

adjacent layers, and each element describes the fraction of the gridbox occupied

by a given region overlapping with a given region in the other layer.

The Edwards-Slingo code allows a number of different overlap schemes to

be applied to the input cloud data. These different schemes are generated using

a quantity referred to as “correlation factor”. This is analogous to the overlap

parameter defined by Hogan and Illingworth (2000), in that it defines the “po-

sition” of the overlap between maximum and random, with a value of zero cor-

responding to random overlap and a value of one corresponding to maximum

overlap. However, it is defined in a slightly different way. Before comparing the

two definitions, we describe how overlap is performed in the Edwards-Slingo

code.

Consider a simple, idealised two-region cloud scene, with one region rep-

resenting the cloud and the other representing the clear sky. The scene contains

cloud in a pair of levels as shown in figure 4.3. The pair of partially cloudy layers

have two different cloud fractions, which are denoted as L and l, with L refer-

ring to the larger of the two values. The corresponding clear-sky fractions are

denoted as C and c, again with C referring to the larger of the two values. Nat-
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urally, the layer with less cloud l must contain more clear sky C, and vice versa.

In this scene, the larger cloud fraction is situated in the lower layer. If the larger

cloud fraction were in the upper layer, the only mathematical change would be

the transposing of the overlap matrix.

The method of the Edwards-Slingo code involves deriving the overlap ma-

trix O in two stages. This matrix can be partitioned into two components: the

maximally overlapped component M and the randomly overlapped component

R. The Edwards-Slingo code first performs maximum overlap to define the ele-

ments of the matrix M. Any of the contents of the two layers unaccounted for in

this matrix are then overlapped randomly in matrix R. The two matrices are then

added together to give the final overlap matrix O; in other words, O = M + R.

Consider the panel (a) of figure 4.3, which shows full maximum-random overlap,

as defined by Geleyn and Hollingsworth (1979). Both the cloudy and clear-sky

regions overlap as much of their common parts as possible. The fractional area

that has been maximally overlapped, m, becomes the sum of the smaller of the

clear-sky and cloud fractions; c and l respectively. The remaining fractional area

of the domain, r, is then overlapped randomly. As the contents remaining con-

sist entirely of clear sky in the upper region and cloud in the lower region, the

overlap method here is irrelevant. The individual maximum and random com-

ponents of the overlap matrix, M and R, can therefore be written as:

M =





c 0

0 l



 ;

R =
1

1 − (c + l)





0 (C − c)(L − l)

0 0



 . (4.7)

Panel (c) of figure 4.3 shows the case with full random overlap. Again, we

start by performing maximum overlap. As the entire domain is being over-

lapped randomly, none of the cloud or clear sky needs to be overlapped max-

imally. Hence the fractional area of the domain allotted to maximum overlap,

m, is zero. This leaves the fraction of the domain to be randomly overlapped,
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Figure 4.3: The process behind cloud overlap in the Edwards-Slingo code for cases with (a)

maximum overlap (β = 1), (b) partial maximum overlap (0 < β < 1) and (c) random overlap

(β = 0). The top row of the panels show the maximum overlap stage; the bottom row show the

random overlap stage. See the text for explanation.

r, equal to one. The entire contents of the two layers are overlapped randomly,

giving overlap matrix components of:

M =





0 0

0 0



 ;

R =





Cc CL

lc lL



 . (4.8)

From this, the process can be generalised to create a calculation that can

be used to provide arbitrary overlap for use in the Edwards-Slingo code. The

Edwards-Slingo version of the overlap parameter is now introduced. As it is

defined slightly differently from the α of Hogan and Illingworth (2000), it is re-

ferred to as β. In a similar way to α, when β = 0, random overlap is applied, and

when β = 1, full maximum overlap is applied, and in between, “intermediate

overlap” is applied. In addition, it is possible to define separate β coefficients for

each region, hence cloud can be overlapped with cloud using a different degree
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of randomness to clear sky. For a given region a, the definition of βa is in terms

of fractional area of that region that is allotted to maximum overlap, ma. The true

maximally overlapped fraction of region a is given by ma,true = βaa. The high-

est fractional area that can be maximally overlapped is for when βa = 1, hence

ma,max = a. The overlap parameter for the given region is then defined as ma,true

as a fraction of ma,max:

βa =
ma,true

ma,max
. (4.9)

Hence, the definition of β for a specific region is the fraction of the area of the

region that can be maximally overlapped that actually is maximally overlapped.

Panel (b) of figure 4.3 shows a case of intermediate overlap, where 0 < β <

1. In this simple example, the value of β is constant for both regions. In the

maximum overlap stage, a fraction β of the clear-sky and cloudy regions that can

be maximally overlapped are allotted to maximum overlap. The remainder of the

the regions are instead included in the subsequent random overlap calculation.

Mathematically, the overlap can be described as:

M =





βc 0

0 βl



 ;

R =
1

1 − β(c + l)





(C − βc)(c − βc) (C − βc)(L − βl)

(l − βl)(c − βc) (l − βl)(L − βl)



 . (4.10)

As a check to equation 4.10, it can be shown that substitution of β = 1 and β = 0

returns maximum and random overlap in the same form as 4.7 and 4.8.

(b) Conversion from Alpha to Beta

The aim of this chapter is to apply the decorrelation overlap method described

by Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and Mace and Benson-Troth (2002) to the radar

data. However, this parametrisation uses the overlap parameter α, while the

Edwards-Slingo code only uses β. Therefore, a relationship between the two
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parameters may be required. In this subsection, an equation relating these two

quantities is sought.

Varying β from zero to one does not give a linear increase in cloud cover,

hence conversion from α to β is not necessarily straightforward. In the follow-

ing discussion, we use a simple case where β has a single value for all regions.

To show the non-linearity of the relationship, calculations are performed using

equations:

Amax = L ;

Arand = L + l − Ll ; (4.11)

Atrue = βl +
(l − βl)(c − βc) + (L − βl)(C − βc) + (L − βl)(l − βl)

1 − β(c + l)

and

α =
Atrue − Arand

Amax − Arand
, (4.12)

with different values of β for a pair of partially cloudy layers. The larger cloud

fraction L is fixed at 0.8, and the smaller cloud fraction l is varied from L down to

zero in steps of 0.1. For comparison, calculations are also performed with L fixed

at 0.4, and l varying in the same way. Plots of β against α are shown in figure

4.4 for these different values of cloud fraction. For the case where the two cloud

fractions are equal, the values of α and β are identical. At other values of cloud

fraction difference, at a given β value, the corresponding value of α is higher,

with maximum deviation for medium values of β.

Inspection of this figure reveals that the difference α − β is a function of β and

the difference in the cloud fractions, ∆L = L − l, as opposed to any particular

cloud fraction. The difference α − β is plotted as a function of ∆L for a range of

different β values in figure 4.5. At the extreme values of β = 1 and β = 0, there

is no difference in the two parameters for all values of ∆L. This is because full

maximum or random overlap fixes the values of α and β identical to each other.

For other values of β, we see a non-linear distribution that is of similar shape to

the relationship between short-wave albedo and optical depth. Using a combi-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of overlap parameters α and β, with different cloud fractions in the

upper and lower layers. In panel (a), the larger cloud fraction L is fixed at 0.8; in panel (b), L

is fixed at 0.4. The different coloured lines show the relationship between α and β for values of

smaller cloud fraction l varying in steps of 0.1 from L down to 0.1.
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nation of manipulation, intuition and numerical calculation, the relationship is

found to be:

(α − β) =
(1 − β)∆L

∆L + (1/β − 1)
. (4.13)

This equation links α and β in a far more succinct manner than the relationship

that results from directly substituting equation 4.11 into equation 4.12. It can also

be rearranged to give a quadratic equation in β, which can then be solved to give

an equation for β in terms of α, as required:

β =
−[∆L(α − 1)− α − 1] −

√

[∆L(α − 1)− α − 1]2 − 4α

2
. (4.14)

When implementing a third region in the Tripleclouds scheme, the added

complication is minimal. The way that Tripleclouds is defined ensures that the

cloud fractions L and l will be exactly the same as H and h, with L and H both

accounting for half of the cloud in the layer with the larger cloud fraction, and l

and h accounting for half of the cloud in the layer with the smaller cloud fraction.

These conditions L = H and l = h imply that both regions of cloud in a layer can

be defined by a single cloud fraction. In other words, redefining ∆L = 2(L − l)

in equation 4.14 still gives an exact relationship between β and α. In fact, as long

as there is a constraint that the fractional area of each of the cloudy regions is

the same, the number of cloudy regions could theoretically be increased to an

arbitrary value, and equation 4.13 would still apply. A schematic of three-region

overlap in the Edwards-Slingo code is shown in figure 4.6.

However, the added complication is that the values of β may not be the same

for the regions of clear sky and cloud. Implementing βc and βl (and βh for Triple-

clouds) in the Edwards-Slingo code is straightforward, but changes equation

4.11c and hence complicates 4.13, resulting in an equation for α in terms of at

least two β values. Converting from α to these β values would not be possible

without further constraints being made between them.
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(a) Two−region overlap

m = β(c + l)
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(b) Three−region overlap

Figure 4.6: The process of overlap in the Edwards-Slingo code, when the cloud in a two-region

cloud field is divided equally into thinner and thicker cloud to generate a three-region cloud field.

(c) Decorrelation Height and Pressure

As mentioned at the start of this section, the Edwards-Slingo code has the ability

to deal with decorrelation overlap with a similar treatment as that of Hogan and

Illingworth (2000). However, it uses overlap parameter β as opposed to α, and

a decorrelation pressure as opposed to a decorrelation height. Relating a single

value of α to more than one value of β was found to be challenging. In this sub-

section, we relate decorrelation height to decorrelation pressure. For Edwards-

Slingo, in accordance with equation 4.5, the overlap parameter for any pair of

layers is calculated from their separation in terms of pressure height, ∆p, and a

decorrelation pressure P0β that must first be determined, using the equation:

β = exp

(

− ∆p

P0β

)

. (4.15)
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Conversion from a height difference to a pressure difference is straightfor-

ward. The problem arises, however, from the non-linear relationship between

pressure and height. The hydrostatic balance equation can be written as:

dp

dz
= −ρg , (4.16)

and if we make the approximation that air density ρ in a layer is constant, we can

convert the derivative into the ratio of arbitrary pressure and height steps:

∆p

∆z
= −ρg . (4.17)

If we substitute the decorrelation height and pressure for the height and pressure

steps in this equation, we can convert the Z0 values into P0 values using:

P0 = ρ g Z0 . (4.18)

Note that there is no minus sign, as the decorrelation pressure and height are

length scales as opposed to differences where vertical direction is important.

However, as the air density is not a constant value throughout the tropo-

sphere, a single value of decorrelation height Z0 will generate a decorrela-

tion pressure vector P0 that varies with height. The variation of air density

through the troposphere is calculated from the Standard US Atmosphere data

(McClatchey et al., 1972) in figure 4.7a. It is seen to vary from 1.2 kg m−3 near

the surface to 0.4 kg m−3 near the tropopause. A single value of decorrelation

pressure can be determined by choosing a single value of air density that is typ-

ical of the troposphere. If we choose ρ = 0.8 kg m−3, which applies for a height

of about 4 km, then the decorrelation height of 1.6 km found by Hogan and

Illingworth (2000) for clouds at Chilbolton converts to a decorrelation pressure

of about 125 hPa. With the wide range of air density present in the troposphere,

conversion from this constant P0 value back to Z0 gives a variation from about

1 km at the surface to over 3 km near the tropopause, giving a factor of three

difference over the depth of the troposphere (figure 4.7b).
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Figure 4.7: Panel (a): a profile of air density with height, according to the Standard US Atmo-

sphere (McClatchey et al., 1972). Panel (b): a profile of the decorrelation height calculated from

the density profile in panel (a), using a constant decorrelation pressure of 125 hPa.

There is also an added complication with using the decorrelation height of

Hogan and Illingworth (2000). Their value of Z0α, and hence any corresponding

value of P0α, describes the decorrelation of α, whereas the value of P0β used in

the Edwards-Slingo code is a decorrelation pressure relating to β. Hence, if we

rewrite equations 4.5 and 4.15 in terms of pressure decorrelation scales:

α = exp

(

−∆p

P0α

)

; β = exp

(

− ∆p

P0β

)

, (4.19)

then we can determine the ratio of the two decorrelation pressures as:

P0β

P0α
=

ln(α)

ln(β)
. (4.20)

Figure 4.8a shows this ratio as a function of β, for a range of different values of

cloud fraction difference, ∆L. It is seen that, for small values of β and small val-

ues of ∆L, the two decorrelation pressures are similar. However, for cases with

high values of β (in other words, overlap becoming more maximum), the decor-

relation pressure P0β becomes vanishingly small with respect to P0α. The two

values are also dissimilar for all values of β when the cloud fraction difference
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Figure 4.8: Panel (a): ratio of the decorrelation pressures determined using α and β, plotted

as a function of β for different values of cloud fraction difference, ∆L. Panels (b) and (c) show a

histogram of ∆L for the 120 radar datasets, separated into ice cases (b) and liquid cases (c).

becomes high, with maximum effect when an entirely cloudy layer is adjacent to

an entirely clear layer.

Therefore, if our differences in cloud fractions from one layer to the next are

small enough, it is possible that the ratio could always be near enough to one to

use the two decorrelation pressures interchangeably. The cloud fraction statistics

of the 120 radar scenes are given in figures 4.8b and 4.8c. These show histograms

of the cloud fraction difference ∆L for each adjacent pair of layers in all of the

scenes. As overlap is irrelevant when either of the two layers contains entirely

clear sky or cloud, these pairs are excluded. For both ice and liquid clouds, over

80% of the ∆L values are less than 0.1. However, the values of β are high, as the

separation of adjacent layers in a GCM is smaller than the decorrelation heights

reported by Hogan and Illingworth (2000). For example, the radar layer separa-

tion is 240 m. For a pair of layers with decorrelation height 1.6 km (from Hogan

and Illingworth, 2000), the value of β is 0.86. Under such conditions, the val-

ues of P0α and P0β
are not particularly close to one another, so it is unlikely that
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approximating P0α to be equal to P0β will be tractable.

From inspection of figure 4.4, only for the case of full maximum overlap and

full random overlap, α = β, and for any other overlap scenario, α > β. Hence, at

all times, P0α ≥ P0β, so the ratio as defined in equation 4.20 must always lie be-

tween zero and one. However, for both definitions of overlap parameter, as they

tend towards maximum overlap, the decorrelation pressures tend to infinity. As

P0α must always be greater than P0β except for the case where α = β = 1, then,

as α → 1 and β → 1, P0α → ∞ faster than P0β → ∞, implying that the ratio tends

to zero, but is undefined at the case where overlap is maximum.

In this section, we have considered approaches to convert the values of decor-

relation height Z0α derived by Hogan and Illingworth (2000) into values of decor-

relation pressure P0β for use in the Edwards-Slingo radiation code. Converting

a decorrelation height Z0 to a decorrelation pressure P0 is straightforward, but

results in a variation of P0 with height for a single Z0 value. It is chosen to define

the decorrelation scale in terms of a constant value of P0, converted from Z0 us-

ing thermodynamic variables typical of the troposphere. This gives a variation

of Z0 with height, with smaller values near the surface and larger values towards

the tropopause. Hogan and Illingworth (2000) found Z0 to be a function of layer

depth, with deeper layers requiring larger decorrelation heights. In GCMs, the

vertical spacing of the levels increases with height, so using a constant P0 should

give a more realistic overlap in a GCM.

It was seen that using values of α in place of β is likely to cause small errors,

resulting in an overlap that is slightly too random. It was also seen that using

a decorrelation pressure determined for α in place of a decorrelation pressure

determined for β was inexact. However, using the conversion from Z0 to P0 de-

scribed in equation 4.18, this inexactness can easily be removed. The conversion

was based on the density ρ at a given height at which the constant P0 was deter-

mined from the constant Z0. So if a given set of thermodynamic variables at a

given arbitrary height convert Z0α to P0α, it must therefore be possible to choose
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a slightly different arbitrary height with air density ρ0 such that Z0α can be con-

verted directly to P0β without any extra mathematical analysis via the equation:

P0β = ρ0 g Z0α . (4.21)

In the next section, we make use of radar data and the Edwards-Slingo code to

find an optimum value of decorrelation pressure P0β.

4.3 COMPARISON OF OVERLAP METHODS

An experiment is now performed to compare the effects of overlap on the various

cloud representations in terms of their interactions with atmospheric radiation.

For this experiment, we make use of the same 98 cloudy scenes as used in section

3.5. These scenes are derived from radar, lidar and microwave radiometer mea-

surements made at Chilbolton, and are taken from twelve days of radar data,

with a wide variety of different cloud types and shapes present. The scenes are

all single-phase: half consist purely of ice cloud, half consist of lower-level liquid

cloud. More detail about the radar data is given in section 3.3.

In this experiment, we compare the performance of Tripleclouds and the

plane-parallel approximation under different overlap approximations available

within the Edwards-Slingo code. Random overlap (β = 0) and maximum-

random overlap (β = 1) are used, along with three runs using decorrelation

overlap. These use three different values of decorrelation pressure P0β. The first

uses the value of 125 hPa, which corresponds to the decorrelation pressure cal-

culated from the decorrelation height of 1.6 km of Hogan and Illingworth (2000)

at a height of about 4 km (see the previous section). The other two runs use

different values of P0β to investigate the effect of its variation on the calculated

radiative fluxes, and also to determine its optimum value. The values chosen are

50 hPa and 200 hPa. These decorrelation pressures are applied to both of the

cloudy regions.
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Independent- ICA Control ICA run using raw cloud data.

column runs: PPICA ICA run using plane-parallel clouds.

TCICA ICA run using Tripleclouds.

Plane-parallel PPran Run using random overlap.

single-column runs: PPmax Run using maximum-random overlap.

PPd(P0βl) Run using decorrelation overlap with a pressure of P0βl.

Tripleclouds TCran Run using random overlap.

single-column runs: TCmax Run using maximum-random overlap.

TCd(P0βl) Run using decorrelation overlap with a pressure of P0βl.

Table 4.1: List of all the runs performed on each of the scenes for the overlap comparison exper-

iment, with their abbreviations. All Tripleclouds runs use a lower percentile of 16.

It was alluded to earlier that different values of β may apply to cloudy and

clear-sky regions. Hence, applying the same decorrelation pressure to both the

cloudy regions and the clear sky region may be unphysical, as there will be dif-

ferences in the overlap characteristics at the boundaries of the cloud and within

the cloud. A comparison between these two quantities can be made using the

studies of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and Hogan and Illingworth (2003). The

first of these studies considers the overlap of clouds as a whole, while the second

considers overlap of the structure within the cloud.

Hogan and Illingworth (2003) derived an equation that determines in-cloud

decorrelation height Z0 in terms of gridbox size ∆x and wind shear s:

log10(Z0) = 0.3 log10(∆x) − 0.031s − 0.315 , (4.22)

where ∆x is in kilometres and s is in m s−1 km−1. However, their Z0 was ex-

pressed in terms of the correlation coefficient of ice water content as opposed to

α. They arrived at this result evaluating overcast scenes of radar data contain-

ing ice cloud with a vertical resolution of order 300 m. Table 1 of Hogan and

Illingworth (2000) gives values of cloud boundary decorrelation height Z0αc for

different vertical and temporal resolutions. If a typical wind speed is chosen, the

horizontal dimension of these scenes can be determined, and hence the appro-
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priate value of Z0αl can be found from the equation of Hogan and Illingworth

(2003) that most closely matches a value of Z0αc in the table of Hogan and Illing-

worth (2000), allowing an approximate ratio between these two quantities to be

determined.

It is not possible to deduce an exact ratio between Z0αc and Z0αl, and hence

P0αc and P0αl, using this method. Typical values need to be chosen for more than

one variable; namely, the mean tropospheric wind speed used to convert the

temporal resolutions to gridbox sizes, and the value for wind shear. Choosing

wind speeds in the range from 5 m s−1 to 15 m s−1 and wind shears in the range

0 m s−1 km−1 to 10 m s−1 km−1, the ratio P0βc/P0βl takes values in the range

1 to 2.5, with higher wind shear and lower wind speed leading to larger ratios.

Using an average wind speed of 10 m s−1 and a wind shear of 5 m s−1 km−1,

this ratio is approximately 2 for smaller gridboxes of temporal size 20 min and

1.5 at larger gridboxes of temporal size 3 h. As the radar scenes used in this

investigation are generally of larger size (125 min), a ratio of 1.5 is used for the

rest of this investigation; in other words:

P0βc = 1.5P0βl . (4.23)

A comparable ratio for the cloud-boundary and in-cloud decorrelation scales

was found in the stochastic cloud generator study of Räisänen et al. (2004). They

used cloud fields derived from a GCM simulation that applied a CRM to each

grid column, following the work of Khairoutdinov and Randall (2001), and de-

termined distributions of the two decorrelation scales as a function of latitude

and height. The cloud-boundary decorrelation scale was found to be approxi-

mately twice the size of the in-cloud decorrelation scale, with some local varia-

tions. They then compared the decorrelation scales for clouds simulated using

the cloud generator. A similar ratio was found, although the absolute values of

the decorrelation scales differed slightly on account of the assumptions made in

the generator and its stochastic nature.

As before, the benchmark runs used here are independent column approxi-
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mation (ICA) runs, which evaluate the high-resolution radar data in a column-

by-column approach, resulting in exact overlap. In the previous chapter, we

showed that the ICA runs were a very good approximation to a single-column

integration with Tripleclouds where overlap was conserved (see figure 3.14).

ICA runs are performed on both the raw, unapproximated data, and also on the

data after the application of the plane-parallel and Tripleclouds approximations

(PPICA and TCICA runs). In the first part of the experiment, the short-wave and

long-wave cloud radiative forcing (CRF) biases are compared, with the sign of

the short-wave CRFs changed for ease of comparison. These biases are calculated

with respect to the unapproximated ICA runs, using exactly the same method as

in section 3.5. Only the 98 scenes with an optical depth greater than 0.01 are used

in the analysis. A full list of the runs performed in this experiment, along with

all of the abbreviations used for each run, is presented in table 4.1.

The results of this experiment are presented in figure 4.9, which uses the same

format as figure 3.14 (again with the short-wave CRFs reversed in sign). The

height of the bars corresponds to the mean bias over the 98 cloudy scenes, and

the error bars show the range spanned by the 10th and 90th percentiles of the dis-

tribution, hereafter referred to as the “spread”. Initial comparisons show similar

results to the previous experiment. The plane-parallel bias is seen to be gen-

erally positive in sign for all overlap methods, while the Tripleclouds method

is seen to reduce this bias. Much less random error is again observed in the

Tripleclouds method, as indicated by the smaller size of the error bars. For both

cloud inhomogeneity schemes, we see a more positive bias for random over-

lap and a more negative bias for maximum-random overlap, in agreement with

Barker et al. (2003) and Stephens et al. (2004), among others. The lower values

of decorrelation pressure give biases nearer those of random overlap, while the

higher values behave in a more maximum-random manner. This is realistic: a

larger decorrelation pressure implies a much larger scale over which the over-

lap becomes random in nature, hence generating a more maximally overlapped
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Figure 4.9: Variation of the cloud radiative forcing of the scenes using different overlap schemes.

Panel (a) shows the short-wave CRF percentage bias with respect to an ICA run; panel (b) shows

the long-wave CRF percentage bias. Abbreviations for the runs are defined in table 4.1. The ICA

bars use PPICA and TCICA, as shown in figure 3.2. The bars show the mean bias over the scenes

for each overlap scheme, and the error bars show the extent of the spread in error bounded by the

10th and 90th percentiles for each scheme.

representation.

In terms of both short-wave and long-wave CRF, a value of in-cloud decorre-

lation pressure P0βl of 125 hPa with Tripleclouds produces small biases. As be-

fore, there is a slight difference between the optimum values of P0βl for the two
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Figure 4.10: Profiles of adjacent-layer overlap parameter α when calculated using the methods

using decorrelation height (blue) and decorrelation pressure (red). The values are calculated based

on the Met Office height grid, using constant values of 125 hPa for P0 and 1.6 km for Z0.

spectral regions, with a value nearer 50 hPa seeming more appropriate in the

short-wave and a value of 125 hPa seeming suitable in the long-wave. Choosing

a value around 90 hPa (not shown) leaves only minimal bias with respect to the

TCICA in both spectral regions. This implies that the cloud edge decorrelation

pressure P0βc is 135 hPa.

Before proceeding, we need to consider whether using a decorrelation pres-

sure in place of a decorrelation height is appropriate and indeed realistic. Using

these two different decorrelation quantities produces a very different set of over-

lap parameters with height. Figure 4.10 shows the variation of overlap param-

eter α with height when using constant values of decorrelation pressure P0 and

decorrelation height Z0. The vertical grid of a version of the Met Office model

has been used, and for each pair of adjacent levels, the overlap parameter calcu-

lated using equations 4.5 and 4.15. We see that, using Z0, the overlap parameter

continuously decreases with height through the troposphere, but with P0, above
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Figure 4.11: As figure 4.9, but with contributions from the ice and liquid scenes separated.

Only the Tripleclouds biases are shown. Panels (a) and (c) show the short-wave and long-wave

heating rate biases respectively for the ice scenes; panels (b) and (d) show the corresponding values

for the liquid scenes.

a height of about 4 km, the overlap parameter starts to increase. If the decorrela-

tion height method is more appropriate than the decorrelation pressure method,

we would therefore expect the decorrelation pressures nearer the surface to be

too small, while the decorrelation pressures in the upper troposphere would be

too large. We can check this by separating out the biases for the ice scenes and

the liquid scenes. As most of the liquid scenes contain cloud only in the bottom
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2 km of the atmosphere, any issues that imply that decorrelation pressures are

inappropriate should become apparent.

Figure 4.11 shows the Tripleclouds biases in the same way as figure 4.9, but

with the ice and liquid cases separated. It is seen that there are differences in the

biases for the ice cases and the liquid cases. The liquid cases tend to require lower

values of decorrelation pressure, hence a more random representation, suggest-

ing that lower overlap parameters are appropriate at lower levels, while higher

overlap parameters are appropriate at higher levels. This implies that, not only

is the decorrelation pressure method more appropriate than the decorrelation

height method, but the optimum shape of the line in figure 4.10 should actually

be even more curved than the decorrelation pressure line. However, this could

be compounded by the fact that, of the liquid cases, many consist of a cloud that

is just a few layers thick, hence with little vertical extent over which the inhomo-

geneities can organise themselves. Another issue could be that the liquid layers

are physically very thin, and hence a pair of cloud layers at adjacent model levels

may consist of two discrete layers with much lower correlation than they would

have if the cloud were continuous. Liquid clouds were also found to overlap

much more randomly than ice clouds by Brooks (2005). At a vertical resolution

of 360 m and a horizontal gridbox size of order 100 km, α values of 0.84 and 0.65

were found for adjacent layers of ice and liquid cloud respectively. Conversion

of these values to decorrelation heights Z0αc gives respective values of 2.06 km

and 0.84 km, the mean of which is 1.40 km. This value is very close to the value

reported by Hogan and Illingworth (2000).

We can also test the suitability of the decorrelation pressure method by

considering the differences in heating rates when using the different overlap

schemes. If there are any issues using the decorrelation pressure in place of the

decorrelation height, there could be biases that change in sign with height. In

the second part of this experiment, heating rate biases are compared across all of

the cloudy scenes. Heating rates are calculated for each scene using each over-
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Figure 4.12: Biases in short-wave and long-wave heating rate profiles. The lines show the

mean heating rate biases across the 98 cloudy scenes for different overlap schemes as defined in

the legend. Biases are with respect to the PPICA and TCICA runs for the PP and TC runs

respectively.

lap method. Heating rate biases are then calculated by comparison with the ICA

heating rates, and then the mean heating rate bias is evaluated by taking the

mean of these heating rate profiles. On this occasion, a root-mean-square ap-

proach is not taken, as the sign of the bias could be important.

The effect of overlap scheme on heating rate is seen to be relatively small with

respect to the ICA heating rates. Figure 4.12 shows the biases in heating rate with
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respect to the corresponding ICA run: the PP biases are calculated with respect

to the PPICA; the TC(16) biases are calculated with respect to the TCICA. This

leaves the contribution to the biases from overlap alone. The effect of overlap

on the plane-parallel representation is seen to be small, with small drifts in the

bias as overlap method is changed. Only the random overlap produces biases

that appear to be significantly large, in both the short-wave and long-wave. It is

seen that, above the cloud level, random overlap biases the short-wave heating

rates high and the long-wave heating rates low. As a more randomly overlapped

representation leads to an increased cloud cover, more short-wave radiation is

reflected off the clouds and less transmitted, resulting in increased heating above

the cloud and decreased heating below, as seen when random overlap is applied.

The converse is true for the long-wave heating rates: a layer of cloud will usually

emit at a temperature lower than that of the surface, hence reducing the upward

long-wave radiation above the cloud. It also emits radiation downwards from

the cloud base, increasing the warming below.

It appears that there is no significant dependence of heating rate bias with

height, which again suggests that using a decorrelation pressure in place of a

decorrelation height is suitable. The insensitivity of the heating rate biases to

the decorrelation pressure also suggests that the optimisation of decorrelation

pressure can be based primarily on reducing errors in fluxes at the top of the

atmosphere. The dependence of the heating rate biases on overlap is more pro-

nounced for the Tripleclouds scheme, particularly in the short-wave. This could

be related to the added complication caused by the inclusion of an extra cloudy

region into the overlap scheme. Again, the most extreme biases seem to occur

when using random overlap, although maximum-random overlap can generate

some biases in the opposite direction. In the short-wave and the long-wave, it

seems that the use of any of the three decorrelation pressures could give realistic

heating rates.
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4.4 OPTIMISING DECORRELATION PRESSURE

As a final step in the vertical overlap investigation, an experiment is now per-

formed to choose the optimum decorrelation pressure. In the previous section,

an optimum value of 90 hPa was estimated; here, we verify this choice using

an approach that is similar to the sensitivity tests performed in chapter 3. We

use the same 98 cloudy scenes from the radar data, and run the Edwards-Slingo

radiation code on the data using decorrelation overlap, with varying values of

decorrelation pressure P0βl. As before, for each value of decorrelation pressure,

this value is used throughout the atmosphere.

The results are shown in figure 4.13. The black lines in the two panels show

the variation of the mean CRF bias across the cloudy sets as a function of decor-

relation pressure. Results are in agreement with the findings of the previous

sections: decreasing decorrelation pressure leads to a more random representa-

tion and hence a more positive bias, and vice versa. An increased random error is

also observed in the more randomly overlapped representations, as before. The

mean biases for the ice and liquid cases have been plotted separately as the cyan

and blue lines respectively. We see that, in both the short-wave and the long-

wave, the liquid cases require a smaller value of decorrelation pressure than the

ice cases to remove the biases; again, in agreement with the previous results.

Because of the difference in behaviour between the ice and liquid cases and

the relatively low sensitivity of biases to decorrelation pressure at higher val-

ues, the range of optimum values is wide. A possible method here would use

four values of decorrelation pressure in the radiation code: one each for ice and

liquid cloud, each with a slightly different value for the short-wave and long-

wave parts of the spectrum. For the ice cases, in-cloud decorrelation pressures of

P0βl = 130 hPa in the short-wave and P0βl = 180 hPa in the long-wave seem most

appropriate, while corresponding pressures of P0βl = 40 hPa and P0βl = 70 hPa

seem optimal for the liquid cases. However, most models do not treat ice and
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Figure 4.13: Variation of (a) short-wave and (b) long-wave CRF biases with decorrelation pres-

sure, P0βl. The black line shows the mean bias across all 98 cloudy scenes; the error bars show the

spread as defined before. The cyan line shows the mean bias across the ice cases alone, while the

blue line shows the mean bias across the liquid cases alone.

liquid clouds independently. They combine the two cloud phases into the same

cloud fraction, so such an approach would only be applicable for models that

use individual single-phase clouds. Varying the overlap parametrisation for the

different spectral regions is unphysical. For these reasons, the overlap compo-

nent of the Tripleclouds scheme will use a single value of in-cloud decorrelation

pressure that is applied to all clouds in both the short-wave and the long-wave,

and a corresponding single value for the cloud boundary decorrelation pressure.

The line in figure 4.13 indicates that a value of 70 hPa is most appropriate for

the short-wave and 110 hPa is most appropriate for the long-wave. However,

the error bars indicate that there is a large amount of variation in the biases. This

variation is also not representative of global clouds, as tropical convective clouds

may have very different decorrelation pressures to the mid-latitude clouds de-

scribed in the radar datasets. On account of this spread, the mean of these two
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Location Latitude north / ◦ Longitude east / ◦

Barrow, north Alaska 71.317 −156.604

Chilbolton, UK 51.145 −1.437

Southern Great Plains, Oklahoma 36.605 −97.485

Manus Island, West Pacific −2.058 147.425

Nauru Island, West Pacific −0.521 166.916

Table 4.2: Location, in latitude and longitude, of the ARM sites and the Chilbolton site. Data

for the ARM site locations is from Mace and Benson-Troth (2002).

values will be used, giving an in-cloud decorrelation pressure P0βl = 90 hPa.

This corresponds to a cloud boundary decorrelation pressure P0βc = 135 hPa.

The sensitivity of the value chosen will be investigated when Tripleclouds is ap-

plied to global re-analysis data in chapter 5.

We are now in a position to find decorrelation pressures that apply across the

world. From the study of Hogan and Illingworth (2000), we have a set of val-

ues of cloud boundary decorrelation height, Z0αc, that are found to apply at the

Chilbolton site, for a range of different temporal resolutions and vertical resolu-

tions. Similar information is also available from the study of Mace and Benson-

Troth (2002). Using the same method as Hogan and Illingworth (2000), they eval-

uated overlap parameter α as a function of layer separation, and hence decorre-

lation height Z0αc, using radar data the ARM programme. The ARM radar sites

span a wide range of latitudes. Their locations were stated in section 4.1, and are

summarised in table 4.2 in terms of latitude north and longitude east.

The optimum value of decorrelation pressures across the world is likely to be

strongly dependent on location and weather regime. Using the information from

the studies of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and Mace and Benson-Troth (2002),

it should be possible to derive a simple relationship for decorrelation height, and

hence decorrelation pressure, that is dependent on latitude. First, we need to de-

termine a relationship between decorrelation height and decorrelation pressure.

In section 4.2, a relationship between decorrelation height Z0αc and decorrelation
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Figure 4.14: Fit of decorrelation height Z0αc, hence decorrelation pressure P0βc, as a function of

latitude, using values derived from the studies of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and Mace and

Benson-Troth (2002). The equation of the fit line is given in the figure.

pressure P0βc was introduced that was dependent on a choice of typical tropo-

spheric density ρ0:

P0βc = ρ0 g Z0αc . (4.24)

We have the condition that, at Chilbolton, a decorrelation height Z0αc = 1.6 km

gives a decorrelation pressure P0βc = 135 hPa. Substituting these gives the con-

stant tropospheric density value ρ0 = 0.86 kg m−3, which is at a height of about

3 km.

In figure 4.14, the values of decorrelation pressure P0βc are plotted against lat-

itude for the Chilbolton study of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and the global

study of Mace and Benson-Troth (2002). These have been converted from the

decorrelation heights Z0αc using equation 4.24, with the typical tropospheric den-

sity ρ0 set to 0.86 kg m−3. The Z0αc values are derived from seasonal values of α

determined for layers of separation 1 km. The red points show the mean annual
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value of Z0αc for each site; the error bars indicate the variability over the year. A

simple linear fit is calculated that relates P0βc in hPa to the absolute latitude φ in

degrees, with appropriate weightings according to the error bars. This is found

to be:

P0βc = 244.6 − 2.328φ . (4.25)

This equation gives much larger decorrelation pressures in the tropics, and

smaller values towards the poles. The abundance of deep convection in the trop-

ics, which tends to be much more maximally overlapped than mid-latitude strat-

iform cloud, show this behaviour to be physically realistic.

Using the simple relationship in equation 4.25, we are now able to derive a

value for cloud boundary decorrelation pressure P0βc from latitude for any lo-

cation on the globe. In-cloud decorrelation pressure P0βl can then be calculated

from this using the ratio of 1.5 via a form of equation 4.23. In the next chapter,

we unite the horizontal and vertical components of the Tripleclouds scheme, and

evaluate the performance of the scheme on global re-analysis data.

4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previous chapter, the Tripleclouds scheme was presented; a new scheme

for representing clouds in a climate model that improved on the plane-parallel

representation by using an extra cloudy region at each vertical height. For the

scheme to be applicable to model data, a parametrisation of vertical overlap was

required. In this chapter, such a parametrisation was developed. Vertical cloud

structure has been shown to have a sizeable impact on global radiation budget, as

a small misrepresentation of overlap can result in a large change in cloud cover.

The sensitivity of the Earth’s radiation budget to cloud cover was demonstrated

in chapter 1.

Barker et al. (1999) showed that using a poor representation of vertical cloud

overlap can create biases in top-of-atmosphere fluxes that are comparable in size
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to those caused by using plane-parallel clouds. Hence, it is imperative that the

overlap method used in the Tripleclouds scheme overlaps the clouds as realisti-

cally as possible. The simple cases of random, maximum and minimum overlap

have been shown to be individually unrealistic. The introduction of maximum-

random overlap by Geleyn and Hollingsworth (1979), in which clouds in adja-

cent layers are overlapped maximally and clouds in layers separated by at least a

single layer of clear sky are overlapped randomly, was seen to improve on these

simple overlap methods (for example, Tian and Curry, 1989). However, the na-

ture of the overlap of clouds in adjacent layers has since been shown not to be

entirely maximum. Hogan and Illingworth (2000) defined an overlap parame-

ter α, which could be varied between zero and one to define arbitrary overlap

between adjacent levels that is neither fully random nor fully maximum. In ver-

tically continuous layers of cloud radar data, they found α to decrease approxi-

mately exponentially with the vertical separation of the two layers, and defined

a decorrelation scale in terms of height over which this parameter decreased by a

factor of e−1. A similar study was performed by Mace and Benson-Troth (2002),

who calculated decorrelation height values in a similar way for radar sites at a

range of different latitudes.

Before this “decorrelation overlap” could be implemented in Tripleclouds

within the Edwards-Slingo code, some conversions were necessary. Firstly, the

decorrelation scale in Edwards-Slingo is expressed in terms of a decorrelation

pressure as opposed to a height. Secondly, their definition of overlap parameter

β is slightly different to the α definition of Hogan and Illingworth (2000). This

implies that the pressure scale over which overlap parameter α decorrelates, P0α,

must be different in value to the pressure scale over which overlap parameter

β decorrelates, P0β. A mathematical relationship between α and β was derived,

but this became complicated for cases where different values of β were used for

cloud boundaries and within the cloud.

Conversion of a decorrelation height Z0α to a decorrelation pressure value
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P0α, where the decorrelation is in the same overlap parameter, is a simple case of

applying the hydrostatic balance equation and choosing a single density value

ρ that is typical to the troposphere. As the level at which this density is chosen

is arbitrary, the difference between P0α and P0β could simply be accounted for

by fixing the density to a slightly different value, ρ0. Using this simple conver-

sion, values of decorrelation height at the cloud boundary reported by Hogan

and Illingworth (2000) and Mace and Benson-Troth (2002) can be converted into

decorrelation pressures for use in the Edwards-Slingo code. The difference in

cloud-boundary and in-cloud decorrelation pressures (P0βc and P0βl respectively)

was determined by comparing the results of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) and

Hogan and Illingworth (2003). Under different conditions of wind speed and

shear, the ratio P0βc/P0βl was found to vary greatly from about 1 to about 2.5. An

average value of 1.5 was chosen for this ratio.

A comparison of the different overlap methods was then performed using

the same radar data as in chapter 3. The cloud radiative forcing (CRF) was deter-

mined for each scene using plane-parallel and Tripleclouds, combined with ei-

ther random, maximum-random or decorrelation overlap using a range of decor-

relation pressures. As in the previous chapter, short-wave CRF was inverted in

sign. Results regarding the introduction of horizontal structure were in agree-

ment with the previous chapter, with the positive plane-parallel biases being sig-

nificantly reduced using Tripleclouds. Random overlap gave rise to more pos-

itive CRF biases and maximum-random overlap gave more negative biases, in

agreement with the findings of Stephens et al. (2004), among others. Decorrela-

tion overlap gave intermediate CRF biases, with lower decorrelation pressures

(more randomly overlapped clouds) leading to a more positive bias.

The suitability of using a constant decorrelation pressure throughout the at-

mosphere as opposed to a constant decorrelation height as proposed by Hogan

and Illingworth (2000) was verified by separating the CRF biases into biases

caused by ice and liquid clouds. Using a constant decorrelation pressure gen-
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erates more random overlap at low levels, but more maximum overlap at high

levels. The biases indicated that, using a decorrelation pressure, the overlap at

low levels was not random enough, and the overlap at high levels was not maxi-

mum enough. In other words, the use of a decorrelation pressure is more appro-

priate than a decorrelation height. This choice was also verified by considering

the mean heating rate bias profiles.

An optimum value of decorrelation pressure for the radar data from

Chilbolton was then found using a similar approach to the method used to op-

timise lower percentile in chapter 3. The Edwards-Slingo code was run on the

radar scenes for a range of different values of decorrelation pressure, and the op-

timum value defined as the value where CRF biases are zero. The decorrelation

pressure at cloud boundaries, P0βc, was found to be 135 hPa, and the decorrela-

tion pressure within the cloud, P0βl, was found to be 90 hPa.

This value of P0βc for data at Chilbolton was then used with the Z0αc value

determined by Hogan and Illingworth (2000) to determine the typical air density

ρ0, which was then used in turn to convert the Z0αc values of Mace and Benson-

Troth (2002) into values of P0βc. These were then plotted as a function of the

latitude to determine a relationship between decorrelation pressure and latitude.

Using this relationship, in combination with the condition that P0βc should be

1.5 times P0βl, the overlap component of the Tripleclouds scheme can be applied

to all clouds globally. In the following chapter, we combine the two elements of

the Tripleclouds scheme and evaluate the performance of the scheme on global

re-analysis data.
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5:

GLOBAL RADIATIVE IMPACT OF

OVERLAP AND INHOMOGENEITY

In chapter 3, the new “Tripleclouds” parametrisation was developed, which im-

proves on the traditional plane-parallel cloud representation by introducing hor-

izontal structure into GCM clouds. This makes the interaction of the clouds

with radiation more realistic when evaluated with a radiation code, but causes

a 25% increase in computer run time. Subsequently, a parametrisation of ver-

tical overlap was introduced that improved on maximum-random overlap by

allowing adjacent layers to overlap in a less than maximum manner determined

by a decorrelation pressure (chapter 4). In this chapter, we combine these two

parametrisations to form the full “Tripleclouds scheme” and apply it to global

ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-40) data to investigate the impact it has on the global

radiation budget for a realistic distribution of clouds, in comparison with the

plane-parallel, maximum-random scheme. The individual contributions to CRF

bias from the modification of horizontal inhomogeneity and vertical overlap are

also investigated and compared.

Before the Tripleclouds scheme can be applied to global model data, how-

ever, a number of modifications are necessary. Most importantly, the horizontal

inhomogeneity component of the Tripleclouds scheme has so far only been run

on radar data, where the cloud statistics can easily be determined from the sub-

gridscale structure within the cloud. In ERA-40, as in most climate models, there

is no information regarding cloud sub-gridscale structure, and hence an extra

degree of parametrisation is necessary to estimate the variability of the cloud
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water content and obtain the values for the two cloudy regions. In the follow-

ing section, we introduce the data chosen from the ERA-40 dataset and discuss

the experimental method to be used for the remainder of this chapter. This is

then followed by two preliminary experiments in section 5.2, which both inves-

tigate amendments made to the Tripleclouds code and validate choices made in

the experimental method. In section 5.3, the ERA-40 radiation budget is com-

pared with that derived from the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System

(CERES) project. The global distributions of differences in cloud radiative forc-

ing introduced by the Tripleclouds scheme are compared in section 5.4, along

with the separate contributions that are due to the horizontal and vertical com-

ponents of the Tripleclouds scheme. The relative sizes of these contributions are

then compared explicitly in section 5.5.

5.1 DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The global data used in this investigation are extracted from the ERA-40 re-

analysis dataset. Compiled by the ECMWF (Uppala et al., 2005), ERA-40 is a

global dataset of meteorological variables stored at six-hourly intervals over the

45-year period from September 1957 to August 2002. The dataset is based on

ECMWF forecast and analysis fields, with data assimilated from a range of dif-

ferent sources, including upper-air soundings, surface observations, satellite ra-

diances and aircraft measurements. The range of cloud variables included in

the dataset consists of separate fields of ice water content, liquid water content

and cloud fraction, making it ideal for use in this investigation. These cloud

variables are derived directly from the model, with no assimilated cloud obser-

vations. They are stored on a longitude-latitude grid with 160 latitude bands,

each containing 320 points evenly spaced in longitude, resulting in a resolution

of 1.125◦ × 1.125◦. This equates to a gridbox size of 110 km at the equator and

about 60 km at mid-latitudes (and a global average gridbox size of order 85 km).
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There are 60 vertical levels, extending from the surface up to a pressure of 10 Pa.

On account of the time taken to run the Edwards-Slingo radiation code and

the need to use a full annual cycle, the choice is made to extract a single year

of data. As the number of types and quality of data sources assimilated into

the re-analysis increased throughout time period, we choose 2001, which is the

most recent full year available. However, each year of ERA-40 contains 1,460

individual six-hourly scenes, which is a large amount of data to evaluate. Hence,

sampling of the data is performed. From this one year of data, we choose four

months, with a month from each season to sample the annual cycle (January,

April, July and October). These give a sample of the weather in the most extreme

summer and winter months in each hemisphere, leaving 480 scenes: four scenes

for each of the first 30 days of each of the four months, at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and

18:00 UTC each day.

The radiative transfer through each of these scenes is calculated using the

Edwards-Slingo radiation code, set up as described in section 3.2. For all cal-

culations, constant effective radius values are used for ice particles and liquid

droplets, with values of 50 µm and 5 µm respectively. The global distribution of

short-wave albedo is determined from the ERA-40 data; the long-wave emissiv-

ity is set to a constant global value of 0.98. Tropospheric mixing ratios of oxygen,

carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, CFC-11 and CFC-12 are held constant ac-

cording to values used in the Met Office mesoscale model, along with a variable

profile of ozone mass mixing ratio from the Mid-Latitude Summer atmosphere

(McClatchey et al., 1972). Water vapour is taken directly from ERA-40; aerosols

are not used in the calculations. The calculations divide the short-wave part of

the spectrum into five bands and the long-wave part into nine bands.

Four different cloud representations are applied to each scene, as described in

table 5.1. The performance of the representations will be compared, as before, in

terms of both top-of-atmosphere and surface cloud radiative forcing, defined in

the same way as in previous chapters. The clouds stored in the ERA-40 grid are
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Plane-parallel clear Clear-sky run for calculation of CRFs.

single-column runs: PPmax Run using maximum-random overlap.

PPd(var) Run using decorrelation pressure that varies with latitude

according to the equations in chapter 4.

Tripleclouds TCmax Run using maximum-random overlap.

single-column runs: TCd(var) Run using decorrelation pressure that varies with latitude

according to the equations in chapter 4.

Table 5.1: List of the runs performed on each of the global scenes for this experiment, with their

abbreviations.

defined in terms of a single cloud region and a clear-sky region in each layer. The

cloud region is described by three quantities: a cloud fraction, a measure of ice

water content wi and liquid water content wl. For a plane-parallel run, the water

contents are assumed to be distributed uniformly throughout the cloud fraction,

giving a single region of cloud. When Tripleclouds is applied to the cloud data,

the higher and lower values of wi and wl are calculated separately, and the cloud

fraction divided into two regions of identical size. The higher values of wi and

wl are then assumed to be distributed evenly in one of the regions, and the lower

values are assumed to be distributed evenly in the other, giving the two regions

for the Tripleclouds calculation. These mixed-phase regions are then overlapped

with both maximum-random overlap and decorrelation overlap as introduced in

chapter 4, using the derived variation of the decorrelation pressure with latitude.

This enables the performance of the Tripleclouds scheme to be compared with

the plane-parallel, maximum-random overlap method used in most GCMs. It

also allows the reductions in error introduced into the global radiation budget

by improved representation of horizontal inhomogeneity (the “horizontal CRF

shift”) and vertical overlap (the “vertical CRF shift”) to be separately quantified,

with the aim of determining whether the horizontal or vertical component of

cloud structure is more important to fix, or indeed if they are of comparable

importance in agreement with the findings of Barker et al. (1999).

However, there is an issue with the six-hourly sampling of the diurnal cycle.
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Using CRFs calculated from just four scenes per day implies that, at a certain

location, the mean calculated fluxes will not be the same as the true mean flux

averaged over a continuous range of solar zenith angles. A potential solution

to this is to increase the number of scenes per day to eight, giving a three-hour

temporal resolution. This is achieved by creating new solar zenith angle fields

for 03:00, 09:00, 15:00 and 21:00 UTC each day, then using these in the radiation

code with the other fields maintained from three hours before. This means that,

while the clouds are in the same place for two scenes in a row, they are evaluated

at two different solar zenith angles, and should improve the average fluxes. In

reality, the averaging of CRFs needs to be taken over as many scenes as possible

per day. However, running the radiation code on vast numbers of scenes is time-

consuming and impractical. It will be shown in section 5.2 (a) that using eight

scenes per day gives a flux error that is sufficiently small.

As a measure of cloud variability is not available in ERA-40, we need a further

step of parametrisation to approximate the pair of water content values for each

phase from single, plane-parallel values. This requires some refinement to both

the Edwards-Slingo code and the Tripleclouds scheme to enable the transition

from radar data to re-analysis data. Changes to the code in order to account for

these issues are investigated in the following section.

5.2 PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

(a) Temporal Sampling in the Short-Wave

The experimental method described how the four ERA-40 scenes per day can

be increased to eight. In this short experiment, we investigate the local effects

on outward short-wave top-of-atmosphere flux of this temporal sampling. For

this, a highly simplified model of the Earth and atmosphere is used. We use an

idealised, uniform global cloud cover with a short-wave albedo of a = 0.5. The
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(b) Eight scenes per day

Figure 5.1: Global distribution of percentage biases in outward top-of-atmosphere flux intro-

duced by representing the full diurnal cycle by just (a) four and (b) eight solar zenith angles at

each location. The fluxes are calculated using a simple model described in the text.

total solar irradiance is set to 200 W m−2, giving an outward short-wave flux of

100 W m−2 whenever the sun is directly overhead. Any atmospheric absorption

effects are neglected. The reflected short-wave flux at any point on the Earth at

solar zenith angle θ can therefore be calculated by:

FSW+ = 200a cos(θ) . (5.1)

Using the horizontal grid of the ERA-40 data and the case where the Earth is at

equinox, the mean reflected short-wave fluxes were calculated at each gridpoint

when averaging over four and eight discrete solar zenith angle values. Diurnal

mean flux values were also calculated over a continuous range of solar zenith

angles for comparison. The global distribution of flux biases between the diur-

nally averaged fluxes and the sampled fluxes with four and eight samples per

day is shown in figure 5.1, using the same contours and colour scale. The advan-
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the effect of increasing the temporal sampling from four scenes per

day to eight. The dashed lines indicate the path of the incident radiation at each time step; the

curves extending out from the Earth’s surface show the top-of-atmosphere CRF radially for each

individual sun position. The cyan line shows the location where the sun is overhead at 03:00

UTC, as referred to in the text.

tages of the increased temporal resolution are immediately apparent. Using four

scenes per day, the sampling introduced an error in outward top-of-atmosphere

short-wave flux of up to 20% in magnitude, with some local errors exceeding

this. Doubling the number of scenes per day reduces these errors, giving errors

that rarely exceed 5%.

The location of the most positive and most negative errors in CRF can be

explained by the schematic diagram in figure 5.2. This shows the Earth viewed

from over the south pole as the black circle. The incidence of the sun on the Earth

for each scene is shown by the dashed lines. Panel (a) shows the case where four

samples per day are used; panel (b) shows the case where eight are used, with

the additional samples shown in blue. At each time, the curve above the surface

of the Earth shows the reflected short-wave flux at that time over the equator,

in radial co-ordinates out from the surface. At the locations where the sun is

overhead, it can be seen that the number of non-zero CRF values is smaller than
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for a location where the sun is never overhead. Consider the longitude where the

sun is overhead at 03:00 UTC (shown by the cyan line in figure 5.2). When there

are four sample times, the sun is never overhead, and 50% (two out of four) CRF

values have non-zero values at this longitude. Conversely, when there are eight

sample times, the sun is overhead in one of the scenes, but only 37.5% (three out

of eight) of the CRF values are non-zero.

This result demonstrates the need to use as many scenes per day as possible

in the short-wave to limit systematic local radiative errors. Using eight scenes

per day, the systematic bias of up to 5% may seem sizeable with respect to the

plane-parallel biases of order 10%. However, the root-mean-square error is 2.4%,

and increasing the number of scenes to 16 would be a significant increase in the

computational run time when evaluating the data with the Edwards-Slingo code.

On account of this, eight scenes per day will be used for this experiment.

(b) Choice of Fractional Standard Deviation

One final consideration before applying Tripleclouds to re-analysis data is the

lack of information about cloud variability in the ERA-40 data. For each gridbox,

there is information about the ice water content, the liquid water content and

cloud fraction but, unlike the radar data, no way of calculating the cloud statis-

tics within that gridbox. A method must therefore be developed that uses some

measure of cloud water content variance typical to a gridbox to determine the

pairs of water content values needed for the Tripleclouds runs.

Initial applications of the Tripleclouds scheme to radar data in chapter 3 de-

fined the lower water content value by the 16th percentile of the water content

distribution, which was justified by its representation of the standard deviation

of a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, if we can use an alternative method of

describing the standard deviation of the water content, we can convert a single

mean water content value into a pair suitable for use in Tripleclouds. Chapter
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of water content values from ERA-40 data (blue) and the corresponding

pairs of values after Tripleclouds has been applied (red), when the fractional standard deviation

is set to 0.8. The water content values are from 00:00 UTC on 01 September 1957, a latitude of

39.8◦ north and model level 36, whose average pressure is 380 hPa.

2 contains an in-depth discussion of cloud variability, comparing values of frac-

tional standard deviation fw of cloud water optical properties from a range of

different studies. These values were based on observations made from a range of

different sources (satellite, radar and aircraft) for a range of locations and cloud

types, and summarised in table 2.1. The optimum value of fw was found to be

lower for studies that investigated horizontal inhomogeneity in layer-by-layer

quantities than for those that studied vertically integrated quantities. Average

values of order 0.65 and 0.8 were identified for vertically integrated quantities

and layer-by-layer quantities respectively, with no significant difference for wa-

ter and ice cloud. As ERA-40 contains water content values, the value of 0.8 is

the most appropriate. Using this, we can convert a single plane-parallel water
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content value to a pair of water content values by setting fw = 0.8 in the equa-

tion:

wTC = wPP ± fwwPP . (5.2)

This equation is applied separately to both ice and liquid water content. The

effect of applying Tripleclouds in this way is seen in figure 5.3. A single layer

of cloud data is extracted from the ERA-40 scene on 01 September 1957 at 00:00

UTC. The blue line shows the plane-parallel water content values in this layer;

the red lines show the pair of water content values used for the two regions in

the Tripleclouds approximation.

This alternative method of defining the water content values for Tripleclouds

is now applied to the 98 cloudy scenes of radar data used in the previous two

chapters to determine whether making the extra approximation of a fixed value

of fw has any detrimental effects on the calculated radiation budget. The Triple-

clouds water content values are derived from the plane-parallel values using

equation 5.2. To examine the dependence of CRF bias on fw, this calculation

is performed using values from 0.6 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. For each value, the

Edwards-Slingo radiation code is used to calculate the radiative fluxes for each

of the radar scenes, and hence the CRF. These fw-based calculations are also com-

pared with a Tripleclouds calculation using the original percentile method, and

a plane-parallel calculation. All biases are with respect to an ICA run, and ex-

pressed in terms of top-of-atmosphere CRF. As before, short-wave CRF is in-

verted so that it is a positive quantity. All runs use the decorrelation overlap

described in chapter 4. A list of the runs performed in this experiment is given

in table 5.2.

The results of these calculations are shown in figure 5.4. The form of the plot

is the same as figures 3.14 and 4.9: the size of each bar indicates the mean value

of the bias over the scenes with a domain-mean optical depth greater than 0.01,

and the error bars denote the spread in errors for individual scenes in terms of

the range spanned by the 10th and 90th percentiles. It is seen that, in comparison
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Independent- ICA Control run on raw data.

column runs:

Plane-parallel PP Plane-parallel run.

single-column runs:

Tripleclouds TC(16) Run where the lower water content values are determined

single-column runs: by the 16th percentile of the observed distribution.

TC(F fw) Run where the lower water content values are defined

in terms of fractional standard deviation fw.

Table 5.2: List of all the runs performed on each of the scenes for this comparison experiment,

with their abbreviations. Overlap in all cases uses decorrelation overlap as described in chapter 4.

with the biases from the TC(16) runs, using a fractional standard deviation of

0.8 gives a virtually identical CRF bias, and a small increase in the spread. This

increase is inevitable and is most likely caused by variability of the width of the

water content distribution. Consider a number of distributions with a constant

mean value and a range of different widths and limits. The percentile method

will give a different pair of water content values for each width, as the full distri-

bution is analysed in the calculation. The fractional standard deviation method

is only dependent on the mean, and hence varying the width and limits of the

distribution would not affect the pair of values.

Varying fw in the Tripleclouds scheme modulates the degree of inhomogene-

ity represented. Therefore, there is a dependence of the CRF biases on the choice

of fw. Lower values of fw give more homogeneous representations of the cloud,

hence the biases tend to be more positive; higher fw values give larger degrees

of variability, and hence more negative biases. For the ranges chosen, the CRF

biases are much more sensitive to fw than to the lower percentile, as shown in

figure 3.14. This result verifies our choice of fractional standard deviation. We

are now in a position to apply the Tripleclouds scheme to the global model data,

using decorrelation overlap, and compare the performance of the Tripleclouds

scheme with that of the more conventional GCM scheme that uses plane-parallel

clouds and maximum-random overlap.
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Figure 5.4: Variation of cloud radiative forcing of the radar scenes using different values of

fractional standard deviation fw. Panel (a) shows the short-wave CRF percentage bias; panel (b)

shows the long-wave CRF percentage bias. As before, the short-wave CRFs have been inverted to

enable easier comparison between the two panels. All biases are with respect to an ICA run. The

plane-parallel biases are also shown, as well as Tripleclouds biases using the initial 16th percentile

method. The bars show the mean bias over the scenes for each cloud representation, and the error

bars show the extent of the spread in error bounded by the 10th and 90th percentile.
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5.3 GLOBAL RADIATION BUDGET

The first step of the final experiment is to verify that the CRFs calculated using

the ERA-40 data and the Edwards-Slingo code are realistic. Global mean dis-

tributions of top-of-atmosphere short-wave and long-wave CRF are calculated

using all of the 480 ERA-40 scenes. These distributions are then compared with

distributions of top-of-atmosphere CRFs measured during the Clouds and the

Earth’s Radiant Energy System project (CERES; Wielicki et al., 1996). The CERES

project began in 1998, with the aim of quantifying the Earth’s radiation budget

in extension to the ERBE project, using satellite measurements. The CERES data

contain radiative fluxes throughout 2001.

The global distribution of the mean CRFs are compared in figure 5.5. The left

column of the figure shows the short-wave CRFs; the right column shows the

long-wave CRFs. The top row shows the mean CRFs measured in the CERES

project, as means averaged over the year 2001. The middle and bottom rows

show the CRFs calculated from ERA-40, using the plane-parallel, maximum-

random cloud scheme and the new Tripleclouds scheme with decorrelation over-

lap. In CERES, there are a number of locations where CRF data are unavailable

(particularly in the long-wave plots, shown by the black patches). The calcula-

tion of the clear-sky fluxes in CERES is made only in clear-sky conditions. There-

fore, in locations where entirely clear-sky never occurs, there are no clear-sky

fluxes and hence CRF is incalculable. Note also that the convention used previ-

ously where short-wave CRF values were multiplied by −1 to make them posi-

tive is no longer used, and will not be from this point of the investigation onward.

The reason for this is that we will also be considering net CRFs, which are de-

fined by the sum of the short-wave and long-wave CRF components. Hence, the

sign of the short-wave CRF is important.

Initial inspection shows that there is an agreement in the global pattern of

the CRFs between the CERES observations and the ERA-40 clouds, particularly
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over the oceans. In the Pacific, for example, there is a band of increased long-

wave and short-wave CRF associated with the inter-tropical convergence zone,

with the highest long-wave values over the western Pacific and the maritime

continent. This is surrounded by the relatively cloudless regions of subsidence

each side of the equator, shown by decreased CRF values. There are also regions

of higher CRF values in the locations of the north Pacific and north Atlantic storm

tracks. In magnitude terms, the calculated CRFs from ERA-40 are comparable in

size to those from CERES.

Despite the similar magnitudes, there are systematic differences between the

CERES CRFs and the CRFs calculated from ERA-40. There is a general tendency

for the ERA-40 short-wave CRFs to be too high in magnitude (too negative) and

for the long-wave CRFs to be too low in magnitude (not positive enough) with

respect to CERES. This difference is much larger than the differences made to the

ERA-40 plane-parallel CRFs by applying Tripleclouds. This implies that, assum-

ing the clear-sky fluxes are correct, too much radiation is passing out of the top

of the atmosphere in both the short-wave and long-wave in our results. Other

local differences between the CRF fields are seen over land surfaces in the trop-

ics, particularly in the long-wave. In the CERES data, there are two patches of

high long-wave CRF over northern South America and central Africa (partially

obscured by missing data). These reach values of over 60 W m−2. In the CRFs

calculated from ERA-40, these patches are virtually absent, with values under

25 W m−2.

The systematic differences are partly due to the fact that, as the clear-sky

fluxes are only measured in clear-sky conditions, the atmosphere in these condi-

tions is anomalously dry. Values of CRF should be calculated by comparison of

radiative calculations in the presence of clouds with a calculation using the same

profile of water vapour in absence of clouds. In the long-wave, the CERES clear-

sky fluxes produce a outward top-of-atmosphere flux that is too large (Allan and

Ringer, 2003). In the short-wave, there is a systematic increase in CRF in the
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of global radiation budget in terms of top-of-atmosphere cloud ra-

diative forcing. The CERES climatology from 2001 is shown in panels (a) and (b). Calculated

CRFs from ERA-40 when using a plane-parallel, maximum-random scheme are given in panels

(c) and (d); those when using Tripleclouds with decorrelation overlap are given in panels (e) and

(f). Missing CERES data are shown by the black patches.
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fluxes calculated from ERA-40. This could be caused by our use of a fairly small

value of liquid droplet effective radius. The local differences suggest fundamen-

tal differences in the clouds measured during CERES and the modelled clouds

used in ERA-40; most notably the implication that deep, tropical convection was

poorly represented by the model, particularly over land. The clouds present in

ERA-40 are directly from the model, but constrained using data assimilation. No

cloud observations were used in the dataset on account of the difficulty of as-

similating clouds in a model. Therefore, it is unlikely that there will be exact

agreement between model and observations, on account of the complexity of

cloud structure and dynamics as discussed in chapter 1. Despite these system-

atic differences caused by comparing modelled clouds with observed clouds, in

terms of patterns and approximate magnitudes of CRF, it appears that the global

CRF values calculated from the ERA-40 data are realistic.

5.4 EFFECT OF TRIPLECLOUDS ON GLOBAL DATA

In this section, the global distributions of annual mean CRF are used to calculate

the improvements in CRF introduced by the new Tripleclouds scheme. These

improvements are determined for TCmax and TCd(var) (the two Tripleclouds

runs that use maximum-random overlap and decorrelation overlap; see table

5.1), and the plane-parallel run that used the decorrelation overlap, PPd(var).

Differences in CRF are calculated with respect to the plane-parallel, maximum-

random overlap scheme PPmax (the cloud representation currently extensively

used in GCMs). As these CRF differences are introduced as part of an attempt

to offset the plane-parallel biases, we shall refer to them as “shifts” as opposed

to “biases”. Using this experimental method allows separate evaluation of the

difference in the global radiation budget generated by the inclusion of horizon-

tal inhomogeneity through the Tripleclouds representation (the “horizontal CRF

shift”), and by the improvement of the vertical overlap scheme through imple-
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menting decorrelation overlap (the “vertical CRF shift”). It also allows the “total

CRF shift” in radiation budget created by the full Tripleclouds scheme (horizon-

tal and vertical components) to be evaluated.

The global distributions of these CRF shifts are shown in figures 5.6 to 5.11.

In each of these six figures, the left column shows the absolute shift in CRF with

respect to the PPmax scheme in W m−2; the right column shows this shift as a

percentage of the mean CRF values determined using the PPmax scheme. The

top row of each figure shows short-wave CRF; the middle row shows long-wave

CRF; the bottom row shows net CRF (short-wave plus long-wave). As in the

previous section, the reversal of the sign of the short-wave CRFs is no longer

implemented. Figures 5.6 to 5.8 show CRF shifts at the top of the atmosphere;

figures 5.9 to 5.11 show CRF shifts at the surface. Figures 5.6 and 5.9 show the

distribution of the horizontal CRF shift; figures 5.7 and 5.10 show the distribution

of the vertical CRF shift; figures 5.8 and 5.11 show the total shift in CRF caused

by implementation of the full Tripleclouds scheme.

(a) Effect of Horizontal Structure on Top-of-Atmosphere CRF

Figure 5.6 shows the global effects of implementing the horizontal inhomogene-

ity component of the Tripleclouds scheme. The effect of using the plane-parallel

approximation is to introduce a positive bias in terms of albedo (for example, Ca-

halan et al., 1994), which creates clouds that are too reflective in the short-wave

and too emissive in the long-wave. In terms of CRF, this leads to a short-wave

CRF that is too large in a negative sense, and a long-wave CRF that is too large in

a positive sense, as found in section 3.5. The CRF shift introduced by the horizon-

tal component of Tripleclouds acts in the opposite direction to the plane-parallel

biases in both spectral regions. Horizontal CRF shifts are seen to be largest where

clouds are present, with the largest shifts in the short-wave found off the west-

ern coasts of Africa, North America and South America, in regions where marine

stratocumulus is present. This is unsurprising, as marine stratocumulus covers
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Figure 5.6: The global distribution of the top-of-atmosphere “horizontal CRF shift” (the dif-

ference in cloud radiative forcing when horizontal inhomogeneity is represented using Triple-

clouds as opposed to the plane-parallel approximation; TCmax minus PPmax). Overlap is fixed

as maximum-random. The left column shows absolute CRF shifts; the right column shows per-

centage shifts with respect to the plane-parallel CRF values. The top row shows short-wave CRF

shifts, the middle row shows long-wave CRF shifts, and the bottom row shows shifts in net CRF,

all at the top of the atmosphere.
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Figure 5.7: The global distribution of the top-of-atmosphere “vertical CRF shift” (the difference

in cloud radiative forcing when vertical overlap is represented using decorrelation overlap as

opposed to maximum-random overlap; PPd(var) minus PPmax). Horizontal structure is fixed

as plane-parallel. The left column shows absolute CRF shifts; the right column shows percentage

shifts with respect to the plane-parallel CRF values. The top row shows short-wave CRF shifts,

the middle row shows long-wave CRF shifts, and the bottom row shows shifts in net CRF, all at

the top of the atmosphere.
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Figure 5.8: The global distribution of the total shift in top-of-atmosphere cloud radiative forcing

when the horizontal inhomogeneity and vertical overlap schemes of the Tripleclouds schemes are

implemented; TCd(var) minus PPmax. The left column shows absolute CRF shifts; the right

column shows percentage shifts with respect to the plane-parallel CRF values. The top row shows

short-wave CRF shifts, the middle row shows long-wave CRF shifts, and the bottom row shows

shifts in net CRF, all at the top of the atmosphere.
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TOA TOA TOA Surf Surf Surf

SW LW net SW LW net

Horiz CRF shift: TCmax−PPmax 8.42 −1.89 6.53 9.12 −3.27 5.85

Vert CRF shift: PPd(var)−PPmax −2.55 0.68 −1.86 −2.56 1.30 −1.26

Total CRF shift: TCd(var)−PPmax 4.58 −0.80 3.78 5.02 −1.33 3.69

Horiz CRF shift: TCmax−PPmax 13.9% −12.6% 14.3% 14.0% −11.6% 16.7%

Vert CRF shift: PPd(var)−PPmax −4.0% 4.0% −3.9% −3.8% 5.0% −3.7%

Total CRF shift: TCd(var)−PPmax 7.2% −5.3% 7.8% 7.4% −4.5% 9.7%

Table 5.3: Global mean CRF shifts. The top three rows show the mean absolute CRF shift in

W m−2; the bottom three show these shifts as a percentage of the mean CRF using the PPmax

scheme.

vast areas of ocean, hence has a large radiative impact, and contains structure on

scales smaller than that of the ERA-40 gridbox (Albrecht et al., 1988). The long-

wave horizontal CRF shift of marine stratocumulus is found to be much smaller.

The largest long-wave horizontal CRF shifts occur in the tropical western Pacific,

where deep convection is prevalent. As the emission of long-wave radiation de-

creases with temperature, boundary-layer clouds have a much lower positive

CRF than upper-tropospheric clouds, as their temperatures are much closer to

that of the surface. Hence, the largest horizontal CRF shifts are seen where the

CRF is largest.

However, the magnitudes of the short-wave and long-wave CRF shifts are

approximately equal in the tropical western Pacific, and hence the change in net

CRF in this location is found to be very small. The dominance of the short-wave

horizontal CRF shift on average is evident by the fact that the total shifts are of

the same sign as the short-wave shifts, with the largest shifts existing in the re-

gions of marine stratocumulus. Here, the short-wave shifts are large on account

of the structure of the cloud, but long-wave shifts are small. The mean global

changes in CRF are all compared in table 5.3. The mean global short-wave shift

is found to be about four times greater than the magnitude of the mean global

long-wave shift.
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The horizontal CRF shifts are also expressed as percentages in figure 5.6. De-

spite the difference in magnitude of the mean absolute horizontal CRF shift be-

tween the short-wave and long-wave, when expressed as percentages of the PP-

max CRF, the mean shifts are comparable in size. The percentages are relatively

constant at a value just below 15% at any location where cloud is present, and

in both spectral regions. The areas of largest net horizontal percentage CRF shift

are still found to be regions of marine stratocumulus and deep tropical convec-

tion. Table 5.3 shows that the global means are similar, with values of 13.9%

and 12.6% in the short-wave and long-wave respectively. This suggests that, de-

spite all the differences in cloud types, percentage shifts are similar for all clouds,

hence larger absolute short-wave CRF changes are due to larger absolute values

of short-wave CRF. However, these values seem quite large. In chapter 2, plane-

parallel biases were compared for different studies, with values of order 10%

being reported. A short-wave horizontal CRF shift of 13.9% when using the hor-

izontal component of Tripleclouds would exactly offset a plane-parallel bias of

16.1%, which is larger than the values found in many of the studies. This sug-

gests that the horizontal CRF shift alone could act to overcompensate for the

plane-parallel bias.

(b) Effect of Vertical Structure on Top-of-Atmosphere CRF

The global distribution of vertical CRF shifts introduced by replacing maximum-

random overlap with the more realistic decorrelation overlap is shown on the

global plots in figure 5.7. It is seen that vertical CRF shifts are largest in the

tropics. This is true for both the short-wave and long-wave, although the long-

wave shifts are again smaller in magnitude than the short-wave shifts. These

results show that overlap is most important in the areas of deep tropical con-

vection. Under such conditions, many tall cloud cells can exist in an individual

gridbox, with cloud fractions typically much less than one. The issue of which

cloud overlaps with which cloud then becomes an issue, as well as the fact that
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an inaccurate overlap parametrisation will become increasingly unrealistic as the

cloud becomes taller.

The regions of marine stratocumulus that were associated with the largest

horizontal CRF shifts have virtually no vertical CRF shift at all. This is because

the clouds tend to fill a gridbox at low levels, and occupy a small number of

vertical layers on account of their small physical thickness. As the short-wave

shifts were again larger than the long-wave shifts, the net vertical CRF shifts are

again of the same sign as the short-wave shifts. In terms of global mean values,

the short-wave vertical CRF shift is again about four times larger than the long-

wave vertical CRF shift. In percentage terms, however, the sizes of the shifts are

again comparable, with magnitudes of 4.0% in both cases.

(c) Total Effect of Structure on Top-of-Atmosphere CRF

The combined effect of the full Tripleclouds scheme (both the new inhomogene-

ity and overlap representations) is shown in figure 5.8. On account of the alter-

nate signs of the two CRF shifts, the vertical CRF shift acts to offset the horizon-

tal CRF shift, in agreement with Hogan and Kew (2005), although cancellation

is not exact. The global total CRF shift distributions contain features from the

distributions of horizontal and vertical CRF shifts, with those from the distribu-

tions of horizontal shifts being the most pronounced. For example, the areas of

high short-wave horizontal CRF shift associated with marine stratocumulus are

still present, but those associated with the deep tropical convection have been

practically cancelled out by the vertical CRF shifts. Similar cancellation is seen

in some tropical locations in the long-wave. The largest overall differences in

CRFs created by the implementation of Tripleclouds are in the storm tracks and

the marine stratocumulus areas. Table 5.3 shows that the global mean percent-

age CRF shift introduced by the full Tripleclouds scheme has now been reduced

from values of order 14% to 7.2% in short-wave CRF, 5.3% in long-wave CRF and

7.8% in net CRF. This implies that the shifts in CRF caused by improved repre-
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Figure 5.9: The global distribution of the surface “horizontal CRF shift” (the difference in cloud

radiative forcing when horizontal inhomogeneity is represented using Tripleclouds as opposed to

the plane-parallel approximation). The panels are the same as figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.10: The global distribution of the surface “vertical CRF shift” (the difference in cloud

radiative forcing when vertical overlap is represented using decorrelation overlap as opposed to

maximum-random overlap). The panels are the same as figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.11: The global distribution of the total shift in surface cloud radiative forcing when

the horizontal inhomogeneity and vertical overlap schemes developed here are both implemented.

The panels are the same as figure 5.8.
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sentation of vertical overlap act in the opposite direction to those shifts caused by

inclusion of horizontal inhomogeneity, and hence that the horizontal CRF shifts

are in fact an overcompensation. This issue is discussed at more length in section

5.5.

(d) Effect of Structure on Surface CRF

The corresponding results for the surface CRFs are given in figures 5.9, 5.10

and 5.11, in exactly the same arrangement as the top-of-atmosphere plots,

with the mean CRF shifts also given in table 5.3. In terms of the short-wave

CRFs, the patterns and magnitudes of the shifts are very similar, although there

are a few differences in the patterns of long-wave CRF shifts. The long-wave

horizontal CRF shift is most significant over the tropical western Pacific at the

top of the atmosphere, with a strip of higher horizontal CRF shift across the

equatorial Pacific along the inter-tropical convergence zone. This is absent when

considering surface horizontal CRF shift. This is due to the proximity of the

deep convective clouds to the surface, and the fact that the long-wave radiative

transfer is saturated by the water vapour continuum. There is also a band of

higher long-wave horizontal CRF shift in the storm tracks in the Southern Ocean

at the surface. Long-wave vertical CRF shifts are seen to have much larger

values at the surface in locations where clouds are low but broken, such as over

the tropical Pacific and in the storm tracks. On account of their higher emission

temperatures, low clouds generate high values of long-wave CRF. Any changes

in cloud cover caused by changes to the vertical overlap will therefore create

maximal shifts in long-wave CRF when the clouds are near the surface. These

shifts will be higher for broken clouds, where variation of cloud cover with

vertical overlap scheme is higher.
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5.5 RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INHOMOGENEITY AND

OVERLAP

One constant message from the results presented in the previous section was

the fact that the horizontal CRF shifts associated with the inclusion of inhomo-

geneity were larger in magnitude than the vertical CRF shifts associated with the

misrepresentation of overlap. Figure 5.12 shows the longitudinally averaged val-

ues of the mean short-wave, long-wave and net CRF for the four different cloud

schemes. The blue line shows the mean CRFs for the plane-parallel, maximum-

random PPmax scheme. We see that the horizontal CRF shift is of greater mag-

nitude than the vertical CRF shift at most latitudes, by a factor of up to four in

some locations. This is seen even more clearly in figure 5.13, where the horizon-

tal, vertical and total CRF shifts are averaged longitudinally. At all latitudes, for

both the short-wave and long-wave, the magnitude of the vertical CRF shift is

always less than the horizontal CRF shift.

The ratio of the annual mean magnitude of the horizontal CRF shift to that

of the vertical CRF shift has been plotted as a global distribution in figure 5.14.

The top row shows the ratio in short-wave CRF, the middle row shows the ratio

in long-wave CRF and the bottom row shows the ratio in the net CRF. Red areas

indicate regions where the horizontal CRF shifts are larger, and hence represen-

tation of inhomogeneity has the larger effect; blue areas indicate regions where

the vertical CRF shifts are larger, and hence better representation of overlap has

the larger effect. The colour scale on the plots is logarithmic.

In agreement with figures 5.12 and 5.13, the effect of representing inhomo-

geneity seems to have a far more significant effect on the radiation budget than

improving overlap. This is particularly true in both spectral regions in locations

where marine stratocumulus dominates, and hence overlap is largely irrelevant.

In the tropics, however, the two effects are seen to be of comparable size, imply-

ing an approximate cancellation of CRF shifts as shown in the previous section.
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Figure 5.12: Variation of annual mean values of (a) short-wave, (b) long-wave and (c) net top-

of-atmosphere cloud radiative forcing with latitude. The four different cloud schemes are shown

by the different coloured lines.

In fact, for long-wave CRFs, there are some locations where improving the over-

lap method has a larger effect on radiation budget, particularly at the surface.

These locations are in the tropics, where deep convection tends to occur. The

clouds used by Barker et al. (1999) to compare the effects of representing horizon-

tal inhomogeneity and vertical overlap were generated using a cloud-resolving

model and a scenario set up from scenes of tropical convection. For tropical

clouds in our investigation, we also find that the two components of cloud struc-

ture had effects of similar magnitude. This indicates agreement between our

results and those of Barker et al. (1999).
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Figure 5.13: As figure 5.12, but showing annually averaged CRF shifts with latitude with

respect to the PPmax scheme. The lines show the horizontal CRF shifts (red), vertical CRF shifts

(cyan) and the total CRF shifts (black).

It is apparent from the results of this chapter that either representing hor-

izontal inhomogeneity or improving the overlap scheme in a plane-parallel,

maximum-random cloud scheme is insufficient. Figure 5.12 shows clearly that

fixing overlap alone in a PPmax scheme causes the CRF biases to become larger,

while fixing inhomogeneity alone changes the CRFs in the correct direction, but

with an overcompensation, resulting in a bias of the opposite sign and about half

the magnitude. Hence, an improved representation of both components is far

better than an improvement in just one. The relative size of the biases suggests
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Figure 5.14: Global distribution of the ratio of annual mean magnitude of horizontal CRF shift

to that of vertical CRF shift on a logarithmic colour scale. Values above one (red colours) indicate

horizontal CRF shifts dominate and horizontal inhomogeneity is more significant; values below

one (blue colours) indicate vertical CRF shifts dominate and vertical overlap is more significant.

The top row shows ratios of short-wave CRF shifts; the middle row shows ratios of long-wave

CRF shifts; the bottom row shows ratios of net CRF shifts. The left column shows the shift ratios

at the top of the atmosphere; the right column shows the ratios at the surface.
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that improving the representation of horizontal structure is more radiatively im-

portant than fixing the vertical overlap. However, as both components of cloud

structure have sizeable impacts on radiation budget, it is apparent that represent-

ing horizontal inhomogeneity and vertical overlap are both as equally important

as each other.

5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In chapter 3 we introduced a new method of representing horizontal cloud in-

homogeneity within a gridbox, referred to as Tripleclouds. In the subsequent

chapter, a parametrisation of overlap was developed whereby overlap between

clouds in pairs of layers separated by continuous layers of cloud were decor-

related with separation. Here, these two cloud structure parametrisations were

combined to form the full “Tripleclouds scheme”. This scheme was then applied

to global model data and compared with the standard plane-parallel, maximum-

random cloud scheme. The data consisted of four months of ERA-40 re-analysis

data from 2001, with six-hourly scenes at a horizontal resolution of just over

1◦ and 60 vertical levels. The schemes were compared in terms of their top-of-

atmosphere and surface cloud radiative forcing (CRF) when the radiative trans-

fer was calculated using the Edwards-Slingo radiation code. However, using

six-hourly scenes (four per day) was found to cause large systematic biases in

the short-wave radiative fluxes, as the sun was only ever in four positions in the

sky per day. Using a simple model of the clouds and atmosphere, it was found

that increasing the number of scenes per day to eight reduced the relative size of

these biases by a factor of four. Hence, the short-wave radiative transfer calcu-

lation was performed twice on each scene, using different global distributions of

solar zenith angle.

The pairs of water content values required for the Tripleclouds scheme were

calculated from the single values stored in ERA-40 in terms of the fractional stan-
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dard deviation of water content fw in a gridbox that was found in chapter 2 to

be approximately 0.8. This gave two water content values separated from the

mean water content by one standard deviation for each phase (ice and liquid).

In chapter 3, when using radar data, the lower water content value was deter-

mined by the 16th percentile of the water content distribution in the layer of a

gridbox to give an approximate measure of the standard deviation. Using the

same radar scenes as in previous chapters, the radiative effects of performing

the Tripleclouds calculation using the 16th percentile approach and the fw = 0.8

approach were compared. The Edwards-Slingo code was run on the 98 cloudy

radar scenes using each approach, and the mean CRF biases with respect to the

ICA compared. It was seen that, using fw = 0.8, the mean CRF bias was virtually

identical to the bias from using the 16th percentile approach, but with a minor

increase in spread. Changes were made to the Edwards-Slingo code to allow the

Tripleclouds calculation to be performed in terms of a fixed fw.

Using this modified code, the mean CRF over all of the ERA-40 scenes was

calculated. The CRFs determined using the full Tripleclouds scheme and the

plane-parallel, maximum-random scheme were compared with CRF data from

the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) project to verify that

the calculated values were realistic. Both patterns and magnitudes of short-wave

and long-wave CRFs were found to be comparable, although there were a few

local and systematic differences that were attributed to the difference between

the modelled clouds from ERA-40 and the clouds observed by satellite as part of

CERES and the CERES definition of clear-sky fluxes.

Global distributions of CRF were then compared as an average across all the

scenes using the plane-parallel, maximum-random scheme, PPmax; the same

plane-parallel scheme but using decorrelation overlap, PPd(var); a Tripleclouds,

maximum-random scheme, TCmax; and the full Tripleclouds scheme, using

decorrelation overlap, TCd(var). The differences or “shifts” in CRF from the PP-

max scheme could then be separated into those that were due to the introduction
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of inhomogeneity (the “horizontal CRF shift”) and those that were due to the im-

provement of overlap representation (the “vertical CRF shift”). These shifts were

compared in terms of short-wave, long-wave and net CRF.

Horizontal short-wave top-of-atmosphere CRF shifts were found to be largest

in areas of marine stratocumulus. These cover large areas of the ocean, are ra-

diatively important, and possess a large amount of sub-gridscale structure. The

largest values of horizontal long-wave CRF shifts were found to be in regions of

tropical deep convection, where the long-wave CRFs are largest on account of the

height of the clouds, although the short-wave CRF shifts are of comparable size

and the opposite sign, resulting in near cancellation in terms of net CRF shift. In

terms of percentages, the horizontal CRF shifts are of order 13% for most clouds.

However, this shift would overcompensate for a typical plane-parallel bias of

order 10%.

The vertical top-of-atmosphere CRF shifts were found to be of opposite sign

to the horizontal CRF shifts, with largest magnitudes in tropical deep convection,

where tall clouds are prevalent and hence a realistic representation of overlap is

more important. Conversely, the vertical CRF shifts for the thin layers of ma-

rine stratocumulus are very small. For both horizontal and vertical CRF shifts,

the short-wave component was found to be always greater in magnitude than

the long-wave component, hence the distributions of net shifts always tended to

show the features of the short-wave shifts. In terms of total CRF shift, the oppo-

site sign of the two components implies that the vertical CRF shift acts to offset

the horizontal CRF shift, although exact cancellation does not occur. Values of

global mean total CRF shift were in the range 5% to 7%; a reduction from the

13% shift that resulted from the implementation of the horizontal component of

Tripleclouds alone. Similar results were found for surface CRF shifts, although

with a few minor differences.

The relative sizes of the horizontal and vertical CRF shifts were then com-

pared. Initial comparisons found the ratio of horizontal CRF shift to vertical
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CRF shift to be up to four in value at some locations. This value is higher than

the ratios determined by Barker et al. (1999) to be slightly greater than one. The

clouds used by Barker et al. (1999) were derived from tropical conditions. When

the global distribution of this ratio is plotted, the ratio is found to be much lower

in the tropics, both at the top of the atmosphere and surface, for both the short-

wave and long-wave. In regions of marine stratocumulus and storm tracks, the

ratio is found to be much higher.

These results show that, while representing horizontal inhomogeneity in a

GCM may have a larger impact on radiation budget than improving the repre-

sentation of vertical overlap, both are important, as correcting one and not the

other could impair the modelled radiation budget. It was seen that fixing hor-

izontal inhomogeneity and not vertical overlap can result in overcompensation

and biases that are of the opposite sign; fixing vertical overlap and not horizontal

inhomogeneity can result in biases that are of the same sign, but larger in mag-

nitude. In other words, improving representations of both horizontal inhomo-

geneity and vertical overlap are imperative to create improvements in radiation

budget, and the two components should be considered of comparable impor-

tance.
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6:

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND

FUTURE WORK

Clouds are recognised as a major source of uncertainty in climate models. The

complexity of the processes that generate the clouds and the wide variety of at-

mospheric conditions that can occur where the clouds form generate clouds with

many shapes, sizes and compositions. Clouds have been shown to possess struc-

ture on a very wide range of scales (for example, Cahalan, 1989), most of which

are of a size much smaller than the gridbox of a climate model and hence need

parametrisation. On account of the sensitivity of the climate to the cloud system,

it is imperative that these parametrisations describe the cloud and its processes

as realistically as possible.

The radiation budget of the Earth is highly sensitive both to total cloud cover

(Randall et al., 1984) and cloud properties, such as particle radius and liquid wa-

ter path (Slingo, 1990). Of particular importance are low-level clouds, which act

to cool the climate system and, out of all cloud types, have the most significant

radiative effect on climate. Any misrepresentation of the clouds, or the processes

that generate these clouds, could therefore have large impacts on the Earth’s ra-

diation budget in a future climate scenario. Another major source of uncertainty

is that of climate feedbacks. In contrast to simpler feedback systems, such as wa-

ter vapour feedback and snow albedo feedback, cloud feedback is vastly com-

plex and consists of a number of interactions between the cloud system and the

climate (for example, Mitchell et al., 1989; Hartmann and Larson, 2002). These

individual cloud feedback processes, with a variety of signs and magnitudes,
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combine to form the total cloud feedback, the sign and magnitude of which is

highly uncertain. According to Randall et al. (2007), this uncertainty presents

one of the greatest challenges in climate modelling.

6.1 TRIPLECLOUDS OVERVIEW

In this thesis, a new cloud representation scheme was generated in an attempt

to improve on the conventional plane-parallel cloud scheme with maximum-

random overlap that is widely used in general circulation models (GCMs). In

a plane-parallel scheme, clouds in a layer of a gridbox are described as a sin-

gle homogeneous region, lacking in any sub-gridscale structure. On account of

the sensitivity of clouds to radiation budget, the use of this approximation can

cause large, systematic biases in the radiative fluxes above and below the clouds.

Studies have found these “plane-parallel biases” to be about 10% in short-wave

albedo and up to 25% in long-wave emissivity. Our new cloud scheme, referred

to as “Tripleclouds”, which contains new parametrisations of horizontal cloud

inhomogeneity and vertical overlap, aims to remove these plane-parallel biases.

A number of alternative methods of accounting for the lack of horizontal

inhomogeneity in plane-parallel clouds were reviewed. These involved meth-

ods where the cloud properties were scaled in an attempt to remove the bi-

ases (for example, Cahalan et al., 1994), methods whereby either the cloud water

content or the radiative fluxes through the plane-parallel cloud were weighted

using a gamma probability density function (for example, Barker, 1996), and

the Monte-Carlo Independent Column Approximation method (McICA; Pincus

et al., 2003), where the radiative calculation was performed by simultaneous in-

tegration across wavelength and space, resulting in an efficient independent-

column-type calculation. All of these methods were effective at reducing the

plane-parallel biases. However, the scaling factor approaches were found to

need a scaling factor that was dependent on a number of cloud properties and
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the gamma weighted methods increased computer run time. The McICA intro-

duced random noise into the calculated fluxes, although this has been shown not

to be an issue in GCMs.

The horizontal component of the Tripleclouds scheme was introduced. It im-

proved on the plane-parallel representation by introducing a second cloudy re-

gion into each layer of a gridbox. This gave two cloudy regions and a single

clear-sky region in each layer of the gridbox, hence the name “Tripleclouds”. The

two cloudy regions each occupy half of the cloud fraction in a given layer, and

one contains optically thinner cloud, the other contains optically thicker cloud.

The two values of water content are defined to approximately represent the stan-

dard deviation of water content in the layer. The lower water content value was

initially defined as the 16th percentile of the water content distribution in the

layer; the higher water content value was then chosen to conserve mean water

content in the cloudy part of the layer. The choice of the 16th percentile was jus-

tified by the fact that, when applied to a Gaussian distribution, the pair of values

represented its standard deviation.

Tripleclouds was then applied to radar data, and radiative transfer through

the clouds calculated with the Edwards-Slingo radiation code (Edwards and

Slingo, 1996). The performance of Tripleclouds was measured in terms of differ-

ence in mean top-of-atmosphere cloud radiative forcing (CRF) from independent

column approximation (ICA) calculations. Exact overlap was used throughout.

A mean plane-parallel CRF bias across all of the radar scenes of 8% was found

in both the short-wave and long-wave. Using Tripleclouds, these biases were

both reduced to less than 1%. It was also found that the CRF values from the

Tripleclouds representation had no significant dependence on solar zenith an-

gle, optical depth, vertical resolution and horizontal gridbox size, in contrast to

the scaling factor method, where large dependences were found in some cases.

Tripleclouds was also found to generate an improvement in representation of

internal heating rates.
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Attention was then turned to a representation of vertical overlap to comple-

ment the Tripleclouds scheme. Radiative biases caused by using unrealistic cloud

overlap methods were found to be of comparable size to the plane-parallel biases

by Barker et al. (1999). Even maximum-random, the most widely used cloud

overlap assumption, was found to be inappropriate by Hogan and Illingworth

(2000). In maximum-random overlap (introduced by Geleyn and Hollingsworth,

1979), vertically continuous clouds are overlapped maximally, while clouds in

layers separated by layers of clear sky are overlapped randomly. Hogan and

Illingworth (2000) proposed an overlap where the continuous cloud was over-

lapped not maximally, but according to an overlap parameter α, whose value var-

ied from zero for random overlap to one for maximum overlap. They found the

value of α to decay roughly exponentially with layer separation for layers within

continuous clouds, with a vertical decorrelation scale over which the overlap

parameter α reduces by a factor of e−1.

In the Edwards-Slingo code, this scale was expressed in terms of a constant

decorrelation pressure through the atmosphere. Using the same radar scenes,

it was shown that a constant decorrelation pressure was more physical than

the constant decorrelation heights derived by Hogan and Illingworth (2000). It

was also noted by comparison of the studies of Hogan and Illingworth (2000)

and Hogan and Illingworth (2003) that overlap decorrelation scales at the cloud

boundary were different to those within the cloud. A ratio of cloud-boundary

decorrelation pressure to in-cloud decorrelation pressure of about 1.5 was deter-

mined. Calculation of mean CRF biases over the radar scenes for different pairs

of decorrelation pressures revealed an optimum cloud-boundary decorrelation

pressure of 135 hPa and an in-cloud decorrelation pressure of 90 hPa. Combin-

ing the results of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) with the results of Mace and

Benson-Troth (2002), a relationship between decorrelation pressure and latitude

was defined.

The full Tripleclouds scheme, combining decorrelation overlap with the
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new inhomogeneity representation, was then applied to global re-analysis data.

Four months of data from 2001 were extracted from ERA-40, the re-analysis

dataset compiled by the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF). As the re-analysis data have no indication of cloud water content

variability, the definition of the pair of water content values in the horizontal in-

homogeneity parametrisation needed minor modification. A review of a number

of observational and modelling studies revealed a small range of values for the

fractional standard deviation of water content in a given model level, both for

liquid water and ice particles and irrespective of the data acquisition method.

This value, fw, was found to be about 0.8. Again using the radar data scenes, it

was shown that calculating the pairs of water content values using fw = 0.8 does

not introduce a significant additional bias to calculating the values using the 16th

percentile approach.

Each global ERA-40 scene was evaluated with the Edwards-Slingo radia-

tion code using four different cloud schemes. The conventional plane-parallel,

maximum-random scheme was applied, as was the full Tripleclouds scheme

with decorrelation overlap. In order to separately investigate the effects of in-

cluding horizontal inhomogeneity and improving the representation of vertical

overlap, the horizontal inhomogeneity scheme and the decorrelation overlap

were applied separately to the plane-parallel, maximum-random scheme. The

global CRF distribution, when averaged over all the scenes, was found to be sim-

ilar in terms of magnitude and patterns to CRF data extracted from the Clouds

and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) project, although with a few

differences that were due to the representation of clouds in ERA-40.

The global distribution of changes in CRF caused by representing horizontal

inhomogeneity and improving vertical overlap, referred to as the horizontal and

vertical CRF “shifts”, were then compared. The horizontal CRF shifts were found

to be large, with a global mean magnitudes of about 13% in the short-wave and

the long-wave, with opposite sign to the plane-parallel biases. The vertical CRF
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shifts were found to be much smaller, with magnitudes of about 4%, but of op-

posite sign to the horizontal CRF shifts. These led to total global mean CRF shifts

of between 5% and 7% when the full Tripleclouds scheme was implemented.

In most locations on Earth, the magnitude of the horizontal CRF shift was

found to be greater than the size of the vertical CRF shift by a factor of about

four. This ratio was found to be largest in areas of marine stratocumulus, where

clouds are vast in area, inhomogeneous and physically thin. The two shifts were

found to be comparable in areas of tropical convection, where vertical CRF shifts

became larger on account of the clouds being taller, and of comparable size to

the local horizontal CRF shifts.

The full Tripleclouds scheme acts to improve on the plane-parallel biases in

regions of the world that contain horizontally inhomogeneous cloud, and im-

proves the representation of vertical overlap in regions containing tall, convec-

tive clouds. On account of the relative sizes of the horizontal and vertical CRF

shifts, it is apparent that both components of cloud structure need addressing

when attempting to improve cloud representations, as improving one and not

the other could either create an overcompensation of bias, or even an increase

in bias. We therefore conclude that future attempts to develop cloud structure

parametrisations should consider both horizontal and vertical structure with

equal attention.

6.2 FUTURE STAGES OF TRIPLECLOUDS

We have shown the effects of the Tripleclouds scheme when applied to re-

analysis data, using the Edwards-Slingo radiation code. It is clear that Triple-

clouds improves the representation of clouds and hence reduces the plane-

parallel biases. What is unclear is the exact effect these changes in radiation

budget will have on climate simulations. The next stage of the Tripleclouds in-

vestigation is to evaluate this effect by implementing the Tripleclouds scheme in
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Figure 6.1: Schematic highlighting the issue of using a vertical beam of direct radiation (a)

instead of a tilted beam (b). Incident rays are depicted as the cyan lines. On account of the

geometry of the clouds, a larger area of the surface is illuminated using the vertical beam. Diagram

adapted from Várnai and Davies (1999).

the Met Office climate model. Using diagnostics such as changes in global mean

surface temperature and cloud cover, climate simulations will be performed us-

ing the different cloud schemes. As in the comparisons in chapter 5, the individ-

ual effects of the horizontal and vertical components of the Tripleclouds scheme

on climate simulations will then be determined.

Through collaboration, this implementation should allow comparisons of

Tripleclouds with other sophisticated cloud schemes, such as the statistical ap-

proach of Oreopoulos and Barker (1999), the single scattering property renormal-

isation process of Cairns et al. (2000) and the Monte-Carlo Independent Column

Approximation method of Pincus et al. (2003). These would provide an insight-

ful comparison of the performance of Tripleclouds with respect to other state-of-

the-art cloud schemes. It is also possible to extend the three-region Tripleclouds

scheme to atmospheric quantities beyond cloud variables, such as aerosol opti-

cal depth. Surface properties, such as surface albedo and emissivity, can also be

inhomogeneous on scales smaller than that of a GCM gridbox. This is particu-

larly true at coastlines, where the properties of the land and the sea surfaces can
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be very different. There is often a tendency for boundary-layer clouds to form

preferentially over the land or the sea. Implementation of a multi-region rep-

resentation of such surface properties could provide more realistic behaviour of

fluxes into and out of the surface.

Another option to potentially improve the Tripleclouds scheme is to imple-

ment a tilted-column approach to the direct incident short-wave flux. The tilted-

column approach was suggested by Várnai and Davies (1999), and was shown by

DiGiuseppe and Tompkins (2005) to improve the interactions of radiation with

broken cloud fields containing cirrus anvils. For broken cloud fields at high so-

lar zenith angle, performing a conventional two-stream calculation whereby the

vertical component of the flux is assumed to be incident on the clouds vertically

can create fluxes above and below the cloud layer that are very different to the

true fluxes. When incident vertically, some of the flux will propagate through the

areas of clear sky and reach the surface. In reality, however, if the solar zenith an-

gle is high enough and the clouds are spaced accordingly, it is possible that none

of the flux in the direct beam ever reaches the surface. A schematic of the effect

of using a tilted column is shown in figure 6.1. Using a vertical beam in place of a

tilted beam, a much larger surface area is illuminated. A simple parametrisation

that used a tilted-column approach was implemented in the ECMWF model by

Tompkins and DiGiuseppe (2007) and was shown to significantly improve the

radiative fluxes at high solar zenith angles. The implementation of the Triple-

clouds scheme within this framework would require some extra parametrisation,

but with the final effect of improving the performance of Tripleclouds for cases

of low sun.

There are also other elements of cloud structure that can possess inhomogene-

ity. Most work has focussed primarily on representing cloud inhomogeneity by

accounting for variations in cloud water content, with the assumption that the

properties of the ice crystals and liquid particles are constant within the cloud.

In the Tripleclouds investigation, we fixed the particle sizes to constant values
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throughout. This is unrealistic, as clouds possess particles with a wide range of

sizes. The distribution of particle sizes is dependent on a number of factors and

has been shown to influence climate processes (Stephens et al., 1990). The effect of

making this approximation could be investigated by replacing the single values

of particle sizes with sets of values, or distribution functions, within the radiation

code. A further investigation into cloud particle phase could made to improve

the treatment of mixed-phase clouds. When interacting with radiation, liquid

droplets and ice crystals behave very differently (for example, Petty, 2004). In

regions where liquid droplets and ice crystals co-exist, however, most radiation

schemes (including Edwards-Slingo) combine the radiative properties of the two

into a single region of uniform, mixed-phase cloud. This uniform combination

may interact with radiation in a different way to inhomogeneous distributions

of ice and liquid particles throughout this region. With some editing of the radi-

ation code, it should be possible to investigate the effect of this combination of

phases on radiative fluxes.

A further consideration is whether these parametrisations of cloud inhomo-

geneity and overlap will remain constant during a climate run. It was shown

by Naud et al. (2008) that the nature of vertical overlap had a dependence on

convective stability and wind shear. If there is a climatological increase or de-

crease in either of these quantities over the course of a climate simulation, it may

be necessary to modify the vertical overlap parametrisation accordingly. Simi-

larly, if there is a tendency for a change in amount of a particular type of cloud

(stratiform or convective) over the course of a climate simulation, there may be a

need to modify the representation of horizontal cloud inhomogeneity to account

for this change. As we know which quantities are relevant to cloud structure,

monitoring the behaviour of these quantities during a climate simulation should

inform us as to whether any changes in the parametrisations with time are nec-

essary.

The scope of future work does not just consist of modelling considerations.
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While new methods of parametrising cloud structure can be verified by mod-

elling using radiation codes, if they are to be realistic in terms of real clouds, they

need calibration and further verification using observational data. For example,

it was shown in this study that using the 16th percentile, or a fractional standard

deviation of 0.8, was sufficient to represent horizontal inhomogeneity within the

Tripleclouds scheme. This choice was based on a review of a number of stud-

ies that used observational data from around the world. It was also shown that

using equation 4.25 was a sufficient method of defining a global distribution of

decorrelation pressure. However, these choices, which we assume to apply glob-

ally, are based on data from a few specific locations on Earth and may not be

representative of clouds in other locations. The derivation of equation 4.25 was

based on cloud radar data from just five individual locations at different lati-

tudes. The choice of fractional standard deviation for water content was based

entirely on radar-type measurements, again made at only a few locations on the

Earth.

The issue with observational data is the dearth of suitable cloud data to ver-

ify the nature of the cloud parametrisation, and it is not an issue that solely

affects Tripleclouds. Surface observations of cloud structure consist entirely of

radar-type measurements, but the network of research radars is insufficient in

terms of both number and areal coverage to provide a full global climatology

of cloud structure. For any cloud structure parametrisation, global information

about cloud structure would be valuable to extend the existing parametrisations

to ones that apply at all locations. For Tripleclouds, global cloud overlap infor-

mation would provide a far more robust version of equation 4.25.

The use of satellite observations is one approach to compiling a global cli-

matology. Meteorological satellites have been observing cloud patterns now for

many years. Despite this, however, it is only very recently that we have devel-

oped space-based technology capable of observing vertical cloud structure. In

chapter 2, some studies were reviewed that used satellite cloud observations to
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determine horizontal cloud variability. Rossow et al. (2002) used data from the

International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) to derive a global cli-

matology of cloud variability. However, the cloud retrievals only consisted of

measurements of vertically integrated quantities such as optical depth (Schiffer

and Rossow, 1985). The same is true of the MODIS satellite data used by Ore-

opoulos and Cahalan (2005). While these observations may give an indication of

horizontal cloud variability, they provide no information about how the structure

of the clouds varies vertically. In other words, these satellite observations present

no possible method of obtaining a global climatology of vertical cloud struc-

ture, which is an issue, as GCMs treat clouds using a layer-by-layer approach.

However, through recent advances in satellite observations, it is now possible

to globally observe cloud vertical structure. Space-based radar and lidar mea-

surements were made for the first time by the CloudSat mission (Stephens et al.,

2002). It was launched in 2006, and the data from the mission has already been

used to investigate a number of aspects of cloud and precipitation (for example,

Mace et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007), and would be well suited for investigations

into cloud structure, with the added advantage of being able to determine ver-

tical cloud structure in remote locations where surface radar observations are

unavailable. The data could readily be used to obtain global climatologies of

decorrelation pressure and water content fractional standard deviation for use

in the Tripleclouds scheme, and could provide a far more robust basis for other

parametrisations of cloud structure.

In essence, future advances in both the way we model cloud structure and the

technology we use to observe cloud structure are necessary to make progress,

not just in modelling the interaction of cloud with radiation, but also in the mod-

elling of cloud processes. If we can use these advances to improve our under-

standing of cloud structure, this progress can only have a positive impact on the

modelling of cloud processes. It was stated in chapter 1 that clouds present a ma-

jor uncertainty in climate modelling. It is likely that these advances in modelling
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and observations, and hence our understanding of cloud processes, could act to

reduce this uncertainty.
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A:

EDWARDS-SLINGO MATRIX SOLVERS

This appendix was written by Robin Hogan as part of the paper by Shonk and Hogan

(2008). It is included here for completeness.

A.1 SCHEME WITH ONE REGION AT EACH HEIGHT

To introduce the terminology we first consider the simple problem of a two-level

atmosphere with one region in each level, as illustrated in figure A.1. This is

trivially extended to more than two levels. The up-welling and down-welling

fluxes between levels, F±
i+1/2 (where half-level i + 1/2 may be 0.5, 1.5 or 2.5), are

derived by solving the matrix problem (for example, Zdunkowski et al., 1982;

Ritter and Geleyn, 1992; Stephens et al., 2001):
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where as is the surface albedo and Ri and Ti are the reflection and transmission

functions of level i, derived from the optical depth, single-scattering albedo and

asymmetry factor of the atmosphere at that height (Meador and Weaver, 1980).

The convention followed is of i increasing downwards from the top of the at-

mosphere where i = 1/2. In the long-wave, the upward and downward source

terms, S±
i , represent thermal emission, while in the short-wave they represent

scattering of the direct solar beam into the diffuse components considered by

the two-stream equations. The surface upward emission is represented by S+
s ,

while the diffuse downward component from the top-of-atmosphere is S−
t (usu-

ally zero). Equation A.1 is of tridiagonal form so can be solved efficiently by one

pass of Gaussian elimination followed by back-substitution. The way that this

procedure is implemented in the Edwards-Slingo code has a physical interpreta-

tion that will now be described, as in the next section it will be used to extend

the code to multiple regions at each height.

We first consider the Gaussian elimination step, which consists of working

up from the surface and for each half-level calculating both the albedo and the

upward emission of the entire atmosphere below that level. Given ai+1/2, defined

as the albedo of the atmosphere below level i + 1/2 (starting with the surface

albedo as), the albedo below the level above is given by:

ai−1/2 = Ri + T2
i ai+1/2

(

1 + Riai+1/2 + R2
i a2

i+1/2 . . .
)

. (A.2)

The terms on the right hand side represent direct reflection from the atmosphere

in level i (Ri), reflection from the atmosphere below this level accounting for

two-way transmission (T2
i ai+1/2), and multiple reflections between level i and

the atmosphere below. The infinite series may be reduced to:

ai−1/2 = Ri + T2
i βiai+1/2 , (A.3)

where

βi = (1 − Riai+1/2)
−1 . (A.4)
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Figure A.1: Schematic of a two-level atmosphere with the reflection, transmission and source

coefficients (R, T and S± respectively) at each level, and the up-welling and down-welling fluxes

(F±) between each level.

Likewise, the upward emission from the atmosphere below half-level i − 1/2 is

given by:

Gi−1/2 = S+
i + Tiβi

(

Gi+1/2 + S−
i ai+1/2

)

. (A.5)

Thus, the equations for the up-welling fluxes in equation A.1 may be replaced

by:

F+
i−1/2 = ai−1/2F−

i−1/2 + Gi−1/2 . (A.6)

With a little further manipulation, equation A.1 becomes:
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, (A.7)

which is easy to solve by back-substitution.
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A.2 EFFICIENT SOLVER FOR MULTIPLE REGIONS

When we come to consider more than one region at each height (typically with

one region representing clear sky and the others representing cloud), we must

solve for the up-welling and down-welling fluxes in each region. First some

notation is introduced. We define FA±
i+1/2 as the up-welling and down-welling

flux just above half-level i + 1/2 in region A (and similarly for regions B, C,

and so on), but take it to be the power in region A divided by the total area

of the gridbox, not just the area of region A. This way the gridbox-mean flux,

F±
i+1/2, is simply the sum of the fluxes in each of the regions. Cloud overlap

is specified by defining transfer coefficient V AB
i+1/2 as the fraction of the down-

welling radiation leaving region A at level i that enters region B at level i + 1

(and similarly for V AA
i+1/2, V AB

i+1/2, etc). Likewise, UAB
i+1/2 is the fraction of up-

welling radiation leaving region A at level i + 1 that enters region B at level i.

Thus the equation defining the down-welling flux in region A just above a half-

level is:

FA−
i+1/2 = SA−

i

+ TA
i

(

V AA
i−1/2FA−

i−1/2 + VBA
i−1/2FB−

i−1/2 + . . .
)

+ RA
i

(

V AA
i+1/2FA+

i+1/2 + VBA
i+1/2FB+

i+1/2 + . . .
)

, (A.8)

and for the up-welling flux:

FA+
i−1/2 = SA+

i UAA
i−1/2 + SB+

i UBA
i−1/2 + . . .

+ TA
i UAA

i−1/2FA+
i+1/2 + TB

i UBA
i−1/2FB+

i+1/2 + . . .

+ RA
i UAA

i−1/2

(

V AA
i−1/2FA−

i−1/2 + VBA
i−1/2FB−

i−1/2 + . . .
)

+ RB
i UBA

i−1/2

(

V AB
i−1/2FA−

i−1/2 + VBB
i−1/2FB−

i−1/2 + . . .
)

+ . . . , (A.9)

where the ellipses indicate similar terms corresponding to third and further re-

gions. The reason that equations A.8 and A.9 have different forms is that FA+
i+1/2
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and FA−
i+1/2 are the fluxes just above a half-level; that is, at the bottom of a model

level. Therefore, the down-welling flux at the bottom of region A depends pri-

marily on the properties of region A (RA
i and so on), whereas the up-welling flux

depends on the properties of all of the regions in the level below, each weighted

by the appropriate transfer coefficient. If we had defined the fluxes as being just

below a half-level, then the general form of equations A.8 and A.9 would have been

reversed.

It can be seen that for N regions, each component of the flux depends on 2N

other flux components, so each row and column of the matrix to be solved will

have 2N + 1 non-zero elements. Naturally, this is much more computationally

expensive to solve than a tridiagonal system, but it will now be shown that a

modification can be made that results in both much closer agreement with the

independent column approximation (ICA), and more efficient code.

The principal point to note is that in equation A.9, terms involving FB−
i−1/2 cor-

respond to down-welling radiation at the base of region B that is immediately re-

flected back up into region A. This is “anomalous horizontal photon transport”;

for the horizontal resolution of most global forecast and climate models, only a

very small fraction of such transport would occur, and in the ICA this transport

is zero. The corresponding error in short-wave domain-mean up-welling flux

for a very simple scenario is demonstrated in figure 3.4, which shows a compar-

ison of ICA and the standard two-region solver in the Edwards-Slingo code. By

setting the offending terms in equation A.9 to zero, the matrix problem would

be more efficient to solve, but this would not significantly reduce the error in

the short-wave because the down-welling radiation beneath the clear-sky region

of a gridbox is still reflected back into both the cloudy and clear-sky halves of

the gridbox, when in the ICA it would remain within the clear half and lead to

a larger up-welling flux at the top of the atmosphere. Note that the long-wave

errors are much smaller because of the much reduced role for scattering.

This problem is solved by appealing to the physical interpretation of Gaussian
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elimination presented in section A.1. We recursively define aA
i−1/2 as the albedo

of the atmosphere below region A of layer i by adapting equation A.3 to multiple

regions:

aA
i−1/2 = V AA

i+1/2

[

RA
i + (TA

i )2βA
i aA

i+1/2

]

+ V AB
i+1/2

[

RB
i + (TB

i )2βB
i aB

i+1/2

]

+ . . . , (A.10)

and similarly for GA
i−1/2 (and likewise for regions B, C and so on).

Thus, the complex expression for the up-welling flux in each region given

by equation A.9 is replaced by the much simpler expression in equation A.6 ap-

plied separately to each region. Physically, this means that, at each height, the

down-welling radiation in a particular region is either reflected back up into the

same region or absorbed; none is reflected up into another region. Therefore,

anomalous horizontal photon transport is almost completely eliminated. This

new scheme is also more efficient, since rather than solving a dense matrix prob-

lem, only two passes are required, the first up through the atmosphere to calcu-

late the a and G terms, followed by a downward pass to calculate the fluxes.

The new scheme has been implemented in the Edwards-Slingo code for two

and three regions at each height. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the much-improved

performance of the new scheme compared to ICA. The small residual error is due

to the fact that anomalous photon transport is only eliminated when it is associ-

ated with downward radiation being reflected back upward. Upward radiation

may still be reflected downwards into a different region, although generally this

results in a much smaller error.
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